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Introduction n 

1.11 Background 

Inn this work, we develop a framework for the design of multi-agent systems inspired by (human) 
organizationall  principles. Organizations are complex entities formed to overcome various limi-
tationss of individual agencies, such as cognitive, physical, temporal and institutional limitations. 
Theree is a parallel between the complexity of organizations and multi-agent systems. Therefore, 
wee explore the use of concepts, methods and techniques from human organizational design as ar-
chitecturall  principles for multi-agent systems. Three research lines are presented: organizational 
modelingmodeling and coordination, interoperability and agent models. Organizational modeling and co-
ordinationn are concerned with how resources (i.e. agents) can be identified and related to each 
other.. In order to have agents cooperate, several issues of interoperability have to be addressed. 
Agentt models deal with the design of individual intelligent software agents, taking into account 
typicall  features of agent intelligence. 

Everyy (human) activity raises two challenges: division of labor and coordina-
tiontion [Mintzberg, 1993]. Division of labor is the decomposition of work (or goals) into various 
distinctt tasks. Coordination refers to managing relations between these tasks to carry out the 
work.. The patterns of division of labor, responsibilities (people who do the work), clustering 
off  responsibilities into units and coordination between units can be defined by organizational 
structuresstructures [Galbraith, 1973]. The design of an organization should cover how one or more actors 
aree engaged in one or more tasks, where knowledge, capabilities and resources are distributed. 
Suchh a design can be seen as a set of networks and procedures that link actors, tasks, resources 
andd skills. The theory of division of labor originates from Adam Smith, who argues that or-
ganizationss are characterized as a way for assigning resources and responsibilities to working 
"units""  [Smith, 1776]. Every unit is responsible for a task related to its role within an organiza-
tion. . 

Onee of the first studies on organizational modeling has been later classified as mechanistic 
organizationall  modeling. Mechanistic organizations are designed as machines. This approach is 
knownn as classical management theory for designing organizational structures [Fayol, 1949]. De-
signingg individual positions as part of a machine is known as scientific management [Taylor, 1947]. 
Thee mechanistic approach is effective in stable environments, but another approach to design or-
ganizationall  structures is organic organizations, where organizations are designed as if they were 
organisms.. Organic organizations can be seen as open systems where the organizational mem-
berss (i.e. staff) must survive (e.g. by adapting) in changing environments and have life cycles. 
Thee organic organizations approach is effective in situations characterized by rapid changes in the 
environmentt and the staff. Morgan adds another approach: the organization as an informationn pro-
cessingg brain [Morgan, 1996]. By combining different elements (i.e. competences), functionality 
cann emerge. Knowledge is distributed and by removing one element, the function of that ele-
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mentt is taken over by another element, making the organization "self-organizing". A discussion 
off  studies on organizational structures can be found in [Morgan, 1996]. 

Severall  considerations can be made when making decisions about organizational design. Gal-
braithh divides these decisions into strategical, organizational and staff related [Galbraith, 1973]. 
Strategicc considerations look at the distinctive competence or domain of an organization. The 
structuree of an organization will be formed according to products or services to be offered, cus-
tomer/clientss to be served, technology to be utilized or location at which work is to be performed. 
Furthermore,, the objectives and goals of the organization play a major role. Types of goals range 
fromm long to short-term and from economic to social. The organizing mode determines how to 
decomposee the overall task into subtasks combined with coordination mechanisms to reintegrate 
thee results of these subtasks in order to achieve the overall goal. Considerations related to staff 
concernn selecting people (actors), designing tasks and arranging incentives or motivations (such 
ass rewards) for people to do their job. 

Manyy human organizations can be viewed as information processing systems because many 
off  their activities are concerned with transforming information from one form into another. In 
addition,, organizational activity (like receiving orders, reporting and administrating) is frequently 
information-drivenn [Bond and Gasser, 1988]. Links between human organizations and computa-
tionall  systems are described by [Fox, 1981, Malone and Crowston, 1994]. Fox describes an or-
ganizationall  structure for a distributed system as the collection of processes (agents), communi-
cationn paths and a control regime that coordinates the whole [Fox, 1981]. Malone and Crowston 
discussess the influence of coordination theory in resource allocation, management of unreliable 
actors,, task assignment and information flow management [Malone and Crowston, 1994]. He-
wittt points out that in organization lies power [Hewitt, 1991]. An elaborate study on the use of 
notions,, concepts, mechanisms and patterns from organizational design in Distributed Artificial 
Intelligencee research can be found in [Carley and Gasser, 1999]. 

Coordinationn is an essential activity in multi-agent systems, in that it permits agents to coop-
eratee in order to achieve common goals. Based on division of labor, agents will perform a number 
off  (specialized) tasks. Agents organized in a multi-agent system are capable of performing more 
complexx actions, when they collaborate. However, in order to achieve common and individual 
goalss agents need to interact in a coordinated manner. This means that an agent should be aware 
nott only of the actions it can perform and the state it is in at any moment of the execution, but also 
off  the actions other agents can perform and their states. Corkill and Lander point out the necessity 
forr coordination in large agent-based systems [Corkill and Lander, 1998], They describe a set of 
principless to argue that coordination structures will become an important aspect of effective sys-
temm performance. The importance of organizations can be determined by looking at the number 
off  agents they include, the duration of agent activities and the repetitiveness of activities. Another 
principlee states that when a system is composed of distributed processes, such as agents, there is a 
needd for coordination structures governing the interactions between these processes. 

"Intelligentt Agents" is a research domain within Artificial Intelligence that has received a 
greatt deal of attention over the past decade [Bradshaw, 1997, Weiss, 1999, Luck etal., 2003]. 
Thee fascination with this subject may be explained by the fact that most of the traditional AI 
problemss (such as knowledge representation, machine learning, planning, problem-solving and 
reflection)) come together within this topic, see for example [Bond and Gasser, 1988]. A lot of 
intelligentt agents on the Internet are usually not so clever as the term suggests. The reason for 
thiss is that a lot of classical AI problems are not solved by the introduction of agent technol-
ogyy [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1998]. 

Severall  perspectives, property sets and classifications for intelligent agents are de-
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scribedd within the literature, see for overviews [Franklin and Graesser, 1996, Nwana, 1996, 
Bradshaw,, 1997, Jennings, 2000]. An example of a property that is generally associated with 
ann intelligent agent is that they have a degree of autonomy, meaning that an agent can follow 
itss agenda independently of others in order to meet its objectives [Wooldridge, 2002]. For that 
reason,, an intelligent agent should be able to perceive its environment, e.g. via sensors, and re-
spondd in a timely fashion to changes that occur in it. Types of environments include the physical 
world,, a user, a collection of agents and the Internet. Furthermore, an intelligent agent should be 
ablee to take the initiative, i.e. be pro-active, instead of simply reacting in response to its envi-
ronment.. Finally, an intelligent agent should be able to interact with other agents and humans in 
orderr to offer their services and cooperate with other agents. To be able to interact with others, 
intelligentt agents must have the capability to communicate in one or more agent communication 
languages.. In order to have agents understand each other, several standardization efforts have 
beenn carried out [FIPA, 2002d]. However, standardization of an agent communication language 
doess not mean standardization of communication: problems at a semantic and coordination level 
stilll  need to be solved. Several agent models and frameworks have been proposed within the 
agentt literature [Franklin and Graesser, 1996]. Most of the time, they pay particular attention to 
multi-agentt aspects: i.e. to inter-agent/social organization and to inter-agent interaction. Some 
frameworkss make no commitment to the way an individual agent is organized internally; others 
makee a commitment by imposing a certain technical mechanism which implements only one or a 
feww intelligent agent properties [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1998]. 

Domainss where multi-agent systems play a role are large scale problem-solving systems, 
comprisedd of multiple individuals or services, engaged in more than one task, goal-directed 
(wheree goals can change), able to affect and be affected by their environment, having knowl-
edge,, culture, memories, history and capabilities distinct from any single agent, and having a 
legall  standing [Bond and Gasser, 1988], Many existing (web) services are distributed, heteroge-
neouss and rigid, in the sense that they can not easily be configured. For example, different lan-
guagess will be used for competence representations and ontology representation [Powers, 2003]. 
Thee libraries of services (i.e. Problem-Solving Methods) of a future Semantic Web will be as 
heterogeneouss as the current collection of search engines and other services that exist on the 
Webb [Berners-Lee et al., 2001]. To take heterogeneity and distribution into account, agent wrap-
perss can be built around these services, so that these services can cooperate (e.g. exchange infor-
mation). . 

Givenn the possible distributive and heterogeneous nature of multi-agent systems severall  design 
decisionss have to be made. Bond and Gasser divide these decisions into two levels: individual 
agentt level and community level. Decisions at the level of individual agents are: What becomes 
anan agent in a system? How does each agent model the world? How are agents structured in-
ternally?ternally? Are the agents identical or heterogeneous? In addition Do the agents share common 
modulesmodules or differ in others? Decisions at the level of a community are: What is the population 
ofof a system? What communication channels do agents use? What communication protocols do 
agentsagents use? How are conversations among agents structured? How is the configuration of the 
agent-community?agent-community? and How do the agents coordinate their action? [Bond and Gasser, 1988] 

Littl ee has been reported on theories and methods related to complex multi-agent architectures 
design.. Therefore, we explore the use of existing organizational patterns as architectures for multi-
agentt systems to address a selection of the above-described design issues. In order to have agents 
cooperatee within artificial organizations, interoperability problems will be examined. Furthermore, 
wee investigate how individual agents can be analyzed and designed. 
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1.22 Research Questions 

Thee general problem addressed in this thesis is: 

HOWW CAN HUMA N ORGANIZATIONA L PRINCIPLE S BE USED FOR MULTI-AGEN T 

ARCHITECTURES ? ? 

Wee explore the possibilities of designing multi-agent systems as artificial organizations and we 
investigatee the problems that arise when we want agents to behave as members within an artificial 
organization. . 

Thiss general problem is refined by the following three research questions: 

1.. HOW CAN DECOMPOSITIO N PRINCIPLE S (I.E . DIVISIO N OF LABOR ) AND COORDINA -

TIO NN BE APPLIE D IN MULTI-AGEN T ARCHITECTUR E DESIGN? 

Despitee the differences between intelligent agents and humans, we assume that human or-
ganizationall  principles can be used in multi-agent architecture design. Concepts, mech-
anismss and patterns from the field of organizational design have already been used as 
thee basis for distributed intelligent system design [Fox, 1981, Corkill and Lander, 1998, 
Carleyy and Gasser, 1999]. However, littl e work has been reported on the explicit use of the 
notionn of organizations in distributed intelligent system design. Moreover, Jennings argues 
thatt there are (still) insufficient mechanisms available for representing an agent-based sys-
tem'ss organizational structure [Jennings, 2000]. However, several organizational structures 
andd mechanisms are described within the organizational design literature. Therefore, we are 
interestedd in the use of this organizational knowledge in multi-agent architecture design. 

2.. HOW CAN AGENTS MAK E USE OF COORDINATIO N MECHANISMS ? 

Whenn agents collaborate, they need to use and share coordination strategies in order to reg-
ulatee joint actions. To share coordination strategies, agents will have to be able to share 
knowledgee related to coordination models. Furthermore, to regulate joint actions, agents 
needd to interoperate with each other. Interoperability issues are concerned with allowing 
agentss to communicate with each other, coordinating agent communication and adding se-
manticss to agent communication. 

3.. HOW CAN THE CAPABILITIE S AND FUNCTIONALIT Y OF AN INDIVIDUA L INTELLIGEN T 

AGENTT BE ANALYZE D AND DESIGNED? 

Thiss question relates to the issues discussed by Bond and Gasser: how does an agent model 
thethe world, are the agents identical or heterogeneous and how are the agents structured 
internallyinternally [Bond and Gasser, 1988]. There is a need for an integrated model that combines 
typicall  agent intelligence properties, such as autonomy, interaction, pro-activeness and reac-
tiveness.. This model should be able to guide designers in making conceptual, functional and 
technicall  design decisions. Such a model can take the form of a reference model for agent 
analysiss and design in which issues related to coordination and organization are included. 
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133 Approach 

Inn order to answer the research questions, we follow three research lines: organizational modeling 
andand coordination, interoperability and agent models. In each research line, we present conceptual 
frameworkss that are evaluated with technical experiments using prototypes. The three frameworks 
aree described at the knowledge level: i.e. independent of implementation and symbol representa-
tionn details. Prototypes are implemented (at the symbol level), as proof of concepts evaluating the 
plausibilityy of the presented frameworks. 

Too answer the research questions, we perform the following tasks: 

 CONDUCT A CONCEPTUAL ANALYSI S OF ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPTS, ORGANIZA-

TIONALL MODELS AND COORDINATION MECHANISMS. 

Too set the scope of this thesis, we investigate the building blocks of organizational design 
thatt form the basis of an agent organization framework. Within this framework, a set of 
organizationall  structures will be discussed. A case study on supply chain management 
iss analyzed with this framework, which results in three organizational structure designs. 
Finally,, we describe a prototype application resulting from the three organizational designs. 

 PROVIDE A FRAMEWORK FOR AGENT INTEROPERATION. 

Inn order to have agents "smoothly" collaborate with each other, we address the problem of 
enablingg interoperation. We explore an interoperability framework consisting of four inter-
operabilityy levels: technical, syntactical, semantic and coordination. The issues in the tech-
nicalnical interoperability and syntactic interoperability, which are solved by applying standard 
protocols,, methods and technology, are briefly discussed. The semantic interoperability 
levell  deals with ontologies that are used in agent communication. We investigate how these 
ontologiess can be constructed and used by agents. The coordination interoperability level 
dealss with how agents can be coordinated. We explore the use of Problem-Solving Meth-
odss (PSMs) to characterize coordination strategies that can be used by agents. Work on a 
multi-agentt architecture capable of (semi)automatic reuse of (web) services is discussed. 

 PROVIDE A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYZIN G AND DESIGNING THE CAPA-

BILITIE SS AND FUNCTIONALITY OF AN INTELLIGENT AGENT. 

Wee present a conceptual framework for analyzing and designing the capabilities and func-
tionalityy of an intelligent agent. Using the notion of separation of concerns, we define five 
dimensionss of agent intelligence where each dimension plays a role in the development of 
intelligentt agents. We report on two agent-based systems that are analyzed, designed and 
implementedd using the conceptual framework. 
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1.44 Thesis Outlin e 

Thee thesis is organized according to the outline presented below: 

Chapterr  2 - Agent Organization Framework In this chapter, we introduce general principles 
off  organizational design related to decomposition principles, organizational structures and 
coordinationn mechanisms. A selection of these principles are gathered in a framework for 
multi-agentt system design. In order to explore the application of the framework, a collection 
off  organizational design steps is presented that assists in a task-oriented decomposition of 
thee overall task of a system into jobs, the reintegration of jobs using job allocation, coordi-
nationn mechanisms and organizational structuring. A case study on distributed supply chain 
managementt shows the process from task decomposition via organizational design to three 
architecturess of multi-agent system designs. 

Chapterr  3 - Coordination Strategies for  Multi-Agent Systems Models for coordination 
strategies,, introduced in Chapter 2, are translated into Problem-Solving Methods. The co-
ordinationn strategies are based on existing coordination strategies taken from organizational 
designn theory and give agents a means to coordinate joint actions. We report on a small 
experimentt in which three coordination strategies were implemented as problem-solving 
methodss in a multi-agent system. 

Chapterr  4 - Five Capabilities Model In order to study how agents can be made to operate 
withinn organizations, we discuss the the 5 Capabilities (5C) model. The 5C model is a 
conceptuall  framework for analyzing and designing the capabilities and functionality of an 
intelligentt agent. Using the notion of separation of concerns, the 5C model defines five 
dimensionss of agent intelligence, where each dimension plays a role in the analysis and 
developmentt of intelligent agents. 

Chapterr  5 - Interoperation within a Complex Multi-Agen t Architectur e The problem of 
interoperationn within a distributed architecture composed of heterogeneous components is 
discussedd in this chapter. The architecture is able to compose applications from existing 
(web)) services that reside on the Web. The agents within the architecture collaborate us-
ingg collaboration patterns and specialized ontologies, which are part of an interoperability 
framework.. This framework consists of four layers: coordination (based on the mechanisms 
describedd in Chapter 2), semantical, syntactical and technical. The collaboration patterns 
aree operationalizations of the coordination methods described in Chapter 3. A proof of con-
ceptt is presented that explains the dynamics of parts of the architecture. The design and use e 
off  specialized ontologies is described in Chapter 6. 

Chapterr  6 - Message Content Ontologies The semantical layer of the interoperability frame-
work,, introduced in Chapter 5, is discussed in detail in this chapter. We address the prob-
lemm of how agents handle ontology-based communication. A theoretical framework for 
ontology-basedd communication is introduced. A pragmatic approach is presented that en-
abless the creation and use of ontologies to support ontology-based communication between 
agents. . 

Chapterr  7 - Conclusions This chapter concludes the thesis by answering the research ques-
tions,, discussing the presented work and suggesting future research. 
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Agentt  Organization Framework 

Inn this chapter we present a framework for multi-agent system design which is based both on 
humann organizational notions and principles for distributed intelligent systems design. The 
frameworkk elaborates on the idea that notions from the field of organizational design can be 
usedd as the basis for the design of distributed intelligent systems. Organizational notions such 
ass task, control, job, operation, management, coordination and organization are framed into an 
agentt organizational framework. A collection of organizational design activities is presented 
thatt assists in a task oriented decomposition of the overall task of a system into jobs and the 
reintegrationn of jobs using job allocation, coordination mechanisms and organizational struc-
turing.. A number of coordination mechanisms have been defined in the organizational design 
literature.. For the scope of this thesis we concentrate on: Direct Supervision where one indi-
viduall  takes all decisions for the work of others. Mutual Adjustment that achieves coordination 
byy a process of informal communication between agents, and Standardization of Work, Output 
andd Skills. 
Threee organizational structures are discussed, that coordinate agents and their work: Machine 
Bureaucracy,, Professional Bureaucracy and Adhocracy. The Machine Bureaucracy is task-
driven,, seeing the organization as a single-purpose structure, which only uses one strategy to 
executee the overall task. The Professional Bureaucracy is competence-driven, where a part of 
thee organization will first examine a case, match it to predetermined situations and then allocate 
specializedd agents to it. In the Adhocracy the organization is capable of reorganizing its own 
structuree including dynamically changing the work flow, shifting responsibilities and adapting 
too changing environments. A case study onn distributed supply chain management shows the pro-
cesss from task decomposition via organizational design to three multi-agent architectures based 
onn Mintzberg's organizational structures. This chapter will be published in the International 
Journall  of Human Computer Studies [van Aart, 2004]. 

2.11 Introductio n 

Inn this chapter, we discuss a framework for the design of distributed intelligent systems. The 
frameworkk is based on human organizational notions and principles, aimed at managing relations 
betweenn organizational agents1 and the activities they perform, rather than at the design of individ-
uall  agents. The framework elaborates on the idea that notions from the field of organizational de-
signn can be used as the basis for the design of distributed intelligent systems. Already in the eight-
ies,, links between human organizations and computational systems were suggested [Fox, 1981, 
Malone,, 1987]. Since then, organizational approaches have become themes in research areas for 
supportingg coordination and framing control relations. Hewitt has pointed out that in organization 
lieslies power [Hewitt, 1991]. Indeed, despite the differences2 between software agents and humans 
aa number of notions, such as concepts, mechanisms and patterns can be used as principles for dis-
tributedd intelligent systems design [Fox, 1981]. Different agent-oriented modeling techniques and 

11 In this thesis, we use "agent" to refer to intelligent software agents. 
2Forr example, agents can be cloned but agents do not have the ability to learn as quickly as humans from each other. 
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methodss have been presented, see for an overview [Wooldridge et al., 2000]. For example, GAIA 
specifiess agent systems in terms of interaction roles. Roles are defined with responsibilities, per-
missionss and protocols into a role model. An interaction model defines a protocol for each type 
off  inter-role interaction [Wooldridge et al., 2000]. However, GAIA only implicitly uses the notion 
off  organizations and should be enhanced with organizational structures [Zambonelli et al., 2000]. 
Researchh efforts on agents and organizations have been reported in the organizational design liter-
ature,, including research on electronic institutions [Esteva et al., 2001], computational and math-
ematicall  models of organizations [Carley and Gasser, 1999] and organizational views on multi-
agentt systems [Ferber, 1999]. 

Inn spite of the work on agent organizations, Jennings argues that there are not suf-
ficientficient mechanisms available for representing an agent-based system's organizational struc-
turee [Jennings, 2000]. Fox sees an organizational structure for a distributed system as the col-
lectionn of processes (i.e. agents), communication paths and a control regime that coordinates the 
wholee [Fox, 1981]. Therefore, research efforts in the agent field have dealt with the problem of 
enablingg interactions among agents allowing information and knowledge to be transferred from 
onee agent to another, middleware components (mediator, information brokers) and infrastructures. 
However,, the approach of the research efforts reported in the agent literature is on the system 
(implementation)) perspective. 

Distributedd Artificial Intelligence (DAI) has looked at overcoming limitations of individual 
agenciess by tackling problems through running distributed computational processes. For this rea-
son,, research in (distributed) knowledge models, communication and reasoning techniques have 
ledd to ways in which agents can participate in societies of agents, i.e. agencies. We see an agency 
ass a society of agents, in which each of them can be specialized with knowledge, one or more skills 
andd has a sort of mechanism that permits the interaction with others. Examples of agencies are 
collectionss of individuals, including humans, machines and computational processes such as web 
servicess and agents. A specific agency is a multi-agent system, which is defined by O'Hare and 
Jenningss as a loosely-coupled network of problems solvers (i.e. agents) that work together to solve 
problemsproblems that are beyond their individual capabilities [O'Hare and Jennings, 1996]. Every agent 
hass one or more limitations, which can be categorized into cognitive, physical, temporal and insti-
tutionaltutional limitations. Cognitive limitations model the fact that individuals are rationally bounded. 
Itt means that the data, information, and knowledge an individual can process and the detail of 
controll  an individual can handle is limited. As tasks grow larger and more complex, techniques 
mustt be applied to limit the growth of information and the complexity of control. Individuals can 
bee limited physically, because of their physiology or because of the resources available to them. 
Temporall  limitations exist where the achievement of individual goals exceeds the lifetime of an 
individual,, or the time during which resources are available for this goal. Finally, institutional 
limitationss means that individuals are legally or politically limited. 

Sociall  systems, i.e. groups of humans and social connections, can be viewed as computational 
systems.. Many human activities are concerned with transforming information and knowledge 
fromm one form to another. In addition, human activities (such as receiving orders, reporting and 
processing)) are frequently information-driven [Galbraith, 1973]. An example is an agent-based 
systemm for digital cross-border information flow within a European network of insurance compa-
nies.. In this case, agents that exchange the same information via the Internet replaced people who 
exchangedd information by telephone [van Aart et al., 2002b]. However, when designing complex 
systemss with multiple agents and multiple tasks, it is likely that social rules will lead to systems 
thatt are hard to design and maintain. If every agent is equipped with social rules prescribing the 
wayy it should behave in the system, these rules will have to be valid in every situation. The result 
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cann be a set of agents where the rule base for social rules is more complex than their competences. 
Att the moment, if a task, domain or group of agent changes, every agent (and its social rule base) 
hass to be adjusted. 

Thee remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we investigate the 
buildingg blocks from organizational design that form the basis of our framework. Organizational 
structuress are described in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 describes a collection of organizational design 
activitiess that operates within the framework. In Section 2.5 a case study on supply chain man-
agementt is analyzed with the framework, which resulted in three organizational structure designs 
andd a small prototype application. Finally, we discuss issues arising from this study and suggest 
futuree work. 

2.22 Buildin g Blocks of Agent Organizational models 

Thiss section discusses a number of concepts, organizational relation and coordination mechanisms 
fromm organizational design that will be used as building blocks in our agent organization frame-
work.. We will start by examining the work of Mintzberg. He has argued that: Every organized 
humanhuman activity from baking a cookie to the placing of a man on the moon gives rise to two funda-
mentalmental and opposing questions: how to divide activities into various tasks and how to coordinate 
thesethese tasks to accomplish the activity? [Mintzberg, 1993]. One of the answers Mintzberg gives to 
thee first question is that activities should be broken down into a technical part and a management 
part.. Operators will be responsible for performing the technical part of the work, such as produc-
ingg output. Managers will be responsible for the control over Operators. With this approach, the 
performancee of work is explicitly separated from the control over it. 

Onee of the answers to the second question is to place Operators and Managers into a (hier-
archical)) structure, where Managers control Operators in order to achieve coordination. Another 
approachh is to place Operators into a structure of commitments (also known as locker room agree-
ments),ments), wherein the Operators have reached an agreement on how to collaborate with each other. 
Thiss means that the work and communication patterns of Operators are standardized. Mintzberg's 
breakdownn of tasks into smaller activities can be seen as hierarchical task decomposition. This 
meanss that tasks are broken down into smaller subtasks. This breakdown repeats until the sub-
taskss are small enough to be allocated to an Operator. A stop-criterion for decomposition is the 
amountt and complexity of the knowledge needed for executing a subtask. 

Wee assume that a task is known beforehand and that subtasks will not be conflicting. Other 
decompositionn strategies include Skill oriented, Process oriented and Knowledge oriented decom-
position.position. Skill oriented decomposition looks at the expertise of components (humans, machine or 
agents)) already available. For example, in the design of a system that is able to search on the Web, 
onee can utilize already existing search engines, such as Google. Process oriented decomposition 
triess to define the goal of a system in terms of transactions between steps. This can be useful 
inn domains where the steps to be undertaken are deterministic and the transactions between the 
stepss can be described as sequential. For example, in the process of assembling a car, there is an 
assemblyy line that represents the medium for sequential transactions between the assemble jobs. 
Knowledgee oriented decomposition will look at the knowledge of components (humans, machine 
orr agents) already available. For example, in order to facilitate a one-stop shop3 for law assistance, 
aa number of existing knowledge bases on the domain of law can be coupled, by wrapping agents 

3AA system where one point mediates between user and available services. 
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aroundd them. An example of this functionality is discussed in Section 6.5. In the remainder we 
wil ll  use task decomposition as mechanism for division of labor. 

Anotherr principle from organizational design is the contingency theory (see for an 
overvieww [Morgan, 1996]). It claims that: There is no best way to organize. This means that there 
iss not one organizational structure that can handle every problem in every domain. The theory 
statess that the appropriate form of an organizational design depends on the task and the environ-
ment.. Tasks range from highly routine to highly innovative. For example, the task to assemble a 
carr can be seen as a routine task. The design of a car can be seen as an innovative task. Environ-
mentss can be characterized on a scale ranging from relatively stable to highly unpredictable. 

Thee next section starts from the theory of Mintzberg by describing an ontology that can be 
usedd for Multi-Agent System analysis and design. Based on the contingency theory we discuss 
severall  organizational forms in Section 2.3. 

2.2.11 Concepts 

Onee individual (such as person, machine, agent or web service) can handle many tasks on its own. 
However,, when one of these individuals encounters one or more limitations, a solution is to have 
thee task be executed by a set of individuals. To define what has to be done (i.e. the decomposi-
tionn of the overall task), by whom (set of Operators and task allocation) and how (methods and 
knowledge),, a selection of concepts from organizational literature has been placed in a context as 
illustratedd in Figure 2.1. 

Thee task perspective consists of tasks and a task decomposition expressed in task relations. 
AA  task can be seen as the overall duty of an organization. Tasks can be defined as work in a do-
main,, e.g. production of cars or finding scientific literature on the Web. In detail, a task definition 
specifiess the subtasks that should achieve that goal of the task, input and output specifications and 
aa control structure. A control structure specifies a methods to handle the dependencies between 
subtasks.. This corresponds to Mintzberg's division of work into tasks. Task relations describe de-
pendenciess of these subtasks, such as the sequence of execution. This corresponds to Mintzberg's 
coordinationn of tasks to accomplish the work. 

Thee operational perspective consists of objects, technical activities and jobs. An object is 
somethingg that can be consumed, produced (created, cloned), transformed (altered, combined) or 
usedd by tasks. Examples of objects are data, information and knowledge. In some cases, objects 
cann be stored in a warehouse or a repository (e.g. a database). Technical activities deal with ob-
jectss typically leading to a piece of work where objects are consumed (used, altered, combined) 
andd produced (created, cloned). The pieces of work are represented by jobs. A technical activity 
consistss of three jobs: (I) Consume job, which secures the inputs (that is objects) for produc-
tionn (2) Transform job, which transforms (or produces) the input to outputs via a transformation 
processs and (3) Distribute job, which distributes the outputs (that is objects). Sometimes objects 
needd to be transported between producing and consuming jobs. For example, there can be a unit 
forr item discovery and a unit for item classification. The jobs Consume and Distribute are ex-
plicitlyy defined to assist the process of coordination. Every agent has first to gather its input, before 
itt can operate on it. Then it can be distributed to one or more other agents. The idea behind this 
iss that these two jobs can be either passive or active. For example, if the job Consume is passive, 
agentt A will wait until agent B will offer its consumable objects to Agent A. This can be seen as 
re-activee behavior of agent A. If the job is pro-active, agent A will take initiative to gather its input 
byy contacting agent B that distributes the object agent A needs. This can be seen as pro-active 
behavior.. So called broker agents can assist in these processes, for coupling demand (Consume) 
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Figuree 2.1 
Frameworkk context, showing the four perspectives of the framework, its concepts and main relations. The task per-
spectivee consists of tasks and task decomposition expressed in task relations. The operational perspective consists 
off  objects, technical activities and jobs. The coordination perspective is concerned with the control of technical 
activitiess in the form of management activities and jobs. The organizational perspective is concerned with who does 
whatt (job allocation) and consists of positions (such as operator and manager) and units. 

andd offer (Distribute). Interaction protocols can be applied, such as the Contract Net protocol 
whichh is based on announcements (call for proposals), bids (proposals) and awarded contracts 
(acceptance)) [Davis and Smith, 1983]. In traditional software engineering the flow of objects are 
handledd within the internals of a system or an inference mechanism. For example, one does not 
havee to design the flow of objects in the programming environment Prolog, the internal inference 
mechanismm will take care of this. 

Thee coordination perspective is concerned with the control of technical activities in the form 
off  management activities. Management activities deal with coordinating technical activities, trans-
portt of objects and decision-making. For example, when assembling a car there is a decision to 
makee when to start, in what sequence the car should be assembled and how objects (i.e. parts) 
flowflow between the assembly jobs. Management activities consist of two jobs: Strategy job, which 
iss in charge of ensuring that the organization serves its mission in an effective way, for example by 
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configuringg technical activities. The Supervise job supervises technical activities, by for exam-
plee controlling the flow of objects between jobs. In more complex organizations where there is a 
hierarchyy of management activities, the management activity should staff this authority hierarchy. 
Thiss is what Mintzberg calls the middle line, i.e. the collection of Managers between the lower 
hierarchyy and the top Managers [Mintzbeig, 1993]. 

Thee organizational perspective is concerned with who does what (job allocation) and there-
foree consists of positions and units. A position is the characteristic and expected (social) behav-
iorr of an organizational individual. Organizational individuals populate an organization and are 
groupedd into larger individual groups, such as units or departments. The behavior of an organiza-
tionall  individual can be described in terms of responsibility for carrying out a set of jobs (including 
objectss to be consumed and produced), required expertise, skills or competences. Examples of po-
sitionss are archivist, Operator, mediator, planner, coordinator, decision-maker, observer, executive, 
communicatorr and Manager. A position can fulfil l multiple activities or a set of positions can fulfil l 
onee activity. Positions range from specialized by performing only one job to general (omnipotent) 
performingg multiple or all jobs. To make things not too complex, we distinguish between two 
typess of positions, OPERATORS and MANAGERS. An OPERATOR is responsible for a limited set 
off  technical activities. A MANAGER is responsible for management activities. The difference 
betweenn a MANAGER and an OPERATOR can be seen as the separation of control knowledge and 
objectt flow between agents in distributed intelligent systems. A unit is a group of positions that 
cann be seen as a distinct entity within an organization [Mintzberg, 1993]. Similar concepts are 
agency,, department, cluster, team and (sub) society. Six bases for grouping are commonly con-
sidered:: grouping by knowledge and skill, by work process and function, by time, by output, by 
clientt and by location. At the end, the assignment of Operators and Managers, their grouping into 
units,, and the grouping of units into other units can form an organization. 

2.2.22 Organizational Relations 

Betweenn the concepts defined in the section above relations and dependencies exist. These re-
lationss are defined by Mintzberg and are discussed below for relations that connect two or more 
positions.. The relations are also summarized in Table 2.1. 

Thee Producer/consumer relation exists in the execution of activities, one Operator with one or 
moree other technical activities produces objects that are to be used by technical activities that are 
allocatedd to other Operators. Sometimes transportations (i.e. transactions within the flow of ob-
jects)) have to be performed to move objects between Operators. The Consumer/producer relation, 
iss present where one or more Operators need objects that are to be produced by one or more other 
Operators.. The distinction between producer/consumer relations and consumer/producer relations 
iss that if OPERATOR A has a producer/consumer dependency with OPERATOR B, OPERATOR B 
hass a consumer/producer relation with OPERATOR A. The Common limited object relation exists 
betweenn multiple Operators when they need to access an object produced by one Operator. In this 
case,, the technical activities of the Operators are mutually exclusive in the sense that they cannot 
bee performed at the same time. For example, an Operator that needs a long time for transforming, 
suchh as complex calculations, can lock an object. 

Thee Report relation means that an Operator has to report to a Manager. Type of reports can be 
thee beginning and the ending of an activity including the state of the produced object. The Conflict 
relationrelation means that an Operator has to report to a Manager in case of a conflict between either 
anotherr Operator, another Manager or a conflict with an object. 

Thee Command and instruct relation means that a Manager will instruct an Operator in what 
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mannerr to execute its technical activities and the moment of execution. An instruction consists of 
threee sub-instructions: (1) what objects to consume from what Operator(s), (2) how to transform 
thesee objects, and (3) to what Operator(s) to distribute the transformed objects to. With the Direct 
supervisionsupervision relation, a Manager will inform an Operator what next job to perform after finishing a 
jobb of a technical activity. For example, when an Operator performed a transform job, the Operator 
hass to ask the Manager what to do with this new object. The Manager can respond with "distribute 
thee object to Operator B". In short, the Manager makes all decisions on the perspective of the jobs 
off  a technical activity. 

Thee Delegation relation means that a Manager will delegate its responsibility to either another 
Managerr or an Operator. In case of complex activities, a hierarchy of Managers can be defined that 
aree capable of controlling on different perspectives of execution. For example, the management 
activitiess higher in a hierarchy use another perspective of detail than the management activities that 
controll  the operation. In a car factory, the higher Managers will look at the number of produced 
carss and the demand of customers. At the lower perspective of the organization, the Managers will 
controll  the process of manufacturing. 

OPERATORR with 

TECHNICALL ACTIVITIE S 

MANAGE RR with 

MANAGEMENTT ACTIVITIE S 

OPERATORR with 

TECHNICALL ACTIVITIE S 
producerr consumer 
consumerr producer 
commonn limited object 
commandd and instruct 
directt supervision 
delegate e 

MANAGE RR with 

MANAGEMENTT ACTIVITIE S 
report t 
conflict t 

delegate e 

Tablee 2.1 
Relationss between OPERATORS and MANAGERS with technical activities and management activities. 

2.2.33 Coordination Mechanisms 

Malonee defines coordination as the operation of complex systems made up of compo-
nentss [Malone and Crowston, 1994]. It is the act of managing interdependencies between posi-
tionss and activities performed to achieve goals. Mintzberg has denned the following mechanisms 
thatt can be applied to coordinate dependencies between positions and activities. 

Thee first coordination mechanism, Direct Supervision achieves coordination by having one 
individuall  take responsibility, which is taking all decisions for the work of others, issuing in-
structionss to them and monitoring their actions. This mechanism can be seen as a pattern for 
onee central reasoning service (i.e. the MANAGER) with several information providing processes 
(i.e.. OPERATORS). This form of coordination is suited when there is a clear distinction between 
decision-makingg and operation. In Section 3.3.1 (p.43), we discuss this coordination mechanism 
inn detail. 

Thee second mechanism, Standardization of Work achieves coordination by specifying, i.e. 
programming,, the content of the technical activity. The content of the activity is specified in 
everyy step, from getting the input objects (Consume), what to do with it (Transform) and to 
whomm to distribute it (Distribute). For example, when installing a gear into a car a piece of this 
specificationn will look like "take the two-inch-round-head Philips screw and insert it into hole HI, 
attachh this to part P2 with the lock washer L2 and hexagonal nut Nl , at the same time holding....". 
Inn distributed intelligent systems design this means a hard coded procedural program that dictates 
thee behavior of an agent, without any room for negotiation with other agents. In case of a conflict 
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(forr instance exception), it will be reported to the supervisor (Manager). Standardization of output 
objectsobjects achieves coordination by only specifying the result (i.e. produced objects) of the activities. 
Forr example, taxi drivers are not told how to drive or what route to take; they are merely informed 
wheree to deliver their fares. This can be applied when only the configuration of the outgoing 
objectss of activities matters. For example, web servers produce web pages in the HTML format. 
Forr the reader of those pages, it does not matter how these pages are produced, as long as they 
aree in the HTML format. For distributed intelligent system design, this means the specification of 
interfacess (e.g. output objects) of agents and exchange mechanisms, like languages and ontologies. 
StandardizationStandardization of skills achieves coordination by only specifying what competences are needed 
forr the activity. For example, when two surgeons meet in an operating room to perform surgery, 
theyy need hardly communication, by virtue of training, they know exactly what to expect of each 
otherr [Gosselin, 1978]. When designing distributed intelligent systems, the knowledge required 
forr specific activities has to be specified and agents need to be equipped with knowledge about the 
competencess of other agents. By means of protocols, they can collaborate. In Section 3.3.2 (p.47), 
wee discuss "Standardization of Work" in detail. 

Finally,, Mutual Adjustment achieves coordination by a process of informal communication 
betweenn positions. This means that positions are capable of solving coordination issues by them-
selves.. For distributed intelligent system design, this means that agents have social abilities in the 
sensee that they are capable of interacting and reasoning about each others interfaces, knowledge 
andd competences and activities to achieve, without hardly any standardization or protocols. In 
Sectionn 3.3.3 (p.51) we discuss this 'Mutual Adjustment" in detail. 

Thee choice of a coordination strategy depends on a number of factors, such as the type of 
environment,, the type of activity and the style of organizing. For example, "standardization of 
technicall  activities" is an option when the multi-agent system needs to operate in a stable environ-
mentt where activities will not change and there is a need for tight control over the Operators. The 
agentss will not have to be equipped with organizational knowledge nor the ability of negotiation. 
"Mutuall  Adjustment" is an alternative, in case of a dynamic environment where it is unknown 
whatt activities need to be performed. Furthermore, the type and number of agents are not known 
onn forehand meaning that agents themselves have to get in contact and discuss the allocation of 
activitiess and responsibilities. Accordingly, the agents have to be capable of modeling the envi-
ronmentt (such as constructing a world model). Furthermore, the agents have to figure out what 
overalll  goals (if any) to achieve. 

2.33 Organizational Structures 

Organizationss are complex artifacts that are made by design or that have emerged over time. A 
designn of an organization should show flow of objects between positions and the interrelationships 
betweenn these positions. An organigram4 is an often used means to represent organizational de-
signss [Mintzberg, 1993]. An organigram shows a picture of the division of labor, what positions 
exists,, how these are grouped into units (or clusters) and how formal authority flows. 

Wee propose to use organigrams as a mechanism for representing a distributed system's or-
ganizationall  structure in answer to the issue of the availability of insufficient mechanisms for 
representingg a system's organizational structure as mentioned by Jennings [Jennings, 2000]. The 
groupingg of these agents can be shown by units. Furthermore, the flows of authority show the re-
sponsibilityy of Managers in terms of the Operators they control. Imagine a hypothetical distributed 

44 Also known as organizational chart. 
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systemm for classification of items on the Web, such as documents and images. This system includes 
specializedd agents for crawling, document classification and image classification. The organigram 
inn Figure 2.2 shows the collection of organizational properties for this system. Firstly, what po-
sitionss exists in the system and what agents occupy these positions. For example, the agents 
C raw le rll  andCrawler2 occupy the position of WEBCRAWLER. The agents C l a s s i f i e rl 
andd C l a s s if i e r2 occupy the position of DOCUMENT CLASSIFICATION AGENT Secondly, how 
thesee agents are grouped into units, e.g. the units Operation, WebCrawling and Classification. 
Thirdly,, how control and coordination flows among them, e.g. the unit Operation controls the 
unitss WebCrawling and Classification. 

Coordination n 
C.E.O. . 

1 1 
Marketing g 

-MarketingManager r 
-- useragentl: simple search agent 
-- useragent2: simple search agent 
-- useragent3: advanced search agent 

Operation n 
Operationss Manager 

1 1 

Jobb Planning 

I I 
Administration n 

PlanningManager r 
planner!:: planning agent 
planner2:: planning agent f f AdministrationManager r 

loggenn Hogging agent 
reporterl:: reporting agent 

WebCrawling g Classification n 

-- CrawlingManager 
 crawlerl: depth-first crawler agent 
 crawler2: depth-first crawler agent 
 crawler3: breadth-first crawler agent 
 crawler4: breadth-first crawler agent 

—ClassificationManager r 
—— classifierl: documentclassification agent 
—— classified: documentclassification agent 
—— classified: imageclassification agent 
—— classified: imageclassification agent 

Figuree 2.2 
Organigramm of a multi-agent system for classification of items on the Web. Boxes represent units, lines represent 
authorityy structures, bold font words represent manager positions and regular font words represent agents. 

Withh the discussed organizational properties in mind, we will look at three organizational 
structuress as described by Mintzberg [Mintzberg, 1993]. The next sections describe these organi-
zationall  structures in detail. 

2.3.11 Machine Bureaucracy 

Thee Machine Bureaucracy5 is an organization where tasks are decomposed into highly routine 
technicall  activities. The relations between technical activities are sequential, therefore relations 
cann be coordinated using formalized rules and regulations, based on the coordination mechanism 
off  standardization of technical activities. The positions are grouped on the basis of work processes 
intoo functional units. For example, one unit for pre-processing, one unit for transforming and one 
unitt for packing. 

Theree is a centralized authority, which means that all decision-making is done centrally and 
followss a chain of command from the top of the hierarchy to the Operators below. Given the 
functionall  units and the centralized decision-making, the form of the hierarchy of the organiza-

5Thee term bureaucracy was introduced by Max Weber as a technical term to describe a type of organization where 
behaviorr is predetermined or predictable, which can be seen as "standardization" as discussed before. The management 
andd human resource management literature, has labeled the term "Bureaucracy" as a 'dirty word'. In this thesis we refer 
too the technical use of "Bureaucracy". 
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tionn is steep. The type of agents are very controllable, they do not have many decision-making 
capabilitiess and operate in subordination. Furthermore, there is a sharp distinction between tech-
nicall  positions and management positions. An example of a Machine Bureaucracy is a steel fac-
toryy [Mintzberg, 1993]. The environment is stable and the nature of the tasks is routine and se-
quential,, e.g. produce x products of type t. Furthermore, the jobs are rather simple and repetitive. 

2.3.22 Professional Bureaucracy 

Thee Professional Bureaucracy is an organization were technical activities are performed by highly 
skilledd Operators. The nature of the jobs is highly complex, meaning that a lot of knowledge is 
requiredd for them. Therefore, the control is decentralized and depends on internal professional 
standards.. The positions are grouped based on skills into specialized units. For example, one 
forr cardiology, one for neurology and one for surgery. The form of the organization is fiat. The 
primee coordination mechanism is standardization of skills. The nature of the tasks is cyclic and 
thee environment is predictable. 

Too understand how a Professional Bureaucracy operates, one has to think of a set of technical 
activitiess that can be applied to predetermined situations. The skill of an Operator is defined as the 
technicall  activities it can achieve. The idea is that Operators are categorized, based on their skills. 
Whenn a problem has to be solved, the problem will be compared to one of the predetermined 
situations.. From there, one or more Operators are selected that will solve the problem. Mintzberg 
hass associated the term pigeonholing with this process [Mintzberg, 1993]. With this, Mintzberg 
meanss that Operators are placed into "pigeon holes" labeled with one ore more predetermined 
situations.. Given a problem, the most suited Operator will be "grasped" from a "pigeon hole" on 
thee basis of its label. 

Thee process of pigeonholing is the responsibility of the strategy job. Given the activities to 
bee performed, one can decompose these into technical activities and allocate these to specialized 
Operators.. Pigeonholing can be seen as an assessment task for Managers. Based on the case it 
wil ll  decide which Operator will be assigned to it. 

Thee difference between a Machine Bureaucracy and a Professional Bureaucracy is the pigeon-
holingg process. The Machine Bureaucracy is a single-purpose structure, where Operators execute 
standardd sequences of jobs. The Professional Bureaucracy will first examine a case and men select 
ann Operator for it. In machine bureaucratic organizations, such as a car factory, Operators always 
performm the same job. For example, there is an Operator that classifies documents and an Operator 
thatt classifies images. In professional bureaucratic organizations, such as a hospital, the case of a 
patientt will first be classified into for example, a heart defect. Secondly, it will be coupled to an 
Operatorr with the appropriate skills, i.e. a cardiologist. 

Anotherr difference between a Machine Bureaucracy and a Professional Bureaucracy is how 
technicall  activities are allocated to Operators. In a Machine Bureaucracy, there is a clear distinc-
tionn between the positions that are occupied with technical activities and the positions that are 
occupiedd with management activities. Operators only perform technical activities and Managers 
aree occupied with management activities. This means that Managers interfere with the consume, 
transformm and produce jobs of Operators. This can be seen as management on a functional level. 
AA Professional Bureaucracy uses the pigeonholing process for technical activities allocation. 
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2 333 Adhocracy 

Thee two organization forms discussed above are not capable of innovation, i.e. breaking away 
fromm established organizational patterns. We see innovation as the ability of one or more agents 
too define new technical activities for new situations. New situations are found in dynamic and 
unpredictablee environments. Therefore, the structure of the organization should have great flex-
ibility .. For that reason, the organizational structure of an Adhocracy has no hierarchical form. 
Withh the use of Mutual Adjustment the Operators are capable of performing innovative tasks, i.e. 
solvingg problems in a sophisticated and on an ad hoc way. Decision-making is done decentralized 
byy multiple Managers. The prime coordination mechanism is Mutual Adjustment, which means 
thatt execution of the task relies on agent negotiation. An example of an Adhocracy is an Internet 
start-upp with a limited number of employees, where the type of products and services frequently 
changess to find and serve customers. 

Thee difference between an Adhocracy and the two bureaucracies is that within an Adhocracy 
theree is no standard set of jobs and no classification of predetermined situations. For every case, 
Operatorss within an Adhocracy have to find creative solutions to unique problems. This has to be 
donee using forms of negotiation on the basis of argumentation. When an Adhocracy grows older, 
itt could reconfigure itself to a Machine Bureaucracy or a Professional Bureaucracy. 

Thee organizational structures Machine Bureaucracy, Professional Bureaucracy and Adhocracy 
andd their properties are summarized in Table 2.2. 

Organizationall  Structures 

environment environment 
tasktask nature 
activityactivity allocation 
form form 
coordination coordination 
mechanism mechanism 
decisiondecision making 
typetype of agents 

Machine Machine 
Bureaucracy Bureaucracy 
stable e 
routine e 
static c 
steep p 
Standardization n 
off  Technical Activities 
central l 
controllable e 

Professional Professional 
Bureaucracy Bureaucracy 
predictable e 
skilled d 
pigeonn holing 
flat flat 
Standardization n 
off  Skills 
decentral l 
cooperational l 

Adhocracy Adhocracy 

dynamic c 
innovative e 
innovative e 
none e 
Mutual l 
Adjustment t 
decentral l 
autonomous s 

Tablee 2.2 
Organizationall  Structures and their properties. 

2.44 Agent Organizational Design Activitie s 

Basedd on Figure 2.1, we see an organizational structure in terms of flows between agents. These 
flowsflows can be the movement of objects between Operators, commands from Managers to Operators 
andd reports from Operators to Managers. This view, the discussed organization principles and 
organizationall  design are accompanied by three organizational design activities: Task Analysis, 
OperatorOperator Collaboration Design and Organizational Design. 
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2.4.11 Task Analysis 

Taskk Analysis is concerned with the breakdown of work into subtasks. When a subtask is small 
enoughh to be performed by one agent, we see that as a primitive task. A primitive task is spe-
cializedd into a technical activity. Accompanied with this breakdown is the identification of task 
dependencies.. In this step, the primitive tasks are allocated to technical activities. For this step, 
UMLL activity diagrams can be used to show the technical activities, the transform jobs of techni-
call  activities, task relations and the flow of objects. Individual tasks can be described in terms of 
neededd skills, task relations, input and output objects. 

Wee use Bond and Gasser's conceptual distances as rules for decomposi-
tiontion [Bond and Gasser, 1988], Firstly, computation cost, that is the costs for using information, 
knowledgee or drawing on a specialized skill (measured in time, space, or other resources). For 
example,, it is cheaper to produce cars in Asia or it is cheaper to use the services of Google 
insteadd of building a new search engine. Secondly, spatial distance, which can be expressed in a 
measuree of distribution of processes, information or knowledge. Both computational and human 
informationn processing depend upon sensing data, information and knowledge. These processes 
occurr at spatially distributed locations and on different and therefore distributed devices. There is 
aa (possibly large) cost involved in moving these input data to a single central point in the system 
forr processing. For example, in the car factory there will be assembly lines. It is impossible to see 
whatt is going on at the beginning and at the end of the assembly line at the same time. Another 
examplee are web services which can be implemented differently and running on different servers. 
Thirdly,, temporal distance, means that data, information or knowledge may not be available at 
aa given time, because they have not yet been produced or derived. For example, it can take time 
too transport information from one point to another. Finally, semantic distance, knowledge can 
bee clustered into specialized tasks. There is then a distance between these specialized tasks. 
Forr example, in a car factory, one position will reason about the number of produced cars and 
onee position will reason about the demand of customers. Another position will reason about 
thee process of manufacturing, for instance sequence of assembly, work schedules and conflict 
handling. . 

2.4.22 Operator  Collaboration Design 

Afterr determining a set of technical activities, these are to be allocated to Operators. An Operator 
cann be specified in terms of responsibility, (expected) behavior, used interaction strategies, and 
relationshipss with other Operators and Managers. 

Wee assume that Operators are rationally bounded, meaning that data, information, and knowl-
edgee an Operator can process and the detail of control it can handle is limited. Therefore, tech-
niquess must be applied to limit the increase of information and the complexity of control. For that 
reason,, one or more of the coordination mechanisms are to be chosen, given the nature of the task 
andd the nature of the environment. For example, when using direct supervision, positions must 
alloww Managers to steer their object flows. AUML sequence diagrams (cf. [Odell et al., 2000]) 
cann be used to express interactions between agents. AUML is an extension of UML for express-
ingg concepts and mechanisms, such as agents, interactions and protocols. An AUML sequence 
diagramm can show patterns of interaction between the agents, i.e. Operators. These interactions 
dictatee what control between the Operators has to be managed. 
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2.433 Organizational Design 

Thee step Organizational Design is concerned with the definitive organizational design. Given 
thee collaboration model, Manager tasks have to be specified. This can be illustrated in a control 
flowflow diagram showing the flow of control between the management activities and the Operators. 
Furthermore,, it shows the sequential flow of objects. Two examples of control flow diagrams can 
bee found in Figure 2.6 (p.25) and Figure 2.8 (p.26). 

Ann organizational structure can be used for the agent organizational design, given the type of 
environmentt and the type of task. The characteristics of the organization can be expressed as in 
Figuree 2.2 showing the organizational positions, their grouping and the flows of authority. 

2.55 Agent-Based Supply Chain Management 

Supplyy Chain Management (SCM) is a process where different types of distributions can be found, 
bothh spatial and semantic. Existing retailers are now offering their products and services online via 
webb shops6. When a customer orders a set of products, the retailer has to figure out how to deliver 
thesee products. Furthermore, the retailer should give an indication of the price and the moment of 
delivery.. In this case, a chain of stores uses couriers to assemble orders and deliver the products to 
customers.. Chains of stores can include different kind of stores having heterogeneous assortments. 
Thee couriers have to travel via multiple stores and multiple customers in an optimal route to 
satisfyy customer orders. The idea is not to let the couriers plan a route, but to introduce a central 
planningg process, represented by a planner. This planner will have information about what stores 
aree present, what assortment the stores carry and what couriers exist. Besides that information, it 
wil ll  have knowledge on one or more planning strategies operationalized by planning algorithms. 
Thee planner will instruct couriers what to do, in terms of a route. The problem is that the planner 
doess not know whether a product is in the stock of a store and what the costs are to retrieve 
thee products from the stores. Furthermore, in spite of the instructions of the planner, it does not 
knoww what the trip of an individual courier is, because the courier can get stuck in traffic-jams 
orr get in trouble with its vehicle. The planner has to build a chain from stores to customers via 
courierss using real time information. The system has to make use of legacy systems, because the 
storess have already computational systems (back offices) that handle parts of their business by 
monitoringg sales and stocks. Finally, customers, stores, and couriers are physically distributed. 

Hugett has described a comparable agent-based approach to supply chain manage-
mentt [Huget, 2002]. His approach focuses only on interaction protocols. 

2.5.11 Task Analysis 

Wee make use of the spatial distribution rule, because customers, stores, and couriers are physi-
call  distributed. Furthermore, the system has to make use of legacy systems. The result of the 
breakdownn of tasks into technical activities is illustrated in Figure 2.3. There are four technical 
activities:: ORDERING, PLANNING, PRODUCING and TRANSPORTING, which are iden-
tifiedd in the activity diagram as swimlanes. The flow of information and decisions begins when 
aa customer places an order, via the job place order. This job produces the object order that is 
consumedd by PLANNING. 

6Ackli nn B.V. provided input for this case (for more information www.acklin.nl) 

http://www.acklin.nl
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Figuree 2.3 
Taskk analysis for the Agent-based Supply Chain Management case in a UML activity diagram. The swim lanes represent 
whatt technical activities are to be done. The rounded boxes show the transform jobs of technical activities, the square 
boxess show the objects (see also Table 2.3), the straight arrowed lines show the task relations and dotted arrowed lines 
showw the direction of the object flow. 
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Thee job select Stores select a number of stores and consult the jobs query stores and query 
couriers.. The job query stores takes as input the object order and consults a number of stores 
(i.e.. the task PRODUCING). Based on the location of the user and location of the selected stores, 
thee job query couriers consults a number of couriers (i.e. the task TRANSPORTING). 

Thee job check Stock (part of PRODUCING) consumes the object productlist, calculates a 
pricee and distributes the object price to the job calculate offer (part of PLANNING). Parallel 
too the job Check Stock, the job check route (part of TRANSPORTING) is consulted. This 
jobb calculates for a particular courier, a trip from its current position, via the selected store to the 
customerr and back. The result of the calculation is the object trip which is distributed to the job 
calculatee offer (part of PLANNING). 

Afterr receiving the objects price and trip, the job calculate offer produces an offer, which 
iss distributed by the propose offer to the customer. The customer decides on the offer via the 
decidee on offer. When the customer accepts the offer, PLANNING will instruct stores and 
courierss using the jobs instruct stores and instruct couriers and the objects instructions. 

Thee dependencies between the technical activities are seen as producer/consumer relations 
(seee Table 2.1), because of the obvious information-driven character of the work flow. The depen-
denciess between the tasks are described in Table 2.3. 

ORDERING G 

PLANNING G 

PRODUCING G 

TRANSPORTING G 

ORDERING G 

--

c/pp for order 
p/cc for offer 

--

• • 

PLANNING G 
p/cc for order 
c/pp for offer 

--

p/cc for productlist 
c/pp for price 

p/cc for location 
c/pp for trip 

PRODUCING G 

--

c/pp for productlist 
p/cc for price 

--

--

TRANSPORTING G 

c/pp for location 
p/cc for trip 

Tablee 23 
Dependenciess between the input and output objects of the technical activities as a result of the task analysis of the 
Agent-basedd Supply Chain Management case, p/c stands for producer/consumer dependency and c/p stands for con
sumer/producerr dependency. These relations are reflected in the task analysis in the form of a UML activity diagram in 
Fig.. 2.3. 

2.5.22 Operator Collaboration Design 

Basedd on the identified technical activities, the skills of the Operators are determined. Given 
thee obvious spatial (i.e. customers, stores and courier are geographical distributed) and seman
ticc distribution (i.e. customer reason about products, stores about stocks, couriers about trips 
andd the planner about supply chains), we choose to allocate tasks to Operators in a fixed man
ner.. This means that allocation decisions are made at design time. Another approach is mak
ingg allocation decisions at run time, meaning that agents have to decide what agents perform 
whatt tasks. Several techniques are reported including market mechanisms, planning and vot
ingg [Bond and Gasser, 1988]. 

Thee following technical activity allocations (expressed by the symbol "i->") to Operators have 
beenn made: 

ORDERINGG i-> CUSTOMER Every customer will be offered a cus tomer agen t , which 
willl take care of the communication with the other agents of the system. This can be in 
thee form of a user agent as a desktop application or as a web service. 
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PLANNINGG n- PLANNER There will be a p l a n n e r agen t that is wrapped around existing 
planningg algorithms. 

PRODUCINGG H> STORE Every store will be equipped with a s t o r e agen t that is wrapped 
aroundd the existing store information system (i.e. back office system). 

TRANSPORTINGG >-> COURIER Every courier will be assigned a c o u r i e r agen t , able 
off tracking the whereabouts of the courier and able to present plans from the p l a n n e r 
agen tt to the courier. 

Thee collaboration diagram in Figure 2.4 shows the pattern of interactions between the ini
tiall group of agents. Agent Interaction Protocols (AIPs) describe communication patterns as an 
allowedd sequence of messages between agents and the constraints on the content of those mes
sagess [Odell et al., 2000]. The content of the messages is defined with a message content ontology 
ass discussed in Section 2.5.5. The definition and use of Message Content Ontologies are discussed 
inn Section 6.3. 

Customer r Planner r 
1 1 

Store e Courier r 

determine e 
order r Ü. . cfp ::  orde r 

selectt candidate stores 

cfp ::  productlis t 

offer ::  pric e 

selectt candidate couriers 
request ::  rout e 

retrieve e 
stockk information 

and d 
calculatee offer 

inform ::  tri p 

propose ::  offe r 

decide e 
onn offer 

retrieve e 
planning g 

access planning algorithms i 
andd calculate offer i 

accept ::  offe r 

instructt store 

instructt courier 

accept ::  offe r 

inform ::  instruction s 
*T_]]  process instructions 

jnform ii  instruction s 
process s 

instructions s 

Figuree 2.4 
Operationss design expressed in an AUML sequence diagram showing patterns of interaction between the operators. 
Lifeliness of positions are represented by the dotted lines. The arrowed lines show interactions between the operators, 
whichh are instances of interaction protocols. The term "cfp" stands for "Call For Proposal". 
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Ass shown in Figure 2.4, existing AIPs are placed in sequence to enable the technical activities 
ass described above. The used AIPs are part of the Contract Net protocol (cf. [FIPA, 2002e]) for 
enablingg standardization of output of work. 

2.5.33 Organizational Design 

Wee design the definitive configuration of relations between Operators for controlling the process. 
Thiss will be done by integrating Managers that are occupied with management activities. Both 
Figuree 2.3 and Figure 2.4 show that PLANNER has a broad responsibility, it has to gather objects 
fromm CUSTOMERS, STORES and COURIERS. Furthermore, it has to calculate offers within a 
givenn time limit. When the number of CUSTOMERS, STORES and COURIERS grows, PLANNER 
willl form a potential bottleneck for the efficiency of the overall system. 

Givenn Table 2.2 and the claim that there is not one best way to organize, we will look at three 
possiblee organization patterns that will cope with the information and control complexity of the 
PLANNINGG activity. The choice of the three organizations is based on different interpretations of 
thee environment. If we see the environment as stable we can apply the Machine Bureaucracy, see 
Sectionn 2.5.3.1. We do not expect that there will be any changes in terms of the number or types 
off stores, products and couriers. When we see the environment as instable although predictable, 
wee apply the Professional Bureaucracy (cf. Section 2.5.3.2) We expect that the number of stores, 
productss and couriers is dynamic meaning that stores, products and couriers can enter or leave 
thee system at any time. However, we do not expect that the process will change. We apply the 
Adhocracyy (cf. Section 2.5.3.3), when the environment is unpredictable because the process may 
changee due to, for example, new forms of customer services where the customer can choose how 
too collects its goods. 

2.5.3.11 Machine Bureaucracy 

Ass shown in Figure 2.5, several Management activities are introduced that use direct supervision 
ass a coordination mechanism: 

CUSTOMERMANAGEMENTT is responsible for the Operators CUSTOMER. 

PLANNERMANAGEMENTT is responsible for the Operators PLANNER. 

STOREMANAGEMENTT is responsible for the Operators STORE. 

TRANSPORTMANAGEMENTT is responsible for the Operators COURIER. 

CHAININGMANAGEMENTT is responsible for the units Planning and Stock. 

OPERATIONSMANAGEMENTT is responsible for the units Chaining Service and Trans-
port . . 

GENERALL MANAGEMENT is responsible for the units Customer Relations and Opera-
tion. . 

Thee agents are grouped into functional units, which are put in a steep hierarchy. For example 
thee line of authority from c o o r d i n a t o r agen t to the p l a n n e r a g e n t s flows from the 
unitss Operations, Chaining Services to Planning. 
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C.E.0 0 
CoordinatorAgent t 

f r r 
it t 

Customerr Relations 

—— CustomerRelationsManager 
—CustomerAgentOOl l 

jUStomerAgent002 2 
3ustomerAgent003 3 
}ustomerAgent004 4 

Operations s 
OperationsManager r 

Chainingg services 
ChainingManager r 

J J H H 

T T 
Transport t 

Planning g 

I—— PlannerManager 
'—— PlannerAgent 

I I 
Stock k 

EEStoreManager r 
StoreAgentOOl l 
StoreAgent002 2 

—— TransportManager 
—— CourierAgentOOl 
—— CourierAgent002 

 CourierAgent003 

Figuree 2.5 
Organigramm of the supply chain management organization as a Machine Bureaucracy, where boxes represent units, 
liness represent authority structures, bold font words represent management positions and regular font words represent 
operationall positions. The black arrowed lines represent control and the grey arrowed lines represent Standardization 
off Output. 

Thee control flow as illustrated in Figure 2.6 shows the sequence of interactions within the Ma
chinee Bureaucracy. The process starts with a CFP7 with an order sent from CUSTOMER to Cus-
TOMERMANAGEMENTT in message labeled with "1" . OPERATIONSMANAGEMENT receives the 
orderr via GENERALMANAGEMENT via the messages 2 and 3. From there, OPERATIONSMAN-

AGEMENTT will query for available couriers via TRANSPORTMANAGEMENT via messages 4,5,6 
andd 7. TRANSPORTMANAGEMENT will select for every job what agents to query. As shown, 
everyy Operator has to report to the unit's Manager. Given the object trips the position CHAINING-
MANAGEMENTT will query STORES for prices given a productlist via the messages 9,10,11 and 12. 
Thenn PLANNER will be instructed to construct a chain via the messages 13 and 14. The chain will 
bee reported to CUSTOMER via the messages 15,16,17,18,19 and 20. Then CUSTOMER can choose 
too refuse or accept the offer. In case of acceptance, STORES will be instructed via the messages 
23,24,255 and 26. COURIERS will be instructed via the messages 23, 27 and 28. 

Thee technical activities are seen as highly routine operating jobs, therefore the type of agents 
hass to be very controllable and will not need to do much decision-making. Furthermore, the nature 
off the flow of objects is seen as sequential. There is a sharp distinction between technical posi
tionss and management positions. For example, the management positions COORDINATORAGENT, 
OPERATIONSMANAGERR and CHAININGMANAGER only control other units being in charge of 
makingg the decisions for this units. For example, the planner does not have to know how the store 
andd courier agents return their real time information. Figure 2.5 illustrates the resulting agents, 
groupingg and the authority structure of the agent organization with the COORDINATOR AGENT as 
thee C.E.O. of the system. 

7CalII For Proposal 
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Generall  Managemen t 
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Figuree 2.6 
Floww of control within the Machine Bureaucracy, showing the sequence of messages, their intention and content. 

2.5.3.22 Professional Bureaucracy 

Whenn applying the Professional Bureaucracy as organizational structure, we see the nature of the 
environmentt as dynamic but predictable. The nature is dynamic in the terms of the come and go 
off existing and new stores, products and couriers. The nature is predictable, when we assume that 
thesee processes will not change. For that reason, the system has to be able to handle a dynamic 
numberr of agents. For this, management activities are equipped with skills for determining the 
numberr and type of available agents. For example, when the PLANNER is to query available 
STORES,, the system has to determine which STORES are available. 
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Figuree 2.7 
Organigramm of the supply chain management organization as a Professional Bureaucracy, where boxes represent units, 
liness represent authority structures, bold font words represent management positions and regular font words represent 
operationall positions. The black lines represent control and the grey arrowed lines represent Standardization of Output. 

Figuree 2.7 shows the organigram of the Professional Bureaucracy. The form of the organiza
tionn can be seen as fiat, because the positions are grouped on basis of skills into specialized units. 
Thee units reflect the distribution of already existing competences, i.e. the backoffice systems of the 
involvedd parties. The unit ChainingServices is designed around the existing planning algorithms, 
thee unit Stock is designed around the computational systems of the stores and the unit Transport 
iss designed around the computational systems of the couriers. To coordinate the flows between the 
units,units, we have chosen "standardization of skills" as prime coordination mechanism. 

Generall Managemen t 

CustomerManagement t PlannerManagement t 

2:cfp:order r 

StoreManagement t 

4:c(pp productlist 

TransportManagement t 
12:inform m 

^instructionss 7:request 
route e 

Figuree 2.8 
Floww of control within the Professional Bureaucracy, showing the sequence of messages, their intention and content. 

Thee control flow as illustrated in Figure 2.8 shows the sequence of communication. It starts 
withh a CFP containing an order sent from CUSTOMER to PLANNERMANAGEMENT in message 
1.. PLANNERMANAGEMENT will select a PLANNER using the "pigeonholing" principle, which is 
aa selection from a set of available planners, and sends the order in message 2. The planner will 
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queryy STORES and COURIERS via STOREMANAGER and TRANSPORTMANAGER. The STORE-

MANAGERR will select a store and TRANSPORTMANAGER will select a courier both using the 
pigeonholee principle. The query process is illustrated in the messages 3,4,5,6,7 and 8. After ac
ceptancee of a proposed chain via the messages 9 and 10 the planner will instruct the STORE and 
COURIERR via the messages 11 and 12. 

Ann alternative approach using the Professional Bureaucracy as organizational pattern is when 
everyy store has its own transport service. The PLANNER will only have to contact STORES to ask 
forr price offers. These price offers will include the costs related to transport, of the products. The 
STORESS will determine what COURIERS to contract. In this scenario, a part of responsibility of 
thee PLANNER is given to STORES. The advantage is that every STORE can apply its own strategy 
too compile its offer. Furthermore, STORES will have more control over how goods are transported 
fromm stores to customers. 

2.5.3.33 Adhocracy 

Thee agents within an Adhocracy use Mutual Adjustment as a coordination mechanism to deter
minee what has to be done and by whom. For this every agent has to be able to communicate with 
otherr agents. Therefore, there is no clear organizational structure. Furthermore, decision-making 
iss performed decentrally by individual agents. 

Thee knowledge required for solving the problem is distributed over the individual agents. 
Forr example, the cu s t ome r agen t has knowledge about available c o u r i e r a g e n t s and 
c o u r i e r a g e n t ss have knowledge about available s t o r e a g e n t s. 

Thee method used to coordinate the agent-based supply chain system is having every agent 
distributingg its output to all available agents. The idea is that if an agent receives an object that 
itt can consume, the agents will do so, transform the object and distribute the object to all other 
availablee agents. 

Wee did not draw a control flow diagram for the Adhocracy because we cannot design the 
flowflow of communication a priori. Still we can illustrate a possible communication path. Sup
posee Customer Agent 002 has as goal to get an order delivered for a customer. For that, 
Cuu s t ome r Age n 100 2 will first try to find an agent that is cable of handling an order. In this sce
nario,, we assume that CustomerAgent00 2 already knows that Cour ierAgentOOl is able 
off handling orders. As shown in Figure 2.9,CustomerAgent00 2 send a CFP (message 1) to 
CourierAgentOOl.. To determine a price, CourierAgentOOl contacts StoreAgentOOl 
andd StoreAgent002 with messages 2 and 3 to queries for prices. The storeagents propose a 
pricee in messages 4 and 5. Next, Cour ierAgentOOl proposes to CustomerAgent00 2 in 
messagee 6 to take care of the order given price. CustomerAgent 002 agrees under die condi
tionn that it will be delivered within two hours (message 7). Cour i e rAgent 001 agrees with this 
conditionn and rises the price (message 8). CustomerAgent0 02 gives CourierAgentOOl 
thee order to deliver order by agreeing (message 9) on the offer. Finally, CourierAgentOOl 
notifiess S toreAgent 002 that it accepts the price. 

2.5.44 Implementation 

Wee implemented three small multi-agent systems based on the Machine Bureaucracy, Profes
sionall Bureaucracy and Adhocracy designs as discussed above. In these systems, we see positions 
ass intelligent software agents that are relatively independent and have responsive and pro-active 
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CustomerAgent002 2 

0 0 

CourierAgentOOl l 

1 1 

StoreAgentOOl l StoreAgent002 2 

1:: cfp("order") I I 
2:: cfpfproductlist") 

I I 

3:: cfpfproductlisr 

<r <r 
6:: offer("price") 

II ^ 4: propose("price") 

7:: accept("condilion") ~ j 
m m 

,, [ j ^ 8: offerf'new price") 

9:: accept m m 

^ ^ 

10:: accept 

^ r r 

5:: propose("price") 

I I 

D D 
Figuree 2.9 
AA flow of control within of a possible scenario of the Adhocracy, showing the sequence of messages, their intention 
andd content. 

behaviors.. The behavior of an agent can be seen from the outside as information-processing and 
interactingg in structured communication networks. This behavior is implemented as: 

•• Select a message from the mailbox. In order to determine the priority of the message, the 
agentss use processing rules. These priority methods are based on queuing techniques such 
ass FIFO or based on the organizational position of the sender 

•• Process message, that is to carry out the jobs that are triggered by the content of a received 
message.message. For example, calculating, reasoning or searching. 

•• Generate new instances of jobs based on the agenda of the agent. 

•• Send communication to other agents via mailboxes. The agents can send messages to Ope
ratorss and Manager containing commands or reports. Sending a message from one agent to 
anotherr technically means that the sending agent adds a record via an agent platform to the 
mailboxx database of the receiving agent. 

Thee agents are implemented as JAVA-thread objects on top of the JADE toolkit that satisfies 
thee behavior as described above. This means that every agent is a separate computational pro
cesss with its own internal control and a mailbox. Agents can communicate asynchronously using 
eachh other's mailboxes. This method is called communication with asynchronous mailbox seman
ticss [Gamma et al., 1995]. The mailboxes are implemented as databases with records representing 
incomingg messages. Besides that, all variables that represent the state of an agent are also stored 
inn a model state database. 

Too process the content of a message, such as in Figure 2.11, the agent has to have knowledge 
aboutt how to handle messages. Concepts such as Order, Price and Offer are standardized in a 
messagee content ontology (message content ontologies are defined in Section 6.3 and their use 
iss explained in Section 6.4). The ontology used in this application is shown in Figure 2.10. The 
conceptss AgentActions, such as CallForProposal, Propose and AcceptProposal are used to give 
intentionss to messages. Every AgentAction is connected to one or more processing rules. For 
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example,, a processing rule for the agent P l anne rAgen t can start the job Planning after receiv
ingg a message of the type REQUEST. The job planning will produce a set of outgoing messages 
andd change the internal state of the agent, including new message templates. For example, when 
sendingg a REQUEST message to agen t A, a processing rule will be instantiated that will listen to 
messagess received from agen t B. After triggering, the appropriate actions will be undertaken. 

© T H I N G * * 
©-©:SYSTEM-CLASS* * 
ff ©Concept* 

©© Order 
©© Customer 
©© Productlist 
©Price e 
©© Route 
© T r i p p 
©© Offer 
©© Instructions 
©© Product 
©© Chain 
©Orderline e 

99 ©Act ion* 
©CallForProposal l 
©Propose e 
©AcceptProposal l 
©© RejectProposal 

< ©© orde r qype=:STANDARP-CLASS ) 

Beann General! 

Name e Documentation n Constr; ; 

Role e 

Concret e e 

Templatee Slots 

S[]orderidd Integer single 
orderlinee Instance required multiple classes ={Orderline} 

Si]] customerid Integer single 

Name e Type e Cardinality y Otherr F 

Figuree 2.10 
Messagee Content Ontology design showing Concepts and Actions. We refer to Section 6.3 (p.121) for a definition of 
messagee content ontologies and to Section 6.4 (p. 136) for the use of message content ontologies. 

Thee experiments were run on three separate test machines. One machine for serving a cus
tomerr with one customer agent, i.e. cus tomer . The second machine acted as agent platform 
serverr together with one planner agent, i.e. p l a n n e r . The third machine was equipped with 
threee store agents, i.e. s toreOOl , s t o r e 002 and s t o r e 0 0 3 , and three courier agent, i.e. 
cou r i e rOOl ,, c o u r i e r 0 02 and c o u r i e r 0 0 3 . The machines were connected with each other 
inn a LAN. 

2.5.55 Results 

Thee results of the experiments with the three designs can be inspected graphically using the Agent 
Organizationn Console, see Figure 2.12 (p.33), Figure 2.13 (p.34) and Figure 2.14 (p.35). This 
tooll draws special purpose "pseudo interaction diagrams" on the basis of communication logs of 
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(CFP P 
:sende rr  (agent-identifie r  :nam e Customer ) 
rreceive rr  (se t  (  agent-identifie r  :nam e CustomerManager) ) 
:encodin gg Strin g 
:languag ee <?xm l  versio n ="1.0™? > 
:ontolog yy  www.acklin.nl/Supermarket/SupplyChainOntology.xs d 
:conten t t 

<orde rr  id="1569244107 n customerid="6315178 , ' > 
<orderlin ee product="product001 n quantity= n l "  / > 
<orderlin ee product= nproduct004 "  quantity="2 "  / > 
<orderlin ee product="product015 n quantity="l "  / > 

</order > > 
:protoco ll  FIP A CONTRACT-NET 
:conversation-i dd Reql0087 7 0622 7 4 2 
:reply-wit hh Reql00877062274 2 

) ) 

Figur ee 2.11 
Examplee ACL Message, which represents a Call For Proposal (CFP) message part of the FIPA Contract-Net protocol, 
sentt from CustomerAgent to CustomerManager containing a request for proposal of an order. 

thee involved agents. This means that every agents writes its communication to a central database, 
seee also Section 5.5.4 (p. 108). The ellipses show agents and the arrowed lines show flow of 
messagess between agents. The labels represent type of message and an object as configuration. For 
examplee in Figure 2.12, the label "1 : cfp(order)" corresponds with the ACLMessage in Fig. 2.11. 

Wee compared the three runs based on two types of costs for organizational structures 
(cf.. [Malone, 1987]). Firstly, production costs, the costs of production and the costs of delay 
inn processing. In our experiments, we interpreted this rule as the difference between the end of the 
processs and the beginning of the process. Secondly, the costs of maintaining communication paths 
andd the costs of exchanging messages along die paths, i.e. the coordination costs. We interpreted 
thiss rule as counting the number of messages sent. 

__ . . . Parameter 
Organizational l 

Productionn Costs Coordination Costs 
Machinee Bureaucracy 
Professionall Bureaucracy 
Adhocracy y 

0.99 s 
0.55 s 
0.66 s 

39 9 
17 7 
30 0 

Tablee 2.4 
Comparisonn between organizational structures. The "Productions Costs" are expressed in seconds (i.e. the duration of 
thee operation). The "Coordination Costs" are expressed by the number of messages sent within the operation. 

Tablee 2.4 shows the comparison between the organizational structures. The number of message 
sentt for one customer order with the Professional Bureaucracy (17 messages) is less then in the 
Machinee Bureaucracy (39 messages). The reason for this is mat the agents within the Professional 
Bureaucracyy have more knowledge about the process. It makes the agents more independent and 
flexible.. For example, if we want to add another technical activity to the system to enrich the 
process,, we only have to adjust a limited set of agents. In the Machine Bureaucracy a large part of 
thee machinery has to be adjusted. 

Forr a designer or maintainer of the Professional Bureaucracy system, processes and flow of 

http://www.acklin.nl/Supermarket/SupplyChainOntology.xsd
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objectss are less controllable and predictable than in the Machine Bureaucracy system. If something 
goess wrong, it is harder to track the source of a problem. Furthermore, it is also difficult to 
determinee the state of the system at a given time. Possible stores, i.e. the ones that will pay for the 
system,, will want to have a feeling of control over the system. A possible extension of the system 
iss a logger or reporting agent. 

Thee number of messages (i.e. 30) sent in the Adhocracy are justified by the fact that in the start 
off the process cus tomer and p lannerO 01 send a CFP to every known agent in order to locate 
agentss that can fulfill some service. Another way to locate an agent is to contact a broker. This 
structuree can be useful when the number and type of agents are not known on forehand. However, 
onee can never be sure whether the system will reach its intended goal. For a designer or maintainer 
off the system, processes and flow of objects are very uncontrollable and unpredictable. The agents 
havee to be equipped with a large knowledge base containing knowledge about communication 
languages,, negotiation strategies and interaction protocols. When the type of objects, agents and 
taskss are not known at design time, the agents should also be equipped with learning abilities. 

Althoughh the time measurements are influenced by available network bandwidth and running 
off other experiments on the test machines, the Professional Bureaucracy turned out to be the fastest 
organization.. This can be explained by the fact that there is no management overhead as in the 
Machinee Bureaucracy. Both the agents within the Adhocracy and the Professional Bureaucracy 
havee knowledge about others agents. 

2.66 Discussion 

Thee goal of this chapter is to get insights in the application of human organizational principles 
inn distributed intelligent system design. We discussed a collection of organizational concepts, 
organizationall models and coordination mechanisms. As argued by Jennings, organizational re
lationshipss need to be explicitly represented [Jennings, 2000]. Therefore, "Organigrams" have 
beenn used as a mechanism for representing a system's organizational structure. This resulted in 
ann agent organization framework with four perspectives: task, operation, coordination and orga
nization.. Furthermore, a collection of organizational design steps was presented containing three 
steps:: process analysis, operation design and organizational design. The steps assist in the decom
positionn of the overall task of a system into jobs and the reintegration of the jobs into the overall 
taskk using job allocation, organizational structuring and coordination mechanisms. 

Thee case study presented in this chapter, showed that the repetitive nature of the tasks allowed 
thee relations between agents to be identified only once. A reason for this is that supply chain 
managementt can be seen as information-driven, due to its repetitive nature. In the prototypes, we 
implementedd Direct Supervision, Standardization of Output and Mutual Adjustment. Furthermore, 
thee Agent Organization Console showed that the progress of the organization can be monitored by 
tracingg the flow of objects within messages. 

Iff we see supply chain management as competence-driven, i.e. the process relies on the 
problem-solvingg skills mat agents have, other organizational structures and coordination mech
anismss can be applied. With the pigeonholing process, the competences of the agents can be cat
egorizedd and mapped on a categorization of predetermined situations. The pigeonholing process 
iss the main difference between Professional Bureaucracy and Machine Bureaucracy. A Machine 
Bureaucracyy is task-driven, i.e. the organization is a single-purpose structure, which executes 
onlyy one standard sequence of jobs. Whereas the Professional Bureaucracy is competence-driven, 
i.e.. a part of the organization will first examine a case, match it to predetermined situations and 
thenn allocate an Operator with a standard set of jobs to it. Using one or more of the coordination 
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mechanismss presented in Section 2.2.3 the agents can choose a strategy, which can lead to more 
interestingg solutions to complex problems. For example, if standardization of output, in terms of 
standardizedd ontologies and languages, fails for some reason, it could be resolved by giving one 
oree more agents the ability of failure detection and failure resolution. 

Thee difference between an Adhocracy and the two Bureaucracies is that within an Adhoc-
racy,, agents have to find creative solutions to unique problems using forms of negotiation such as 
argumentation.. In an Adhocracy, the agents should be capable of reorganizing their own organi
zationn including dynamically changing the flow of objects, shifting responsibilities and adapting 
too changing environments. For this reason, the agents should have a notion of the environment, 
abilitiess to determine the overall tasks, and have knowledge to reason about the actions they can 
perform. . 

Thee work presented in this chapter showed that notions from organizational design such as 
task,, job, position, direct supervision and standardization can be used in the design of distributed 
intelligentt systems. A more formal approach subject issue for future research. Furthermore, coor
dinationn can be handled by various methods, leading to different organizational structures. Finally, 
organigramss can support the visualization of organizational structures, by showing the agent staff, 
thee grouping of the agents and the authority structure that connects the units and individual agents. 
However,, organigrams only represent a static perspective on an organization and only suggest a 
coordinationn strategy. Together with diagrams in UML and AUML, it could form the basis of a 
graphicall distributed intelligent systems modeling language. 

Futuree research includes extensions to the existing framework, which should be of assistance 
inn the organizational design decision process to bring coherence between the goals or purposes for 
whichh the organization exists, the patterns of division of labor, patterns of coordination, and the 
agentss that performs the jobs. The extensions should help designers to address more precisely an 
organization'ss overall task and environment. One of the extensions will address technology to be 
utilized,, for example, technology as described by FIPA (agent standardization), the grid (peer-to-
peerr computing) and the semantic web (service discovery and composition). When using FIPA 
standards,, our method should be compliant with models and technology that draw on interaction 
protocolss and agent services, such as white, yellow and blue pages. 

Manyy web services (which can be seen as agent-based service) are available. However, the 
notionn of negotiation has only recently begun to be an issue of research in the semantic web 
community.. Moreover, web services tend to follow the classic client/server model, where web 
servicess behave as servers and will only answer to a client directly. In an agent setting, an agent 
servicee can be configured to give its answer to another agent service, which leads to a chain of 
services. . 

Inn the end, the framework should assist in the formalization of the overall behavior of a dis
tributedd intelligent system in terms of organizational structure and organization behavior. Pre
dictablee and controllable behavior of agents will lead to reduction in the variability of systems. 
Furthermore,, agents in an organizational setting should have means (e.g. methods, procedures and 
knowledge)) to handle uncertainty and unpredictable events 
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Figuree 2.12 
Screenshott of the Agent Organization Console that shows a part of a special purpose Pseudo Interaction Diagram for 
thee supply chain scenario with the Machine Bureaucracy design. The ellipses represent agents and the arrowed lines 
representt flow of messages between agents. The labels represent the type of message and an object as configuration. 
Forr example, the label " 1: cfp(order)" corresponds with the ACLMessage in Fig. 2.11 (p.30). 
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Figuree 2.13 
Partt of special purpose Pseudo Interaction Diagram for the supply chain scenario with the Professional Bureaucracy 
design. . 
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Figuree 2.14 
Partt of special purpose Pseudo Interaction Diagram for the supply chain scenario with the Adhocracy design. 
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Coordinationn Strategies for Multi-Agent Systems 

Inn this chapter, we elaborate on the coordination perspectives of the organizational framework, 
introducedd in Section 2.2.1 (p. 10). The operational perspective is concerned with modeling 
technicall activities performed by Operators. The coordination perspective is concerned with 
modelingg coordination over these technical activities. In order to assist Managers in reasoning 
aboutt coordination, strategies are represented in the form of problem-solving methods. Agents 
thatt need coordination, can agree to commit to one or more coordination strategies. Underlying 
thee problem-solving methods is a coordination ontology that models the concepts and relation
shipss describing the coordination domain. The coordination strategies are based on existing 
strategies,, which were introduced in Section 2.2.3 (p. 13). We report on a small experiment in 
whichh three coordination strategies were implemented as problem-solving methods in a multi-
agentt system. 
Thee outcome of the experiment gives us observations concerning the appropriate use of coordi
nationn strategies. These observations are based on efficiency (the costs of communication and 
processs time) and comparison between the strategies. 

3.11 Introductio n 

Inn the organizational framework, introduced in Section 2.2.1 (p. 10), we have defined four per
spectives:: task, operational, coordination and organizational. In this chapter, we focus on the 
coordinationn perspective, which is concerned with the control of the (technical) activities and the 
regulationn of object flows from the operational perspective. In order to elaborate on coordination, 
wee discuss a "common sense" definition for coordination: Coordination is the act of working to-
gethergether harmoniously [Malone and Crowston, 1993]. If we extend this definition to include agents, 
ann interpretation of this definition can be, that the act of working implies that agents perform ac-
tivities.tivities. Activities need input to produce objects. The activities are performed in order to achieve 
aa task, i.e. a specification of the work to be done. Together refers to the fact that there are interde-
pendenciespendencies between activities. An example of interdependency is the consumer/producer relation, 
seee Section 2.2.2 (p. 12). Harmoniously implies that relations between different activities have to 
bee managed. 

Theree are two common approaches to coordination in multi-agent systems, implicit and ex
plicit.. In implicit coordination, agents share common models of coordination and there is no 
explicitt communication related to coordination activities. Every agent maintains internal models 
(e.g.. goals, state and strategy) of all other agents. However there are various reasons why this is 
nott feasible. One might think of all administrative activities agents need to perform in order to 
acquiree information (e.g. state and locations) about other agents. These activities could lead to 
overloadingg the network in which the agents operate. Furthermore, these activities could be more 
demandingg than the goals the agents are supposed to achieve. 
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Inn explicit coordination, there is an explicit "Manager" and "Operator" role, where Managers 
andd Operators agents explicitly communicate information related to coordination. For example, 
theree could be agents that control other agents by sending them instructions. These controlling 
agentss (i.e. Managers) make use of a coordination strategy. A coordination strategy can be seen 
ass a pattern of decision-making and communication among a set of agents that perform activities 
too coordinate task execution [Malone and Crowston, 1994]. The idea is that the controlling agents 
choosee a coordination strategy and then coordinate other agents. 

Severall coordination strategies are available in the literature. Mintzberg has described coor
dinationn strategies that can be found in Machine and Professional Bureaucracies and Adhocra-
ciescies [Mintzberg, 1993], see also Section 2.3. These strategies are: Direct Supervision where one 
individuall takes all decisions for the work of odiers, Mutual Adjustment that achieves coordination 
byy a process of informal communication between agents, and Standardization of Activity, Output 
andd Skills. The problem is that these coordination strategies are described informally. Therefore, 
inn their original form, they cannot be used in multi-agents system. 

Theree are several ways to model coordination methods and strategies. For an overview of coor
dinationn modeling approaches, we refer to [Ossowski, 1999]. In this book, several semi-formal and 
formall approaches are described, including coordination as the basis for optimization problems, 
computationall games and social laws. However, most of these approaches are implicit coordina
tionn methods. Furthermore, these methods cannot be easily shared and reused by other agents. The 
reasonn for this is that most research on coordination in DAI has not taken into account that agents 
withinn a multi-agent system are inherently heterogeneous [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1998]. This 
meanss that the same engineers do not necessarily build all die agents participating in a multi-agent 
system.. Therefore, the behaviors of these agents differ and are not built for the same purpose. 

Thee focus of this work is how to model explicit coordination strategies in such a way that they 
cann be shared and used by agents. These coordination strategies are of interest to agent engineers, 
becausee they can be used to control agents within a multi-agent system. If coordination patterns 
aree stored in libraries, agent engineers can model agent behaviors according to these coordination 
patterns.. In addition, Managers can be equipped with knowledge to select a coordination strategy 
andd to reason about it. Furthermore, a group of agents could negotiate about which coordination 
strategyy to apply. 

Ass suggested in Section 2.4, there are three basic organization design steps: Task Analysis, 
Operatorr Collaboration Design and Organizational Design. Task analysis is concerned with the 
breakdownn of work into subtasks that can be defined as (technical) activities. These activities can 
bee performed by Operators. In order to let the Operators collaborate, coordination patterns can 
bee applied that steer interactions between Operators and control the flow of objects between Ope
rators.. Finally, organizational design is concerned with the design of die organizational structure 
includingg the definition of management tasks. 

Inn Section 3.2, we discuss the representation of coordination in a reusable and sharable format. 
Threee coordination strategies are modeled and presented in Section 3.3. A possible alternative to 
designn agents according to our approach is outlined in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5 we report on 
smalll experiments in which three coordination strategies were implemented as problem-solving 
methodss in a multi-agent system. 
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3.22 Coordination as Problem-Solving 

Onee way to represent coordination is in the form of Problem-Solving Methods (PSMs). 
Problem-solvingg methods describe the reasoning process of a knowledge based system, 
thatt can be thought of as an agent, in an implementation-and-domain independent man
nerr [Benjamins and Fensel, 1998]. We use PSMs to characterize inference steps that need to be 
carriedd out in order to achieve coordination, and a control structure, that specifies the order of 
thesee inference steps. The operationalizations of coordination strategies are represented as PSMs, 
soo that they can be shared and reused amongst different agents (cf. [Schreiber et al., 1999]). 

Too provide semantics to the PSMs we make use of a number of ontologies. Ontologies rep
resentt a shared and agreed upon abstraction of the domain of interest, represented in an explicit 
andd machine-readable way [Studer et al., 1998]. In open environments, agents aree able to join the 
interactionss with no prior knowledge of other agents* internal states or of the strategies used to 
achievee coordination. By modeling coordination information in an ontology, we make this infor
mationn explicit and sharable. One of the requirements for an agent joining the interactions is to 
committ to the shared information in the ontology. This information can be stored in a task-method 
ontology,, which can be used for exchanging method independent concepts and relations for a par
ticularr set of tasks (goals) [Benjamins et al., 1998]. For example, a task ontology for diagnosis 
containss terms such as hypotheses, symptoms and observations. 

Wee first model the coordination as a knowledge intensive task. Next, we model a task-method 
ontology,, based on an interpretation of coordination. 

3.2.11 Coordination Task 

Inn our approach, coordination is seen as a knowledge intensive task, that we call the coordination 
tasktask (Figure 3.1). The coordination task is concerned with how agents perform joint actions. The 
ideaa is that knowledge required by agents for coordination is independent of the actual operation. 
Too make the separation between operation and coordination, we use the notion of Manager and 
Operator,Operator, as introduced in Section 2.2. The Manager is responsible for organizing agent relations, 
suchh as those described in Section 2.2.2, through a chosen coordination strategy. The Operator is 
onlyy concerned with performing the actions that are instructed by the Manager. Furthermore, we 
makee use of the notion of a Requester Agent. The Requester is an agent that delivers the task and 
inputt objects*. The results of the execution will be given to the Requester. 

taskk coordination is-a management-task; 
goal :: "manage interdependenties between the activities between operators 

inn order to satisfy system's goal"; 
roles: : 

input :: operators, system-task; 
output :: instructions; 

endd task coordination; 

Figuree 3.1 
Taskk specification for coordination in terms of goal and input and output roles. The syntax used is the CommonKADS 
Knowledge-ModelKnowledge-Model Language as defined in [Schreiber et al., 1999J. 

Ann object can contain a primitive data-entity or a collection of other objects. 
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Thee communication lines between agents, objects and agents involved are illustrated in Fig
uree 3.2, in order to illustrate the context of coordination. This figure can be read as follows: the 
coordinationn process starts when the Requester agent sends a task to the Manager. The Manager 
translatess the task into a set of instructions by selecting sub-tasks2 from task. These instruc
tionss define collaborations that manage interdependencies between activities. The instructions are 
representedd by a c t i v i t i e s or p r o c e d u r e s that specify what agent (Manager or Operator) 
providess input-objects, what activities to perform and to what agent to the input-objects should be 
distributed. . 

Figuree 3.2 
Contextt of Coordination in a pseudo collaboration diagram. Ellipses represent agents and the rectangles represent con
cepts.. The arrowed lines represent communication lines. The Requester is an agent that sends a task to the Manager. 
Thee Manager will decompose the task and selects a coordination strategy to instruct available Operators. The 
Operatorss receive input objects from the Requester. The Operators exchange objects amongst each other. The 
Operatorss report to the Manager, which repons to the Requester. 

Instructionss will first be delegated to the Operators. Secondly, the Operators start the execution 
byy asking input from the Requester. Then, the Operators perform the activities, instructed by the 
Manager.. After execution, one of the Operators reports to the Manager. Finally, the Manager 
reportss the results to the Requester. 

Severall methods (i.e. coordination strategies in the form of PSMs) can be applied to execute 
thee coordination task. Before modeling these PSMs, we discuss a task-method ontology that 
providess semantics to the concepts and relations used in the task specification. 

3.2.22 Task-Method Ontology 

Inn order to provide semantics to the coordination task, a task-method ontology has been con
structed.. A graphical model of parts of the ontology is shown in Figure 3.3. The ontology de
scribedd here is semi-formal and is intended as a first version that has to be extended and formalized. 

2Heree we use sub-task to denote a piece of work that an Operator can perform, i.e. a primitive task. Primitive Task 
iss defined in Section 2.2.1 (p.10). 
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QQ  input object
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Figuree 3.3 
Domainn Schema showing parts of the task-method ontology which represents the conceptualizations of our interpre
tationn of the coordination task. The graphical notation used, is defined in [Schreiber et al., 1999]. The three central 
conceptss in the coordination task-method ontology are task, operator and instruction. Activities need input-object 
too produce output-objects. Operators sends reports containing results (i.e. output objects) of performed activities. 
Theree are two parts of instruction: activity, which is a request for performing directly a technical activity including 
input-objects,, and procedure, which is a specification of an activity in combination with collaborations. 

Thee three central concepts in the coordination task-method ontology are task, operator  and 
instruction.. The task represents the overall task of the system that has to be coordinated. Here, 
wee semi-formally describe the task as a sequence of activities that have to be performed by a set 
off Operators. In Chapter 5, we elaborate on the specification of tasks and how they can be put 
together. . 

Activitiess need input-object to produce output-objects. The concept Operator  represents the 
sett of available Operators. It describes the physical address of the Operator (e.g. agent @ some 
machine),, the services it can perform (e.g. get information from Google) and the history of the 
agentt (e.g. this agent has just performed an activity and has successfully given an answer back). 
Thee set of services is called the Operator's competence. Operators will send reports containing 
resultss (i.e. output objects) of performed activities. 

Instructionss can be assigned by the Manager to an Operator. An instruction tells an agent what 
too do. In our ontology we have specified two parts of Instruction, i.e. activity and procedure. An 
activityactivity is a request for performing directly a technical activity on input-objects. The results of an 
activity,, i.e. output-objects, will be reported to the agent that requested the activity. For example, 
iff the Manager sends an instruction to Operator A, Operator A will perform directly the activity 
specifiedd in the instruction and report back to the Manager. 

AA procedure is a specification of an activity in combination with collaborations. A collabora
tionss tells the agent from whom to get the input for its activity and to whom distribute its output 
to.. For example, agent B is instructed to get a list of URLs (as input) from agent A before it has to 
performm activity 2. Procedures can be used to first configure the behavior of an agent, before the 
actuall execution of a system. 

Usingg the above described concepts, we can describe the "common sense" definition for co
ordination,, i.e. the act of working together harmoniously (cf. [Malone and Crowston, 1993]) as 
follows.. The act of working can be seen as Operators perform activities. The activities are 
performedd in order to achieve a task. Together refers to the fact that there are interdependencies 
betweenn activities. These interdependencies are the flow of input-objects and output-objects 
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betweenn Operators. The Operators receive instructions so that the Operators can work harmo
niously. . 

Thee above-described ontology can form the basis of the knowledge base of agents. The knowl
edgee base of an Operator should be able to answer questions like: "What activities should I per
form?"" and "To whom do I have to report the outcome of activities?". Questions the knowledge 
basee of the Manager should answer include:"How did I divide the overall task into activities?" and 
"Too what Operators did I delegate activities?". 

3.33 Coordination Strategy Methods 

Inn this section we model three coordination strategies as PSMs, in order to show the variety of 
possiblee coordination methods. The strategies we selected from Mintzberg are coordination by 
DirectDirect Supervision, Standardization of Work and Mutual Adjustment [Mintzberg, 1993]. We omit 
thee strategies Standardization of Skills and Standardization of Output, because they can be seen as 
variationss on Standardization of Work. As discussed in Section 2.2.1, these coordination strategies 
cann be used to coordinate agent organizations. The strategy Coordination by Direct Supervision 
achievess coordination by having one individual directly controlling others. In Standardization of 
Work,Work, control is delegated to others. Mutual Adjustment achieves coordination by a process of 
informall communication between agents. The strategies are illustrated in Figure 3.4. These strate
giess are selected, because they fit within the three organizational structure models from Mintzberg, 
ass described in Section 2.3. 

(a)) Direct Supervision, show- (b) Standardization of Work, show- (c) Mutual Adjustment 
ingg control in the hands of a ing the delegation of control to Ope- showing control in the 
Manager.. rators. hands of agents. 

Figuree 3.4 
Threee Coordination mechanisms. The circles represent roles of agents. The letter M stands for Manager and O for 
Operator.. Authority structures are represented by the black lines that connect positions. The arrowed curved black lines 
representt message flows. In Fig. 3.4(c) there are no Manager and Operator roles, the R stands for requesting agent and 
thee A stands for agent. 

Wee discuss possible interpretations of these coordination strategies in the form of Manager and 
Operatorr PSMs and sequence diagrams. A Manager PSM defines the coordination behavior of an 
agentt with the Manager role. An Operator PSM defines the coordination behavior of an agent with 
thee Operator role. These PSMs are semi-formally specified by roles, inferences, functions and a 
descriptionn of the internal control. The Manager PSMs are methods based on the task described in 
Figuree 3.1. The sequence diagrams show the sequence of interactions between the agents involved. 
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Too illustrate the working of the PSMs by examples, we make use of a toy system. The task 
off this system is "classify resources on the Web into genres given queries". The objects involved 
aree query, i.e. a representation of a search question, resource, i.e. a digital document or image 
andd genre, i.e. a representation of a group of documents that share the same characteristics, e.g. 
scientificc article, thesis or presentation. The environment is qualified as dynamic, since the Web 
constantlyy changes. As illustrated in Figure 3.5, the task is broken down into three technical 
activitiess and four objects. The activity SEARCH takes the object query as input and will produce 
thee object candidate. A query can be a Boolean formula containing keywords. 

Forr example, g l u co s e AND d e p r i v a t i o n can be used to search for material related 
too a pathological decrease of blood flow to the brain3. The candidates will be obtained con
sultingg a search engine and are in the form of links (URLs) to resources. For example, 
w w w . b r a i n r e s e a r c h . e d u / i n t r o d u c t i o n . p d f .. The activity OBTAIN takes the ob
jectt candidate as input from SEARCH and produces resource. Resources are obtained follow
ingg the URLs from candidates and downloading to a local repository. An example of a re
sourcee is a document expressed in PDF. The activity CLASSIFY takes the object resource as 
inputt from the activity OBTAIN and produces the object genre. Genres are determined by 
matchingg features from the resources found on the Web to features of the genre classes. The 
matchh criteria and attributes to match are retrieved from a classification knowledge base. For 
example,, i f r e s o u r c e c o n t a i n s { a b s t r a c t , i n t r o d u c t i o n , c o n c l u s i o n s , 
r e f e r e n c e s }} t hen g e n r e - c l a s s = s c i e n t i f i c ^ r t i c l e . 

Thee dependencies between the three activities are consumer-producer relation, which means 
thatt there is an obvious sequential relation between the different activities. 

query y 

genre e 

candidate e 

obtain n 

Figuree 3.5 
Examplee of a process for resource classification on the Web, showing three ellipses as technical activities (SEARCH, 
OBTAINN and CLASSIFY) and four squared boxes as objects (query, candidate, resource and genre). The arrowed 
liness show the sequence of execution. 

Inn the system, four agents are involved, i.e. Manager, Searcher, Obtainer and Classifier. Man
agerr plays the role of Manager agent and performs the coordination task. Searcher is able to 
performm the activity SEARCH, Obtainer is able to perform the activity OBTAIN and the CLAS
SIFYY is performed by Classifier. 

3.3.11 Coordination by Direct Supervision 

Thee first strategy, Coordination by Direct Supervision, is based on the idea that there is one super-
visorvisor that will direct all the other Operators involved. [Mintzberg, 1993, p. 4] has defined Direct 
Supervisionn as: 

'See,, www.wnc.lu.se/bkexpbr.html. 

http://www.brainresearch.edu/introduction.pdf
http://www.wnc.lu.se/bkexpbr.html
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Directt Supervision achieves coordination by having one person take responsibility for 
thee work of others, issues instructions to them and monitoring their actions. In effect, 
onee brains coordinates several hands (...) 

Whenn we apply this strategy to agents, we can interpret it as follows. There is one dominant 
agentt with all coordination knowledge, i.e. the Manager, which is in fact the brain. The Operators, 
i.e.. the several more or less brainless hands, will be controlled by the Manager. The Manager 
regulatess the process and keeps track of the state of the solution. 

3.3.1.11 Manager  PSM Specification 

Thee strategy chosen in the PSM for Direct Supervision is having the Manager control the Operators 
inn every job. The Manager will instruct the Operators using activities. The Operators respond with 
reportss that contain the result of the performed activities, i.e. the output role if successfully. If not 
successful,, the Operators will send a report with an error message. 

Thee specification of the method is shown in Figure 3.6. The current-object role is initially 
filledd by an input-object delivered by the Requester. The value of the current-object is used to 
specifyy the input-role for the activity to be performed next. The value of the current-object is 
updatedd using the value of the output-object of a report. 

Thiss process is designed as a while loop that selects sub-tasks from the task. An activity is 
specifiedd based on the select sub-task and the current-object, which represents the input-object for 
thiss activity. Given the available Operators, an Operator is selected and assigned to the activity. 

Thee Operator receives a message containing the activity description and an input-object. When 
thee Operator has successfully performed its activity, it sends a report containing an output-object. 
Thee Manager updates the current-object with the output-object from the report sent by the Opera
tors. . 

Thee corresponding inference structure for this strategy is shown in Figure 3.7. Four inferences 
andd a transfer function are used in this method: 

Selectt  sub-task The first step in the inference selects a sub-task to perform next from the spec
ificationn of the task. In the example, the sequence of selected sub-tasks is search, obtain and 
classify. . 

Specifyy activity The next step in the sequence specifies an activity based on the selected sub-
taskk and the current-object. The current-object is either the initial input-object (e.g. query) or an 
intermediatee object received from a report (e.g. candidate). The idea is that when Operators have 
performedd their activity, they report to the Manager. The function update, updates the current-role. 

Selectt  Operator  An Operator will be selected to carry out the activity from the set of available 
Operators.. Several methods exist to select an Operator. A possible method is to make a selection 
utilizingg the required competence specified in the activity. If more than one Operators are avail
able,, other selection methods can be applied, such as ranking on availability, costs, trustworthiness 
orr location. 

Assignn instructions The last step is coupling the specified activity to the selected Operator. The 
instructionss are sent in a message to the selected Operator. 
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psmm direct-supervision; 
can-realize::  coordination; 
decomposition: : 

inferences:: specify, assign, select; 
functions:: update; 

roles: : 
input :: operators, task, input-object, report; 
intermediatee : sub-task, activity, current-object; 
output:: instruction, output-object; 

control-structure: : 
current-objectt := input-object; 
whilee has-solution select(system-task -• sub-task) do 

specify(current-objectt + sub-task -t activity); 
select{activityy -» operator); 
assign{activityy + operator -• instruction); 
iff (report.status==success) update(report ->- current-object); 
elsee if has-solution select(activity -• operator) do 

assign(activityy + operator -> instruction); 
elsee break; 
end-if f 

end-if f 
endd while 

endd psm direct-supervision; 

Figuree 3.6 
Methodd specification for Direct Supervision in terms or roles, inferences, functions and a control structure. The 
syntaxx used is the CommonKADS Knowledge-Model Language as defined in [Schreiber et al., 1999]. We added the 
functionn break as exit point of the while loop. 

Updatee Current-object When the Manager sends instructions to the Operators, the Operators 
reportt (directly) back to the Manager. A report contains the output-objects generated by the re
portingg Operator. The function update, updates the current-object. The current-objects are used as 
input-objectt in the next activity assignment. 

33.1.22 Operator  PSM Specification 

Wee briefly sketch the expected behavior of the Operator for this strategy. The function perform 
activityactivity which are fed by the instructions (i.e. the activity description and input-objects) received 
fromm the Manager. The result of this function is a report, which is the result of a performed 
activityy including output-objects. The results are to be sent to the Manager. 

33.133 Sequence Diagram 

Ann agent sequence diagram (according to AUML introduced by [Odell et al., 2000]) can graph
icallyy show a sequence of messages between agents. The expected sequence of messages to be 
sentt in the Direct Supervision strategy is given in Figure 3.8. For now, we describe the content of 
aa message informally. In Section 6.4, we discuss a method to fill the content of messages using 
messagee content ontologies. 

Thee sequence diagram shows a centralized model, where the relations between the Manager 
andd the Operators can be seen as Master-Slave, or Client-Server. This strategy is suitable when 
mostt of the agents are not capable of reasoning or cannot hold states. Furthermore, agent engineers 
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thethe overall task of the system, 
e.g.e.g. classify web resources 

thethe work that has to be performed, 
e.g.e.g. obtain 

resultresult of a performed activity 
e.g.e.g. report.output=candidate 

objectobject that represent the input 
ofof the selected activity, 

e.g.e.g. current. object=candidate 

current-object t specify y 

setset of available operators, 
?.g.?.g. searcher, obtainer and classifier 

activity y 
specificationspecification of a technical 

activity,activity, including input object, 
e.g.e.g. activity.input=candidate 

operator r 

selectedselected operator on basis of activity description 
e.g.e.g. obtainer 

couplingcoupling of activity to operator 
e.g.e.g. instruction.operator=obtainer 

Figuree 3.7 

Inferencee structure (using the notation defined in [Schreiber et al., 1999]) of the Manager PSM for Direct Supervision. 

Boxess represent roles, ellipsis represent inferences and rounded boxes represent functions. Pointed arrows represent 

thee control flow. 

cann select this strategy, when they can have access to agents, but cannot influence the behavior of 
thesee agents. The Operators will not "know" that they form part of a specific multi-agent system. 

3.3.1.44 Application 

Thee coordination strategy "Direct Supervision" differs from classic functional decomposition, be
causee in classic functional decomposition all control is in the hands of one control component. 
Thee agents in an agent system that apply "Direct Supervision", have independent behaviors. This 
meanss that the instructed Operators, still decide individually how to internally process the instruc
tions. . 

Alll coordination knowledge is centered in one agent, i.e. the Manager. This can be attractive 
fromm a maintenance point of view, because the Manager is also the single point of failure. This 
meanss that if the Manager fails, the complete system will fail. If noticed, only the Manager needs 
too be restarted, replaced or modified. Moreover, if an Operator fails, the Managers resolves this by 
findingfinding another Operator. The advantages and disadvantages of "Direct Supervision" are discussed 
inn Table 3.5 (p.61). 

Whenn applying "Direct Supervision", one must assure that the Operators and Managers are 
ablee to interoperate with each other. This means that they use the same means to communicate 
andd know how to process the content of messages (this is discussed in detail in Section 5.5.2.3). If 
multii tasks are to be executed at the same time (i.e. in parallel), the Manager and Operators need 
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Figuree 3.8 
Sequencee diagram showing collaboration patterns between the Manager and the three Operators using Direct Supervi
sionn as coordination mechanism. 

too keep track of multi tasks. This can be handled by annotating the exchanged messages, by an 
identifier,, which refers to the identity of a task. 

Inn case of a failing Operator, the Manager can use a time-out mechanism4 to detect failures 
andd respond accordingly by instructing a replace Operator or let's the complete process fail. 

AA Java implementation of Direct Supervision is given in Figure 5.13 (p. 107). 

3.3.22 Coordination by Standardization of Work 

Thee coordination strategy, Standardizing of Work decentralizes the control over the workers in
volved.. Standardization of Work has been defined by [Mintzberg, 1993, p.5] as: 

Coordinationn is achieved on the drawing board, so to speak, before work is under
taken.. (...) Work process are standardized when the contents of the work are speci
fiedfied or programmed. (...) For example "Take the two-inch round-head Philips screw 
andd insert into hole BX, attaching this to part XB with the lock washer and hexagonal 
nut,, at the same time holding (...) 

Onee interpretation of this strategy is to have a Manager that instructs Operators with proce
duress (i.e. work specification) before the actual operation. A procedure specifies how Operators 
shouldd perform their work, such as how to acquire the input-objects, what to do with them, and to 
whomm to distribute them. 

Thee management of interdependencies, such as producer/consumer, consumer/producer and 
commonn limited object, will be delegated to the Operators. The main role of the Manager is 
too specify the work before the actual operation. From there on, the Operators are capable of 
coordinatingg themselves. The Operators store in their memories the procedures they have received. 
Usingg these procedures, they know how to act, when receiving an object from another agent. 

4Thee Manager waits for a certain period of time on an answer of an Operator. If the Operators does not respond 
withinn this time, the Manager assumes that the Operators has failed. 
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3.3.2.11 Manager  PSM Specification 

Inn contrast to Direct Supervision, this method does not take into account the flow of objects. The 
ideaa is that control over the flow of objects is delegated to the Operators. Therefore the overall 
strategyy has two phases: instruction and actual execution. In the instruction phase, the Manager 
playss the dominant role by configuring the Operators involved. In the next phase, the Manager 
onlyy starts the execution. The execution itself is controlled by the Operators in a decentralized 
model. . 

Thee method specified here only defines the role of the Manager in the instruction phase, see 
Figuree 3.9. The while loop selects activities from the task. The next step is to determine the 
interdependenciess of this activity with other activities. These interdependencies include con
sumer/producerr and shared resources. Given the selected task and interdependencies, a procedure 
cann be specified. The procedure contains a description of what activity to perform and how the 
floww of objects is regulated for this activity. The final step is the assignment of the procedure to an 
Operator. . 

psmm standardization-of-work; 
can-realize:: coordination; 
decomposition: : 

inferencess : select, abstract, specify, assign; 
roles: : 

input :: operators, system-task; 
intermediate:: sub-task, procedure; 
output:: instruction; 

control-structure: : 
whilee has-solution select(system-task -• sub-task) do 

abstract(sub-taskk -> interdependency); 
specify(interdependencyy + activity -• procedure); 
select(proceduree + operators ->• operator); 
assign(proceduree + operator -• instruction); 

endd while 
psmm standardization-of-work; 

Figuree 3.9 
Methodd specification for Standardization of Work. The syntax used is the CommonKADS Knowledge-Model Lan-
guage. guage. 

Thee corresponding inference structure of the strategy is shown in Figure 3.10. The inferences 
involvedd are: 

Selectt  activity The first step in the inference is to select the activity to perform next from the 
specificationn of the system task. 

Abstractt  interdependencies The next step is to determine the relationships between the selected 
activityy with other activities. In the example the activity CLASSIFY needs as input the output 
fromm the activity OBTAIN. The idea is that the Manager delegates the control over interdependen
ciescies to the Operators involved. Therefore, the Manager first has to find out what interdependencies 
exist. . 

Specifyy procedure A procedure is generated with die selected activity and the associated inter
dependenciess as input. For example, the procedure for the activity CLASSIFY contains infor-
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mationn on the source input (i.e. another Operator) and output directions. The source input is in 
thee form of a consumedrom relation. In this case the consumed:rom relation points to the 
Obtainer.. The output directions are in the form of the d i s t r i b u t e - t o relation, which in this 
casee refers to the Requester. 

Selectt  Operator  An Operator is selected from the set of available Operators, to carry out the 
activity.. In this method the Manager selects an Operator out of the available Operators, based 
onn the required competence for an activity. Within this strategy, the "pigeonholing" strategy 
(cf.. [Mintzberg, 1993], and Section 2.3.2 (p. 16)) can be applied. The idea is that Operators are 
categorized,, based on their competences, and that cases (i.e. activities) can be categorized into 
predeterminedd situations. Given a procedure, one or more Operators are selected. 

Assignn instructions The last step in the inference structure is where the procedures are assigned 
too Operators. 

thethe overall task of the system, 
e.g.e.g. classify web resources 

setset of available operators, 
e.g.e.g. searcher, obtainer and classifier 

task k 

„ 1 1 thethe work that has 
toto be performed, 

e.g.e.g. classify 
sub-task k 

sub-tasksub-task combined with collaboration, 
e.g.e.g. consume_trom=obtainer, 

perform=classify,perform=classify, distribute_to=manager 

procedure e 

relationsrelations between sub-tasks, 
i.g.i.g. classify.input = obtain.output 

selectedselected operator 
e.g.e.g. operator=classifier 

couplingcoupling of procedure to operator 
e.g.e.g. instruction.operator=classifier 

Figuree 3.10 

Inferencee structure (using the notation denned in [Schreiber et al., 1999]) of the Manager PSM for Standardization of 

Work. . 

3.3.2.22 Operator  PSM Specification 

Thee expected behavior of an Operator in this strategy is more complex then in the Direct Supervi
sionn strategy. Besides the perform activity, that transforms the input-object into an output-object, 
theree are two additional inferences, process instructions and produce output. The inference 
processs instructions is activated when the Operator receives an instruction from the Manager. 
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Thee procedure within the instruction is stored in the memory (i.e. state) of the Operator and is 
consultedd when the Operator receives an input-object. The inference produce output determines 
too which Operator the output-object is to be distributed. 

3.3.2.33 Sequence Diagram 

Inn Figure 3.11 the expected sequence of messages is given. The collaboration pattern shows the 
twoo phases of the strategy: the instruction phase and the actual execution. The two phases are 
representedd by the UML packages instruction and execution, which are drawn as annotated boxes. 

Ass shown, the Manager plays the dominant role of central planner in the instruction package 
byy configuring the Operators involved. In the execution package, the Manager only starts the 
execution.. The execution itself is controlled by the Operators in a decentralized model. 

manager r 

T T 
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1 1 

obtainer r classifier r 

instruct("activity=search h 
II consume_from=manager1 

distribute_to=requester"; ; 

I I I I 

& & 

II instruct("activity=obtain, I 
consume_from=searcher,, . instruct("activity=classify 
distributejctedassifier")) consume Jrom=obtainer 

^ c bb distribute_to=requester^ 
^ ^ 

requester r 

TL L 
J3

* & & 0 0 
Figuree 3.11 
Sequencee diagram showing collaboration patterns between the Manager, the three Operators and the Requester using 
Standardizationn of Work. In the instruction phase the Manager instructs the three operators. In the instruction phase 
thee Requester interacts with the Operators. Furthermore, the Operators know how to accomplish the task. 

3.3.2.44 Application 

Thee strategy "Standardization of Work" requires that the Operators should be equipped with a 
memory,, such as a database, where a configuration can be stored. It means that Operators should 
bee able to "remember" their role in the multi-agent system. Furthermore, they should be able to 
interprett the procedures sent by the Manager. 

Thee strategy is useful in situations where the multi-agent system has to perform a task multiple 
times,, i.e. the task is of a repetitive nature. If the system's task only has to be performed once, the 
instructionn phase can form a communication overload. As will be shown in the mini experiments 
(seee Section 3.5), the breakpoint of overload is at two executions of the task. The advantages and 
disadvantagess of "Standardization of Work" are discussed in Table 3.5 (p.61). 

Thee role of the Manager is crucial in the instruction phase. When the strategy is in the execu
tionn phase, the role of the Manager is limited, which is an advantage in the overall performance 
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off the system. The reason for this is that there is no redundant communication in the operation, in 
contrastt with Direct Supervision. 

Ann extension of this strategy can be that Operators are able to search for alternative Operators. 
Thiss can be applied when an Operator itself is unable to follow the instructed procedure. For 
example,, the Obtainer cannot process the object received from the Searcher, because it is in a 
formatt the Obtainer cannot read. To solve the problem, the Obtainer tries to find another agent 
thatt is able to process the object, e.g. Obtainer2, 

Anotherr situation is where an Operator cannot find the Operator to whom it is supposed to 
distributee its output. For example, Obtainer cannot locate Classifier, because the connection to 
Classifierr is broken. Therefore, Obtainer will search another Classifier. 

AA Java implementation of Standardization of Work is given in Figure 5.11 (p. 105). 

3.3.33 Mutual Adjustment 

Severall articles are predicting agents that can freely travel on the Web and collaborate with any 
agentt they encounter. For example, Hendler predicts that Web agents will be able to help users 
too find anything and regulate their needs on the Web [Hendler, 2001]. In order to do so agents 
shouldd be able to interoperate with agents they never encountered before. In cases where agents 
aree not equipped with the knowledge about how to deal with available coordination strategies 
(suchh as Direct Supervision or Standardization of Work) Mutual Adjustment can be applied as a 
coordinationn strategy. According to [Mintzberg, 1993, p.4]: 

Mutuall Adjustment achieves the coordination of work by the simple process of infor
mall communication. Under Mutual Adjustment,, control of the work rests in the hands 
off the doers. (...) Because it is such a simple coordination strategy, it is naturally 
usedd in the very simplest of organizations (...). Paradoxically, it is also used in the 
mostt complicated ones (...) 

Theree are several ways to interpret Mintzberg definition of Mutual Adjustment. Our interpre
tationn is that in Mutual Adjustment there are no Manager and Operator roles involved. There are 
agents,, which are aware of their own competences. A Requester will start "conversations" with 
alll present agents. 

Onee of the simplest ways to apply Mutual Adjustment is to have agents only to communicate 
objectss to all known agents. This communication can be seen as a (network) broadcast, which can 
bee envisioned as: "Hello All, I have object X, who can do something with it?". If an agent can do 
so,, i.e. transform the received object into another object, this agent communicates the new object 
too all other agents. 

Alternativee method is to communicate both the object and the task. In order to limit the number 
off interactions, the agent could remember agents it was able to collaborate with. This can be seen 
ass a list of preferred peers. 

3.33.11 PSM specification 

Thee specification of the method is given in Figure 3.12. When an agent (i.e. the Requester) has 
too carry out a task, it distributes the input-object to all available agents. When the input-object is 
received,, the agents match the object to their competences and check whether they are capable 
off performing an activity with this object. If they do so, they define an internal activity, perform 
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psmm mutual-adjustment; 
can-realize:: coordination; 
decompositionn : 

inferences:: match; 
functions:: perform-activity; 

roles: : 
input :: input-object; 
intermediate:: activity; 
output:: output-object; 

control-structure: : 
iff  has-solution match(input-object + competence -> activity); 

perform-activity(activityy + input-object) -» object-object); 
endd  i f 

endd psm mutual-adjustment; 

Figuree 3.12 
Methodd specification for Mutual Adjustment. The syntax used is the CommonKADS Knowledge-Model Language. 

thee internal activity and distribute the output-object to all other agents. From there on, the process 
repeats,, until the Requester has received the output role it needs. 

Thee corresponding inference structure of the strategy is shown in Figure 3.13 showing one 
inference:: match competence, and one function perform activity. 

Matchh competence This function is called every time an object is received from a broadcast. 
Inn this case the object is matched to the available services of the agent. When there is a solution 
ann internal activity is generated that specifies an activity that can be performed using the received 
object. . 

Performm activity When the Match inference has found a match and has defined an internal 
activity,, this function actually performs the activity. The output-object will be distributed (i.e. 
broadcasted)) to all known agents. 

availableavailable Input, 
e.g.e.g. query 

input-object t 

' ' r r 

match h 

i i , , 
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sp sp 
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i i I I 
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deificationdeification of activ 
ncludingncluding input, e.g 
ctivity.ctivity. name=searc 

ty, ty, 

. . 
h h 

producedproduced output, 

output-object t 

availableavailable services, 
e.g.e.g. competence.service = {search) 

Figuree 3.13 
Inferencee structure (using the notation defined in [Schreiber et al., 1999]) for Mutual Adjustment. 
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3.3.3.22 Sequence Diagram 

Ass shown in Figure 3.14 the interactions between the agents look like a broadcasting model. 
Althoughh it looks like an overhead of exchanged messages, this strategy can be suitable when there 
iss no control knowledge present. However it does not guarantee that the Requester will receive a 
solutionn to its problem. Furthermore, in this example, for every broadcast, exactly one agent can 
performm an activity given the broadcasted object. In other cases several agents could respond to a 
broadcastt or no agent could respond. The main problem is mat the state of the problem-solving 
iss distributed so that no agent has control over it. This could lead to complete chaos or emergent 
behavior.behavior. Chaos can emerge when agents are continuously broadcasting problems and no single 
agentt can solve it. Emergent Behavior could appear when agents that did not know of each other, 
wouldd find each other and help each other in solving problems. Suppose multiple Operators start 
workingg on the same problem, several perspectives (or solutions) could emerge. 
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Figuree 3.14 
Sequencee diagram showing collaboration patterns between the involved agents using Mutual Adjustment. 

3.3.3.33 Application 

Thee strategy "Mutual Adjustment" can be applied when the structure of a problem is unknown, 
unavailablee or unreadable (i.e. the problem is expressed in an unknown format to the agent). It 
cann also be applied when the agents are heterogeneous and cannot agree to use one of the other 
twoo strategies. For example, there is no Manager available, or the Operators do not want to be 
controlledd by another agent. 

Ass with "Direct Supervision" and "Mutual Adjustment", the agents need a common means to 
communicatee with each other, such as message-based communication. Furthermore, to keep track 
off tasks, messages need to be equipped with identifiers to refer to task's identifications. 

Thee advantage is that there is no central coordinator (Manager) and in an ideal case, the agents 
aree capable of solving problems themselves. In other cases, where agents are not capable of 
solvingg problems broadcasted by other agents, this strategy cannot guarantee that the system is 
capablee of executing every task. The advantages and disadvantages of "Mutual Adjustment" are 
discussedd in Table 3.5. 
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3.44 Implicatio n for  External Agent Design 

Thiss section discusses how the PSMs can be integrated into the behavior of an agent. The behavior 
off an agent can be described using various techniques, such as activity diagrams, use case and state 
diagramss [Odell et al., 2000]. In this case, we will use state diagrams to describe the behavior of 
ann Operator and of a Manager. The idea is that agent engineers can use these state diagram 
ass a design pattern. In Section 5.5.2.1 (p. 103), we discuss the application of the two behaviors 
describedd below. 

3.4.11 Operator  Agent Behavior 

Thee behavior of an Operator consists of a composition of three life cycles: the platform life cycle, 
thee instruction life cycle and the execution life cycle. A life cycle is a collection of states an agent 
cann hold and transactions that allow traverse between states. This relation is of a cyclic nature, 
i.e.. the states form a circle that can be traversed multiple times. The state diagram is illustrated in 
Figuree 3.15. 

Figuree 3.15 
Statee diagram showing states (rounded boxes) and transitions (arrowed lines) of the three life cycles of the Operator's 
behavior. . 

Thee platform life cycle starts when an agent joins a multi-agent system. In order to do so, 
thee agent has to register itself, in a pro-active manner, at an agent platform (cf. [FIPA, 2002c]). 
Thiss registration is done at the AMS (the Agent Manager Service), which holds a register of the 
physicall addresses (i.e. URLs) of agents. This can be seen as a white page service. For example, 
thee Operator googlewrapper will register itself as googlewrapper@gaper.swi.psy.uva.nl. 

Next,, in order to be found by other agents, an agent has to register its services at the DF 
(Directoryy Facilitator). The DF, in fact a yellow page service, holds a directory of services of 
agents.. A service can be "this agent can interact with the search engine Google. On the basis of 
aa boolean query, a list of URLs and descriptions will be returned". In Section 5.2 we discuss an 
elaboratee approach to describe and apply agent competences. The platform life cycle ends when 
ann agent changes or wants to leave the multi-agent system. For that, it has to modify or de-register 
itss services. The registration, modification and de-registration at the AMS and DF are described 
inn the FIPA agent life cycle [FIPA, 2002c]. 

Thee state transitions, i.e. r e g i s t e r , modify and d e r e g i s t e r , are part of a pro-active 
behavior.. This means that the Operator has to take initiative to make itself known at the agent 
platform. . 

mailto:googlewrapper@gaper.swi.psy.uva.nl
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Thee instruction life cycle starts when the Operator receives instructions from the Manager 
agent.. The Operator will move to the c o n f i g u r a t i o n n e g o t i a t i o n state. From this state, 
thee Operator will try to configure its operational behavior. If successful, the Operator will be part 
off a (larger) application and will wait until it can enter the operation life cycle. If the configuration 
fails,, the negotiation will be aborted and the Operator will leave the instruction life cycle. Other
wise,, the Manager will to report the Operator that the application execution is finished. In this case 
thee Operator will reset the configuration of its operational behavior and leave the configuration life 
cycle. . 

Thee execution life cycle starts when the operational behavior is successfully configured. From 
there,, the Operators wait to consume input. The Operator can consume input, from the opera-
tiontion state in case of "Direct Supervision" and "Standardization of Work" strategy. In case of the 
"Mutuall Adjustment" strategy, the Operator can process input from the known at platform state. 

Ann Operator can consume input both re-active as pro-active, see also Section 2.2.1. These 
twoo modes depend on the instructions from the Manager and the applied coordination strategy. In 
"Mutuall Adjustment" and "Direct Supervision", the mode will be re-active. In "Standardization 
off Work" the mode depends on the Manager's instructions. 

Givenn the acquired input, the Operator performs the instructed activity. The result of the 
activity,, i.e. output-object, will be distributed according to the instructions of the Manager. After 
outputt distribution, the Operator will go back to the o p e r a t i o n state. 

3.4.22 Manager  Agent Behavior 

Inn "Direct Supervision", the Manager is involved in the configuration and execution phase. The 
Managerr is only involved in the configuration phase when applying "Standardization of Work". In 
"Mutuall Adjustment", the Manager plays no role in the two phases, however the Manager could 
facilitatee negotiations between the requester and the Operators. 

Thee behavior of the Manager consists of a composition of three life cycles, i.e. platform life 
cycle,cycle, configuration life cycle and execution life cycle. The platform life cycle is the same as the 
platformm life cycle of the Manager, see Figure 3.16. 

platformm life cyte / \ execution life cycle / 

Figuree 3.16 
Statee diagram showing states (rounded boxes) and transitions (arrowed lines) of the three life cycles of the Manager's 
behavior. . 

Thee configuration life cycle starts when the Manager receives a task from the requester. The 
Managerr will recruit Operators by consulting the agent platform's AMS and DF to search for 
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relevantt Operators. When a set of candidate Operators is found, the Manager will start negotiations 
withh them. In case of success, the Manager will enter the execution life cycle. 

Dependingg on the chosen coordination strategy, the behavior of the Manager is pro-active or 
re-active.. When applying "Direct Supervision", the Manager will be actively involved in send
ingg Operators instructions related to activity and the related input-role. In "standardization', the 
Managerr can choose to play a role in execution. For example, the Manager can take care of the 
communicationn with the Requester. 

3.55 Min i experiments 

Inn this section we discuss results that are drawn from three mini experiments. For every described 
coordinationn method we implemented a prototype. 

Thee experiments aimed to analyze alternative coordination structures applied to the web re
sourcee classification system as described in Section 3.3. The analysis is built up out of two parts: 
ann efficiency analysis and a comparison between the three strategies. The qualitative analysis 
reportss on the dynamics of the system. The quantitative analysis discusses the number of mes
sagess sent and the execution time. The aim of the quantitative analysis is to find out if there is a 
communicationn overhead and what influence this overhead will have on the system's performance. 

Thee agents involved in the experiment are the ones that have been introduced in Section 3.3, 
i.e.. Manager, Searcher, Obtainer and Classifier. We are interested in the performance of the three 
coordinationn strategies, not in the performance of the agents' competences. Another reason to 
disregardd the use of web services, such as Google is that a lot of popular services only allow a 
limitedd number of request within a period of time. This means that after a number of requests, 
thee service would deny a service request and therefore the experiment would fail. Therefore, we 
replacedd the competences of the agents with stubs. Stubbing is a standard technique in software 
engineeringg in which only the external behavior of a process is built, to test this behavior in relation 
too other processes [Sommerville, 1995]. In this case, we simulated the behavior of a process by 
thee expected time needed to perform the process. The implementations of the agents' competences 
aree discussed in Table 3.1. 

NameName Activities Implementation 

Managerr Agent 

Searcher r 

Obtainer r 

Classifier r 

instruct(SystemTask,, Operators) 
—•• instructions 
search(query)) —>  item 

obtain(item)) —t resource 

classify(resource)) -t genre 

Managerr agent makes use of a coordination strategy. 

Searcherr makes use of external search services 
suchh as Google. 
Obtainerr make uses of standard Internet techniques, 
too download resources, i.e. HTTP protocol. 
Classifierr makes use of an external 
classificationn library. 

Tablee 3.1 
Agentss involved in the experiment and the implementation of their competences. The activities are notated as "transform 
job"("input")) —̂  "output", where "—>" means produces. 

3.5.11 Direct Supervision 

Inn order to describe the outcomes of the experiment using Direct Supervision, we discuss the 
dynamicss of the Manager within the system. Using the activity log of the Manager, we constructed 
ann inference trace. This trace is described in Table 3.2. The steps are described below. 
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Inn step 0, the roles task and Operators are initialized. Next in step 1, the inference select 
selectss search as first activity, which is used in step 2 to specify activity!. The activity activity! 
instructss the Operator from whom to consume its input roles and to whom to distribute its output 
roles,, after successfully carrying out its activities. In this case, the Operators have to consume 
andd distribute their roles from and to the Manager. Next, the activity is assigned to the Operator 
Searcherr in the form of instructions. When Searcher has completed its activity, it reports to the 
Managerr in step 4. From there the Manager supervises Obtainer in the steps 4-8 and the Manager 
supervisess Classifier in steps 9-12. 

StepStep Inference Roles 
0 0 

1 1 
2 2 

3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 

7 7 
8 8 
9 9 
10 0 

11 1 
12 2 

init t 

selectt sub-task 
specifyy activity 

assignn activity 
updatee current-object 
selectt sub-task 
specifyy activity 

assignn activity 
updatee current-object 
selectt sub-task 
specifyy activity 

assignn activity y 
updatee current-object 

Systemm task = { search, obtain, classify } 
Operatorss = { searcher, obtainer, classier } 
sub-taskk 1 = search(query) —• candidate 
activityy 1 = { consumeFrom(Manager), search(query), 
distributeTo(Manager)} } 
instructionss = { activity 1, Operator(searcher) } 
cunent-object=candidate e 
sub-task22 = obtain(candidate) —• resource 
activity22 = { consumeFrom(Manager), obtain(candidate), 
distributeTo(Manager)} } 
instructionss = { activity2, Operator(obtainer) } 
current-object=resource e 
sub-task33 = classify(resource) —• genre 
activity33 = { consumeFrom(Manager), classify(resource), 
distributeTo(Manager)} } 
instructionss = { activity3, Operatorfclassifier) } 
current-object=genre e 

Tablee 3.2 
Partt of the interference trace of the Manager when applying Direct Supervision. 

Forr every step in the task, the Manager has to send a direct order (i.e. send a message) to an 
Operator.. The Operator reports (i.e. sending a message) directly to the Manager. Therefore there 
aree two messages involved for every step. This regime does not change when the number of runs 
increases.. The formula to determine the number of messages exchanged between Manager and 
Operatorss is given in Table 3.4. 

3.5.22 Standardization of Work 

Usingg standardization, the inference starts with an initialization of the roles task and Operators in 
stepp 0 (see Table 3.3). Next in step 1, the inference select selects search as the first activity which 
iss used in step 2 to determine the collaborations. In this case, interdependencies for the activity 
selectselect are getting the input role query and givingg the output role to the activity obtain. Given these 
twoo interdependencies, the Manager specifies a procedure that contains one activity that tells the 
Operatorr to consume its input from the Manager, apply the activity search and distribute its output 
too Obtainer. Then the Manager assigns the procedure to the Operator Searcher. In steps 5-8 the 
Managerr instructs the Operator Obtainer. The Operator Classifier is instructed through steps 9-12. 
Thee resulting collaboration patterns are illustrated in Figure 3.11. Details on the outcome of this 
experimentt can be found in Figure 3.17. 

Thee formula to determine the number of messages exchanged between Manager and Operators 
iss given in Table 3.4. The Manager instructs the Operators involved by sending one individual 
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StepStep Inference Roles 
0 0 

1 1 
2 2 

3 3 

4 4 
5 5 
6 6 

7 7 

8 8 
9 9 
10 0 

11 1 

12 2 

init t 

selectt sub-task 
abstractt interdependency 

specifyy procedure 

assignn procedure 
selectt sub-task 
abstractt interdependency 

specifyy procedure 

assignn procedure 
selectt sub-task 
abstractt interdependency 

specifyy procedure 

assignn procedure 

Systemm task = { search, obtain, classify } 
Operatorss = { searcher, obtainer, classifier } 
sub-taskk 1 = search(query) - • candidate 
collaborationOO = { query, sub-task(search) } 
collaborationn 1 = { sub-task(search), sub-task(obtain) } 
proceduree 1 = { consumeFrom(Manager), sub-task(search), 
distributeTo(obtainer)} } 
instructionss = { procedure 1, Operator(searcher) } 
sub-task22 = obtain(candidate) —• resource 
collaborationn = { sub-task(search), sub-task(obtain)} 
collaboration33 = { sub-task(obtain), sub-task(classify)} 
procedure22 = { consumeFrom(searcher), sub-task(obtain), 
distributeTo(classifier)} } 
instructionss = { procedure2, Operator(obtainer) } 
sub-task33 = classify(resource) -+ genre 
collaboration44 = { sub-task(obtain), 
sub-task(( classify) } 
collaboration5={{ sub-task(classify), genre } 
procedure33 = { consumeFrom(obtainer), sub-task(classify), 
distributeTo(Manager)} } 
instructionss = { procedure3, Operator(classifier) } 

Tablee 33 
Partt of the interference trace of the Manager agent when applying Standardization of Work. 

messagee to them, i.e. s messages, where s is the the number of steps (i.e subtasks) in the task. For 
everyy task, the Manager and Operators need s + 1 message: 1 message for Manager to the first 
Operatorr (i.e. the first step in the task), s — 1 messages for transactions between s Operators and 
11 message for the last Operator (i.e. the last step in the task) to the Manager. The instruction has 
too be done once independently of the number of runs. 

3.5.33 Mutual Adjustment 

Ass illustrated in Figure 3.14 the agents send input roles to every known agent. The Requester 
sendss the input role query to the agents Searcher, Obtainer and Classifier. The agent Searcher 
cann match this input role to one of its activity in the agent's competence. Searcher performs the 
activityy and sends its output-object to the agents Manager, Obtainer and Classifier. From there, 
Obtainerr performs its activities and distributes the result to the other agents. Finally, Classifier 
performss its activity and after distribution, the Requester recognizes the output-object as solution 
too his problem. 

Thee formula to determine the number of messages exchanged between Manager and Operators 
iss given in Table 3.4. A "Mutual Adjustment" starts from the Requester sending a — 1 messages 
too all known agents, where a is the number of available agents. When an Operator processes a 
receivedd message, it sends a — 1 messages to all known agents, including the Requester. This 
processs repeats s times, until the Requester has received the solution to its request. 
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3.5.44 Evaluation 

Thee experiments were run on two Linux machines (gollem and gaper) using four FIPA-compliant 
agentt platforms5. Every machine was equipped with two agent platforms each inhabited by one 
agent.. The agents Manager and Obtainer were located on gaper. The agents Searcher and Classi
fierfier were located on gollem. 

Thee FIPA-HTTP message transport protocol was used for message transport [FIPA, 2002d]. 
Thiss protocol was chosen, because this protocol expensive and could lead to a communication 
overheadd of the agents. 

3.5.4.11 Results 

Inn order to measure the efficiency of the strategies, we examined the number of messages sent in 
orderr to determine the costs of communication and the process time. The Manager calculated the 
processs time6 needed to perform one execution run. Table 3.4 lists a quantified comparison of the 
threee coordination strategies. 

StrategyStrategy Number of messages Process Time 
Directt Supervision 
Standardizationn of Work 
Mutuall Adjustment 

mm = 2qs 
mm = s + (s + l)q 
mm = qs(a — 1) 

1786«« + 141 
369gg + 451 
536gg + 7832 

Tablee 3.4 
Quantitativee analysis of the three coordination strategies. The "number of messages" formulas are determined by 
countingg the number of interactions in the collaboration diagrams in Sections 3.3.1.3 (p.45), 3.3.2.3 (p.50) and 3.3.3.2 
(p.53).. The "process time" formulas are determined by doing a regression analysis on the data gathered by the manager, 
ass displayed in Fig. 3.17 The variable m represents the number of messages, s the number of steps in the task, q the 
numberr of queries (or runs) and a is die number of agents (i.e. number of Operators plus the requesting agent). 

Bothh the communication weight as the process time show a linearr relation7 with the number of 
queries,, see Figure 3.17. Due to a good network connection, the costs of communication transport 
cann be discarded, in contrast to the costs of processing communication by the agents, which could 
leadd to communication overhead. However, no (exponential) communication overhead has oc
curred.. A possible reason for the fluctuating results of Standardization of Work (SW) and Mutual 
Adjustmentt (MA) is interfering network traffic, such as Internet traffic, backup mechanisms and 
otherr experiments. 

Whenn looking at the process time, Standardization of Work appears to be the most efficient. 
Thee reason for this is that there is no superfluous communication. Moreover, the agents can process 
objectss in parallel8, thanks to a buffering mechanism. This means that the agents can add incoming 
messagess onto a stack and process these one by one in the agent's own tempo. This is also the 
casee in Mutual Adjustment. Direct Supervision cannot process objects in parallel, because in the 
givenn method, the Manager has to process all the objects one by one. 

55 See http://gaper.swi.psy.uva.nl for more details onn the gaper platform. 
^ ee Manager agent used the system time to calculate the process time needed to perform tasks. The time provided 

too the Manager agent was dependent of the operating system, the agents were running on. 
7Thee correlation coefficients of the three datasets are 0.998899 for "Direct Supervision", 0.639743 for "Standard

izationn of Work" and 0.868646 for "Mutual Adjustment". 
8Parallell processing in the sense that agents do not need to wait for each other. The agent still reasons in a sequential 

matter.. The agent implementation does not take into account multi processors. 

http://gaper.swi.psy.uva.nl
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Comparisonn of Coordination strategies 
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Figuree 3.17 
Resultss from three mini experiments comparing 1 to 100 queries against process time. The dashed line represents 
Directt Supervision(DS) combined with a line (DS fit) that represents the fit function for process time (see Table 3.4), 
thee straight line represents Standardization of Work (SW) combined with its fit function (SW fit) and the dashed line 
withh the "plus" symbol represents Mutual Adjustment (MA) combined its fit function (MA fit). The formulas for the fit 
functionss for process time are given in Table 3.4. 

Inn Section 5.6, we discuss the application of "Standardization of Work" in a case study on 
classificationn of conference submissions. The operationalization of the "Direct Supervision" and 
"Standardizationn of Work" are discussed in the Sections 5.5.2.3 and 5.5.2.2. 

3.5.4.22 Comparison 

Thee results presented above give indicators of the performance of the system. One could also take 
intoo account the costs of equipping agents with reasoning power and the ability to self-configure. 
Otherr issues are summarized in Table 3.5. 

Thee advantage of "Direct Supervision" is that the Operators are relatively small, because all 
controll knowledge is maintained by the Manager. This can be preferable when the Operators 
cannott be changed, or when the Operators are not meant to be agents, such as P2P oriented 
(web)services.. Furthermore, the control over the operation is centralized in the Manager. If an 
Operatorss fails to execute its activity, the Manager resolves the problem by locating a replacement 
Operator.. From a maintenance point of view, this can be appealing. 

AA lot of design paradigms and methods are based on centralized control. Probably the first 
generationn agent system, will be based on this strategy. However, centralizing control knowl
edgee means building one "fat" agent that has to play the Manager role. When a lot of Opera
torss are involved, the Manager could get too complex or too slow, i.e. the attention span can 

,,,>> DS 
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 SW 
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MA A 
, / '' MA Fit 
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gett overstressed. Moreover, if this agents fails, because it has to supervise too much Opera
tors,, the task cannot be performed. The point of having one big agent is also advised against 
inn [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995]. 

"Standardizationn of Work" has the advantage that it is efficient. This can be explained by the 
factt that the Manager delegates coordination to the Operators by exactly specifying their activities. 
Theree is a clear distinction between the instruction and execution knowledge. The Manager is 
occupiedd with instructions and Operators with execution, as devised in the division of work method 
describedd by Mintzberg [Mintzberg, 1993], see also Section 2.2.3. This means that the Manager 
doess not interfere with execution, because the Manager has delegated the control to the agents. A 
reasonn for this can be that the execution of the Operators is too complex to supervise because many 
objectss have to be transferred. Furthermore, the Manager can choose not to interfere in complex 
negotiations. . 

AA disadvantage is that all the Operators involved need to be equipped with the ability to reason 
aboutt procedures. Not in all situations, the designer has the means to alter existing agents or 
services.. Furthermore, when something goes wrong, it is not clear how the Operators will resolve 
problems. . 

StrategyStrategy Advantages Disadvantages Manager Knowledge 

Directt Supervision 

Standardizationn of Work 

Mutuall Adjustment 

'Thin'' Operators 
Controll centralized 

Efficient t 
Controll in hands of operators 

Emergentt behavior 
Flexible e 
Open n 

Singlee point of failure 
Onee "Fat" agent 
"Slow" " 

"Fat"" operators 
Errorr handling 

Chaos s 
Noo solution guarantee 
Miscommunication n 

Taskk Coordination 
Availablee operators 
Inputt and output objects 
Fail-overr mechanisms 
Taskk Instruction 
Availablee operators 
Standardd situations 

--

Tablee 3.5 
Summaryy of advantages and disadvantages of the three coordination strategies, combined with the knowledge needed 
forr the Manager. 

Fromm an agent perspective, "Mutual Adjustment" is the most interesting strategy, because it 
cann lead to Emergent behavior. Unexpected dynamics can occur, thanks to different behaviors and 
expertise.. The system can be flexible because there is no central control. Furthermore, the number 
off agents can be dynamic, meaning that agents can enter and leave the system during execution 
time. . 

AA disadvantage is that this strategy cannot guarantee that tasks are solved. In an ideal situation, 
alll existing agents could be contacted via communication. However, not for all problems agents 
orr services exist. Furthermore, not all agents share the same conceptualization of problem, task, 
objectt and solution. 

Iff every agent broadcasts objects (and tasks) to all known agents for every problem, a lot of 
thiss communication is purposeless and could lead to network overload. Furthermore, we did not( 
yet)) take into account what happens when multiple agents can solve the problem. The Requester 
couldd compare multiple solutions and choose the one with the highest quality. 

Anotherr way to compare the strategies is to look at the amount and type of knowledge the 
Managerr requires9. As described in Table 3.5 the Manager in "Direct Supervision" needs knowl
edgee about the process in detail in order to directly instruct the Operators. Combined with this 

9Withh exception to "Mutual Adjustment", where there is no Manager. 
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knowledgee is a method to select the appropriate Operator from a repository of available Opera
tors.. Furthermore, it has to handle input, intermediate and output objects, which are exchanged 
betweenn the Requester, Operators and the Manager. Besides that, it needs to apply one or more 
fail-overr mechanisms, in case something goes wrong. The Manager in "Standardization of Work", 
onlyy needs to know what Operators are available and the process. Furthermore, it needs to have a 
methodd to construct a Multi-Agent plan, including the allocation of an Operator from a repository 
off available Operators. 

3.66 Discussion 

Wee presented a knowledge-based approach to model coordination strategies in order to gain in
sightss in the design of coordination structures in agents systems. We discussed the modeling of 
threee known coordination strategies as problem-solving methods. The semantics for coordinating 
jointt actions was made explicit and sharable by means of a task-method ontology. 

Fromm the three mini experiments we can see the differences between Direct Supervision, Stan
dardizationn of Work and Mutual Adjustment. Direct Supervision shows a centralized model, i.e. 
alll coordination knowledge (i.e. strategic and supervision) is concentrated in the Manager. The 
Managerr takes care of managing the relations between activities and Operators. In Standardization 
off Work we can see a pattern of a decentralized model, where the Manager only plays the role of 
aa strategic planner. Knowledge about coordination is distributed among the Operators. In Mutual 
Adjustmentt there is no division of roles into Operators and Managers. The pattern shows a broad
castt communication model where every agent tries to communicate with all available agents. The 
patternss looks expensive, however the costs of building a Manager should be subtracted. 

Wee have shown, to some extent, that a knowledge-based approach can represent our inter
pretationn of concepts and relations of coordination. PSMs were applied to show how agents can 
bee equipped with lines of reasoning for handling coordination. However, the inference structures 
forr the different strategies are still of a provisional nature. More elaborate structures have to be 
defined.. For example, ontologies and PSMs could be specialized on the grounds of the type of 
agents,, environment, task or domain. 

Fromm an agent point of view, the Mutual Adjustment strategy is the most appealing. There is 
noo central coordinator (Manager) and the agents are capable of solving problems for themselves. 
However,, applying this strategy does not guarantee that the agents do so. For example, if an input 
iss distributed (broadcasted) among agents and no agent is capable of performing an activity with 
it,, the problem is not solved. In that case the agent that started the Mutual Adjustment could try to 
modifyy the input-object or choose another coordination strategy 

Anotherr approach could be that the agent that started the Mutual Adjustment would distribute 
ann expected output. Instead of matching their competence based on input-objects, they could use 
thee output-object as reference. When an agent has found a match, the agent needs an input-object. 
Too acquire input-objects, the agent can ask other agents if they can provide these objects. However, 
fromm a traditional software engineering point of view, the engineer and possibly the end-user want 
too have control over the system. 

Wee discussed several considerations for choosing the appropriate strategy to use. One of these 
considerationss is related to the number of agents. For small systems, where there is a limited set 
off agents, Direct Supervision could be a good candidate, because the Operators do not need to be 
equippedd with additional functions in order to reason on instructions as within Standardization of 
Work.. The advantage and perhaps also the disadvantage of Direct Supervision is that control is 
centralized.. When the number grows, both the attention span of an agent engineer and a Manager 
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agentt can be overstressed. In this case (i.e. larger distributed systems) the other two strategies are 
betterr candidates. 

Whenn a task is repetitive, Direct Supervision seems to be the best candidate. However, if the 
environmentt is dynamic, the instructions of the Manager could not be suitable anymore. When 
Operatorss do not want to agree on having a Manager or the task description is not present, Mutual 
Adjustmentt could be applied. 

Thee costs of building a centralized or decentralized Manager should also be taken into account. 
Inn addition, one should also consider the costs of equipping Operators with reasoning power. From 
thatt perspective, the Manager of Direct Supervision is the most expensive Manager. The agents in 
Mutuall Adjustment are the most expensive Operators. 

Whenn there are multiple ontologies involved, ontology translation can be allocated to one 
agent,, i.e. the Manager, when applying Direct Supervision. In the other strategies the Operators 
needd to be equipped with ontology translation knowledge. 

Inn Section 5.4 (p.92), we discuss how a number of the coordination strategies ("Direct Super
vision"" in Section 5.5.2.3 (p.105) and "Standardization of Work" in Section 5.5.2.2 (p.104)) are 
embeddedd into an interoperability framework. 
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Fivee Capabilities Model 

Inn this chapter we present the 5 Capabilities (5C) model which is a conceptual framework 
forr analyzing and designing the capabilities of an intelligent agent. The 5C model defines 
fivefive dimensions of agent intelligence - using the notion of separation of concerns - where 
eachh dimension plays a role in the development of intelligent software agents. These 
dimensionss are communication, competence, self, planner and environment. The company 
Bolesiann B.V. first proposed the 5C model during an EU-funded project, called MAR-
TRANSS [van Aart et al., 2000]. From there it was developed as a part of internal Bolesian 
developmentt projects and prototypes were built in Java and Delphi. Later it is was refined 
andd used as professional agent analysis and design framework by Acklin B.V. to develop 
commerciall applications. 

Thiss chapter is partly based on two articles: Agent-based Logistic Service Provision co-
authoredd by Kris van Marcke, published at the Fifth International Conference on the Practical 
ApplicationApplication of Intelligent Agents and Multi-Agent Technology (PAAM 2000) and International 
InsuranceInsurance Traffic with Software Agents co-authored by Kris van Marcke, published at the 15th 
EuropeanEuropean Conference on Artificial Intelligence (ECAI2002). 

4.11 Introductio n 

Thee Five Capabilities (5C) model is a conceptual framework, based on a generalization of different 
typess of agent capabilities, which can be found in the agent literature. The 5C model has been 
thee design guide for the development of a series of intelligent agent application prototypes and 
commerciall applications. The development of the applications showed that functional as well as 
technicall constraints can be reflected along the five dimensions, using the notion of separation of 
concerns.. Depending on the requirements of the application one can focus on each capability that 
needss attention, without getting lost in the complexity of the entire design. Applications that have 
beenn developed according to the 5C design guide include: 

Supplyy in e-retail Special orders placed through the Internet to a retail-chain are delivered 
withinn hours to the nearest shop. 

Intelligentt  Freight Planner  IFP Requested by the European Commission (DG7): a distributed 
transportt planning application was implemented to help organizing inter modal freight trans
portationn processes [van Aart et al., 2000]. 

Internationall  claim handling with the KI R system A multi-agent application that 
runss across different insurance companies to facilitate cross-border claim han
dlingg [van Aart et al., 2002b]. In Section 4.4 we discuss this application in detail. 
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Thee questions that lead to the development of the 5C model are the following: How do the 
relevantrelevant agent requirements come together?, What is the role for each of the agent requirements 
toto play in the final picture?, How can we understand the relevance and importance of a single 
detaileddetailed contribution in the context of this complex collection? and How to understand and be 
ableable to explain the real added value of agent technology? 

Too give answers to these questions we will define five dimensions of agent intelligence - using 
thee notion of separation of concerns - where each dimension can play a role in the development of 
intelligentt software agents. In the following section, these dimensions are is explained in further 
detail. . 

4.22 The Five Dimensions 

Ann agent in the 5C model is separated into five distinct dimensions: communication, compe-
tence,tence, self planner and environment. The dimensions are framed into models where each model 
iss responsible for one particular kind of capability an agent requires. One of the inspirations 
off the 5C model is the metaphor of an individual agent as an information processing brain, 
wheree functionality emerges by combining different specialized elements, i.e. models that co
operatee [Morgan, 1996]. Another rationale behind the dimensions of the 5C model is a method 
too couple heterogenous expert systems (or knowledge based systems) [van Aart et al., 2000]. In 
thiss method, we extend existing expert systems with agent capabilities. Such a system, i.e. agent 
shouldd be able perform a number of tasks. Furthermore, the agent should be able to communicate 
withh other agents and systems. In order to cope with complexity, we applied the separation of 
concernn principle and defined a competence model and a communication model. The competence 
modell is responsible for executing tasks and the communication model handles all interactions 
betweenn agents and other systems. The communication model has interpretation, conversation 
andd ontology handling functions using knowledge of messages, languages and protocols (see Sec
tionn 4.2.2). Next to communication, information about others actors is to be acquired and stored. 
Thereforee we defined the environment model, which gives the agent a view on the world it operates 
inn (e.g. which other agents and systems it can interact with, see Section 4.2.5). 

Thee process of task execution proceeds three steps: tasks identification, task planning and 
actualactual task execution. To determine what tasks have to be performed, we defined the self model. 
Thiss model gives the agent an idea of what the agent is doing (e.g. what are its tasks, goals, 
jobs,, states, capabilities) and should be able to facilitate self-monitoring, self-maintenance and 
self-steeringg (see Section 4.2.3). The planning of the execution of tasks is the concern of the 
plannerplanner model that enables an agent to autonomously decide how to spend its time. The model 
cann contain various planning strategies for meeting the agent's goals (see Section 4.2.4). Finally, 
thee competence model contains the methods and knowledge that enables an agent to execute the 
taskss it is designed for (see Section 4.2.1). How each of the dimensions will eventually be given 
shape,, depends on the particular kind of agent or the particular application. 

Inn the remainder of this chapter we discuss the dimensions in more detail. For every dimen
sionn we discuss the generalization of different types of agent capabilities categorized in concept, 
capabilitycapability and learning abilities. An overview of the dimensions is given in Table. 4.1. We should 
notee that the 5C model is intended to be a conceptual model, rather then a technical framework. 
Mostt of the issues we try to allocate into 5 dimensions - e.g. "reflection" or "actor modeling" are 
nott resolvable in general terms. Technical implementations can be be partial and biased to the 
agentt application in mind. One example of an agent design conform the 5C model is discussed in 
Sectionn 4.4. 
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dimension n 

communication communication 

competence competence 

self self 

planner planner 

environment environment 

concept t 

messages,, language, protocol, 
messagee content ontology 
tasks,, methods, 
domainn knowledge 
identity,, name, goals, state 
role,, competences, location 
autonomy,, agenda 

actors,, perception, 
sensorss and effectors 

capability y 

interaction,, converse, 
ontologyy handling 
taskk execution 
memory y 
introspection,, reflection, life cycle 
management,, instruct planner 
taskk selection, execution control 
monitoring,, emergency handling 
reaction, , 
actorr modeling 

learning g 

interpretation n 

skills s 

selff perception 

emergencies, , 
taskk performance 
accumulatee and explore 
environment t 

Tablee 4.1 
Thee five dimensions of the 5C model with concepts, capabilities and learning abilities as rationale for the breakdown 
off an agent into the five dimensions. The relations between the models depend on individual designs. One example of 
ann agent design according to the 5C model is described in Section 4.4. Considerations when to use or omit a model are 
givenn in Table 4.3 (p.83). 

4.2.11 Competence Model 

Ann agent is designed to perform - even to excel in - one or a small number of tasks. We see 
taskk offering as service offering. An agent can either perform the task or service itself if it is part 
off the agent. Otherwise, the agent can consult another non-agent system, such as a legacy sys
temm [Genesereth and Ketchpel, 1994]. In Sections 4.4.4 and 5.3.3 (p.90), we discuss how agents 
cann access legacy systems. 

Thee designer expects the agent to be competent and rational in this task perfor
mancee [Newell, 1982]. Agent types are often named after the tasks they are designed for, such 
ass "searcher", "analyst", "bidder", "buyer" and "seller". For example, for knowledge-based 
agentss (i.e. agents that perform knowledge intensive tasks) the competence model can consist of 
problem-solvingg methods. For tasks of a different nature, it can rely on other techniques such as 
algorithmicc models, databases or statistical models. The competence model finally encompasses 
thee domain knowledge required for the correct execution of its problem-solving methods. 

AA competence model can embody the capabilities: task execution and memory function. 
Taskk execution is the ability to do the job (purpose) it was designed for. Tasks can have a reactive or 
aa proactive nature. The memory capability represents the ability to exchange information between 
differentt task instantiations. It usually requires that information acquired during the execution of 
onee task instantiation is preserved for an extended period of time. An example of the use of this 
capabilityy is an internal blackboard, which is used by tasks to exchange information. 

Thee sub-capabilities information accumulation and forgetting can further characterize the 
memoryy capability. Information accumulation refers to the ability to accumulate information dur
ingg a particular task execution, but also to the ability to store and retrieve that information. Forget
tingg may have both pragmatic and functional purposes. When information is accumulated at a high 
rate,, there may be an information or storage overload. To overcome this pragmatic constraint, in
formationn that looses relevance, may be forgotten. A second, more functional, aspect occurs when 
oldd information starts to mislead the problem solver because of changes in the environment. 
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Learningg in the competence model reflects the agent's ability to become better in its task 
executionn capability, i.e. skilled by virtue of experience. Maes puts a lot of emphasis on learning, 
e.g.. learning by being trained [Maes, 1994]. She argues that learning is the most efficient way for 
ann agent to become competent and trustworthy, above the two alternative strategies of having the 
endd user program the agent at the one hand or having a knowledge engineer design the competence 
modell at the other hand. 

4.2.22 Communication Model 

Besidess being able to perform its task(s), an agent is expected to master the ability to communicate 
(sociall competence cf. [Gaspari and Motta, 1994, Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995]). Communica
tionn implies interaction and interaction implies sending and receiving messages. Messages are 
expressedd in an Agent Communication Language, such as FIPA-SLO [FTPA, 2002i]. Protocols 
prescribee the sequence of messages. The vocabulary used in messages is defined in message 
contentt  ontologies [FIPA, 2001]. 

Nextt to message exchange, communication also includes interpretation of the message, 
validationn that a message has been correctly interpreted and taking corrective measures. It 
iss argued that communicating agents use languages comparable to a knowledge level of ab
stractionn [Gaspari and Motta, 1994, Bradshaw, 1997]. This means mat agents use communi
cationn primitives which support the use, request and supply of knowledge independently of 
implementation-relatedd aspects. 

Thee communication model is responsible for the following capabilities, interaction, converse' 
andd ontology handling. Interaction refers to a situation where two (or more) agents get in contact 
too exchange information or requests. The message is the typical vehicle for interaction. It stands 
forr the total package which is exchanged between agents in an interaction. Converse is seen as a 
smalll process, which may involve one or a small number of interactions, in order to accomplish 
aa shared understanding of the intention of the originator of the conversation. Interaction can 
bee further specified by the sub-capabilities generate message, send message, receive message, 
parsee and verify message syntactically and interpret and verify message semantically. 

Generatingg messages involves the creation of new messages upon demand in order to send 
messagess to external actors (such as information sources, others agent and users). Sending mes
sagess is the ability to engage in an interaction as the taker of the initiative. Receiving messages is 
thee ability to engage in an interaction for which the initiative was taken by another actor. Parsing or 
syntacticc verification involves verifying whether the format of an incoming message is understand
able.. Interpretation or semantic verification involves verifying whether the content or meaning of 
ann incoming message is understandable, and extracting that content from the message. The Speech 
Actss theory (cf. [Searle, 1969]) is an example of a theory to attribute intention to messages, which 
cann be applied for example when negotiating wim other agents on the basis of arguments. We 
discusss the Speech Act theory in detail in Section 6.3 (p. 121). 

Whenn a conversation requires multiple interactions between agents, it becomes important to 
keepp a conversation trace of the ongoing communication. Otherwise, the agent cannot distinguish 
ann incoming message which is a continuation of an ongoing conversation from an incoming mes
sagee which starts a new conversation. Ontology handling refers to the ability to work with shared 
conceptualizations,, see Section 6.3 (p. 121) for a detailed discussion on agents and ontologies. 

Learningg for the communication model, in its most natural form, would denote the ability of 
ann agent to improve its ability of interpretation of messages. For example, when two agents use 

11 By converse we mean "talking" with other agents. 
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aa partially different ontology, the communication may be initially very difficult; i.e. each com
municationn requires several interactions to accomplish this common understanding. The model 
mayy gradually improve its communication abilities by incrementally learning the ontology which 
iss used by the other agents, or by broadening one's own ontology. 

4.234.23 Self Model 

Ann agent has an identity including a description of its name, goal, state, organizational role, 
ownn capabilities and computational location. If an agent moves from one server to another, we 
wouldd assume it to be still the same agent. This implies that the physical process that runs the 
agentt cannot be a part of its identity. 

Thee self model entails the following capabilities: introspection, reflection, lif e cycle man-
agementt  and instruct planner. With the capability introspection we refer to the ability to 
inspectt or inform about the agent's global status: what is the list of the agent's current task in
stantiations,, what is the status of those task instantiations, what are the agents goals, capabili
tiess or objectives, what is the agent's current occupation, abilities, experience, memory, etc., see 
alsoo [Maes, 1986]. With reflection we refer to the agent's ability to reason about and to act upon 
thee agent's performance: e.g. "how well did I solve this task?" and " how can I do this better?", 
seee also [Maes, 1998]. 

Thee life cycle management capability refers to the ability to follow life cycles as defined 
inn 3.4.1 (p.54). For example, in Figure 3.15 (p.54), a life cycle containing ^platform life cycle, 
thee instruction life cycle and the execution life cycle is given. The self model knows in what state 
thee agent is and to what states to traverse. With the capability instruct planner the self model 
translatess internal goals to instructions to the planner model. An example of this capability is 
givenn in Figure 4.5, where the self model instructs the planner model to plan a goal. 

Thee self model stands for the agent's perception of its own being and state (i.e. introspection). 
Inn its simplest form, the self model contains just a collection of ongoing tasks (monitoring). But for 
alll but the most basic forms of autonomy and problem-solving more elaborate forms of reflection 
willl become an issue. To give a very simple example, when an agent receives a request to perform 
aa certain task within a limited time (say 20 seconds), the agent should be able to judge whether 
theree is a fair chance to be able to perform the task within the given time. This judgment requires 
reflectivee reasoning about the current life cycle state, the agent's own competence (i.e. tasks from 
thee competence model), the role the agent plays in an organization and goals of the agent. An agent 
cann have long term and short term goals. Most of the goals can remain implicit, i.e. be hidden in 
thee agent's design. However, in more complex cases agents will have to reason explicitly about 
theirr goals, trying to reach their goals in the most rational way. A good example is the Belief-
Desire-Intentionn model [Rao and Georgeff, 1995]. 

Thee applied learning method for self perception could make use of the agent's history. It could 
reasonn about what strategy did fit best a certain problem, what tasks and methods were applied 
andd whether the identityy of the agent changed. Ideally, using reflection the agent should be able to 
changee the self model's behavior in order to optimize its performance. 

4.2.44 Planner  Model 

Onee of the most distinguishing features of an intelligent software agent is auton-
omyy [Gaspari and Motta, 1994, Wooldridge, 2002]. Whereas an expert system is designed to per
formm a task in a rational way but anchored in a fixed environment that determines its behavior or 
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process,, the software agent's rationality is extended to a number of decisions including: whether to 
perform,, when to perform, how often to perform and how long to perform the task. Furthermore, 
ann agent has control over its own actions and internal state [Castelfranchi, 1995]. The liberty given 
too the agent to make decisions that go beyond deciding about how to do the given task, is called 
autonomy.autonomy. When autonomy is well operationalized, it enables the use of an agent for tasks that 
requiree more responsibility, that span a large time frame, or that take place in a less controlled 
environment.. The planning of the agent's tasks can be represented by an agenda. 

Althoughh autonomy relies heavily on all of the dimensions described in the 5C model, we con
siderr the planner model to be the component that is most prominent responsible for autonomous 
decision-making.. The planner model is the model that enables the agent to reason about die tasks 
(jobs)) on his agenda; i.e. not the generic tasks for which the agent is designed, but the concrete 
taskk instantiations or jobs during the agent's lifetime. The planner model is hence intended in a 
broaderr sense than the traditional AI conception of planning, which is constructing a series of ac
tivitiess that can lead the agent towards a desired goal state, although such a traditional AI planning 
functionn may sometimes be a part of it. Capabilities of the planner model are: task selection, 
executionn control, time monitoring and emergency handling. Task selection is concerned with 
thee next task to be executed or continued. Execution control is concerned with starting and stop
pingg the execution of task instantiations. It can be further refined as follows: Task launching: 
startingg the execution of a task. Task interruption : putting an unfinished task on hold. Finally, 
taskk reactivation: restarting a task which was put on hold. 

Forr non-instantaneous tasks, time monitoring is an important capability of the planner model. 
Thiss capability involves keeping an eye on the clock and triggering clock-sensitive events. An 
examplee of a clock-sensitive event is a task that needs to be executed every hour. Another example 
off a potential clock sensitive event is a task that is waiting for the input from another agent. In 
uncontrolledd environments it may be the case that the input never arrives, which should not go 
unnoticed.. In such cases, waiting for an input is a clock-sensitive event. 

Emergencyy handling has to do with dealing witfi all kind of abnormal circumstances with 
respectt to the execution of tasks. Typical cases of emergency handling are: Conflict handling: i.e. 
handlingg priority conflicts; Time-bound handling: i.e. detecting and reacting to task executions 
thatt do not end within the expected time frame (e.g. any-time algorithms); and Handling long 
waitingg times: i.e. detecting and reacting to tasks that are on hold for a long time waiting for 
particularr external input that does not seem to arrive (e.g. life-lock). 

Learningg in the planning area can deal with getting better in handling emergencies or sur
vivingg in dynamic environments. When dealing with different agents in dynamic environment, a 
lott of things can go wrong, for example another agent does not behave as expected and sends the 
wrongg data. For that reason, the agent should apply strategies to resolve these exceptions. Anotiier 
learningg strategy is to accumulate data about how well tasks perform with respect to execution 
timess and success ratio. With this data, the planner model can inform the self model about the 
agent'ss performance. 

4.2.55 Environment Model 

Softwaree agents are situated in one or more environments (cf. [Nwana, 1996]) where they can 
interactt with other actors, such as agents, people, external systems and information sources. The 
agentt in its simplest form has an environment model that maintains links to all external actors 
withh which the agent interacts. This can be seen as a kind of world model. When mobile agents 
travell in a complex, non-predictable environment, they may not have an accurate model of the 
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environment.. The environment model then becomes a model of the agent's perception of its 
environmentt (beliefs), rather than a model of the environment itself. An environment model may 
finallyy implement direct interaction with the environment through sensors and effectors. 

Thee environment model includes the capabilities: reaction, perceive, actor  modeling. One 
off the properties characterizing an agent is reactiveness, i.e. the ability to selectively observe its 
environmentt (which may be the physical world, a user, a collection of agents, the Internet, etc) and 
reactt [Bradshaw, 1997]. The environment model has to be able to extract the values of essential 
parameterss from sensor information (perception) and translate parameter settings into commands 
off action. Etzioni et.al. describe their softbot's interface to the Internet with a strong analogy to a 
reall robot, where the softbot's effectors include ftp, telnet, mail, etc., and sensor include Internet 
facilitiess such as archie, gopher and netfind [Etzioni and Weld, 1994]. 

Inn its simplest form, the environment model maintains contacts, a set of links to external 
actorss (i.e. external information sources, other agents, users) or places. In FIPA-speak, it also 
containss a register of agent-descriptions. Sometimes an actor may also include the category of 
externall information sources such as databases, web-pages or other processes. One step beyond 
knowingg the roles of external actors is keeping a perception of their nature. User modeling is 
aa typical example frequently mentioned in agent literature, but die concept can be broadened 
intoo actor modeling which also includes modeling another agent. Many examples of Internet 
exploringg agents work with a model of their user, in which they store the user's goals, interests 
andd preferences [Maes, 1994]. 

Thee environment model may define for each external actor how the actor needs to be ap
proached.. This can be registered in the form of interaction protocol definitions and shared com
municationn languages. When agents cohabit within a complex social undertaking, for example 
ass part of a multi-agent system architecture based on complex dynamics principles, they may not 
referr to one another directly, but only by virtue of the role each one of them plays in the total or
ganization.. A contract is a set of mutually agreed obligations and related authorizations between 
twoo agents about services provided to each other, together with rules [Verharen, 1997]. The agent 
hass to keep track of its contracts with other agents. 

Inn a dynamic or open environment, the environment is often not, or not completely, defined 
beforehand.. In such a situation, the agent must be able to build up its own perception of the envi
ronment.. This may imply finding out which other agents are around, which information systems 
aree around, what the role of other agents is, etc. A particular form of environment learning that 
iss already applied in practice today, is user model learning. In addition, physical agents have to 
modell their environment in a certain geometric representation of the real world. Also models of 
otherr agents can be learned. Two possible learning strategies can be distinguished; accumulate 
environmentt  and explore environment. With accumulate environment, the agent is incremen
tallyy learning about the environment as the agent is interacting with the environment for other 
purposes.. With explore environment, die agent is pro-actively interrogating the environment to 
findd out more about it. Mobile agents in an e-commerce application, arriving at a marketplace to 
doo their business may not have the time to incrementally accumulate all information about die en
vironment.. Therefore, mobile agents can use world models provided by already present (possibly 
static)) agents. 
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4.33 The 5C Architectur e 

Eachh model in the 5C model can be seen as a process collaborating with the other processes 
throughh internal messaging mechanisms, which are standardized cooperation patterns forming the 
gluee between the models. The implementation of each of the five models is open to the particular 
application. . 

AA possible approach is the structure preserving design principle. In this approach the five di
mensionss of the 5C model are mapped onto five parallel Java thread objects in a Java architecture. 
Att the implementation level, each thread has a to-do list. This corresponds to the objects with 
"asynchronouss mailbox semantics" design pattern, meaning that every model is a separate compu
tationall process with its own control and has a mailbox (i.e. to-do box) that it uses to communicate 
withh other processes [Gamma et al., 1995]. The to-do boxes play an important role because they 
servee as a medium between the threads and they organize the interaction between the different 
threads.. With this approach the computation that takes place within each threads is de-coupled. 
Thee to-do boxes are implemented as databases with records representing incoming messages. Be
sidess that, every variable is also stored in a model state database. Forwarding a message from one 
modell to another means that the sending model adds a record to the to-do box of the receiving 
model.. This ensures that when the agent or a model (i.e. Java thread) goes down, the state can be 
restored.. Every action of a model is logged in a log file, for both maintenance reasons and tracking 
andd tracing of flows within the agent. 

Competence e Planner r 

agent t 
models s 

too do 

resource e 
models s 

messag g receiverr ok 
Environment t 

Figuree 4.1 
Workfloww of the five Java threads showing how an incoming message (that contains a reply on a previous sent request 
message)) is processed. 
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Inn order to illustrate the working of the threads, a workflow has been described in Figure 4.1. 
Notee that the environment thread has not been illustrated because it does not play a role in this 
particularr workflow. Imagine the following scenario: A request-message has been sent by this 
agentt to agent B. As a result, Agent B has sent an response to the request-message. This message 
enterss the to-do box of the communication thread2. The communication thread forwards the 
messagee to its parser. The parser, while checking its syntactical validity, also makes a quick check 
too see whether this agent is indeed the intended receiver. For this it uses the identity component of 
thee self-thread. When the message is parsed into an internal message, the dispatcher puts the 
internall message in the to-do box of the self-thread. 

Thee self-thread picks the message from the to-do box, and gives it to the conversation man
ager.. The conversation manager detects whether the message is a response to an existing con
versationn or not. The schema above assumes that it belongs to an existing conversation. The 
conversationn manager also checks with the capability manager to find out how to process the 
message.. In this case the content of the message contains an answer to a previous request, there
foree the message is put in the to-do box of the planner-thread. 

Thee planner-thread picks up the internal message from its to-do box and forwards it to its 
requestt manager. Normally, because it is an existing conversation, it should be a reply to an 
existingg request. The existing request belongs to a waiting job on the planner's agenda. The 
plannerr takes this job and reactivates it. (If the competence-thread is doing something else at that 
moment,, the planner marks this job as "ready-to-be-reactivated".) 

Thee reactivated job is put in the to-do box of the competence thread. The competence-thread 
pickss the job from the to-do box, finds the task from which this job is an instantiation, and the 
associatedd method. Finally, this method is activated. The environment-thread has not been men
tionedd in this scenario, because there was already a conversation going on with a known agent. 
Forr the coding part of the agent, typical OO-inheritance was used. 

4.44 International Insurance Traffic 

Inn this section, we discuss a multi-agent system that has been develop using the 5C model. This 
systemm is operational since April 2001 and runs across different insurance companies to facilitate 
cross-borderr claim handling related to "Green cards" [van Aart et al., 2002b]. 

GreenGreen card traffic is the process where insurance companies exchange data for handling car 
accidentss involving parties from different countries. Every country has a national green card in
stitutee responsible for handling international car accidents. The execution of green card traffic is 
handledd by commercial insurance companies. 17 insurance companies in Europe form an inter
nationall network of claim handling business called Euphoria. Claim handling works as follows: 
supposee a Dutch driver gets involved in a car accident in Germany. The accident is reported to 
aa German insurance company, in this case, R+V in Wiesbaden (D). To settle the case, R+V will 
contactt its Dutch partner, i.e. Interpolis in Tilburg (NL). R+V will open a new file containing 
informationn related to the incident and the involved partner. For this R+V has to contact Interpolis 
too verify whether the Dutch party is insured and covered. After exchanging details of the accident, 
thee two bureaus will settle the case, determining who has to pay the costs. 

Thee European Commission has recently enacted the so-called 4th guideline: Fourth Motor 
InsuranceInsurance Directive (Directive 2000/26/EC) -operational from February 2003, that obliges all EU 
insurancee companies to execute and settle insurance claim submissions within three months after 

Technically,, this is realized by an agent platform. 
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thee date of accident. If they do not, they receive a penalty as high as the total amount of the costs. 
Costss range from an average of 6,000 EURO for only material damage to 100,000 EURO for 
physicall injury. The time needed and personnel costs involved are not included in these amounts. 
Interpoliss is confronted with 3,500 cases involving international insurance takers each year. The 
averagee settlement time per case is approximate six months, involving four to six contacts at 
differentt times and dates between foreign insurance companies. The reasons for the settlement 
durationn are due to the internal bureaucratic process of the insurance companies. 

Thee problem is that all systems (back-offices) used by insurance companies are heteroge
neous,, in the sense that data is stored and used differently. Information between these companies 
iss exchanged by hand, meaning that claim handlers within the network communicate largely by 
telephone,, fax and mail. The first alternative suggested was to develop a central database in Brus
sels,, where all companies upload their data, and where every company can retrieve data. One 
disadvantagee of this approach is that every company has to make mappings from its back-office 
dataa to this central database including a synchronization mechanism. The largest objection how
everr is that companies would have access to data of other companies, which can be used for other 
purposes.. For example, one company could start to contact customers of other companies, offering 
theirr services. Therefore, the system should offer an arms length relationship between the involved 
parties:: "you can ask me questions, but you cannot have access to my information ". 

Thee second alternative was to give web-based access to every individual back-office. One 
problemm here is that the definition of a single interface would lead to endless discussion on topics 
suchh as: in what language should it be? What functionality should it have? Furthermore, not all 
companiess are able or willing to submit to a single technical implementation of the interface, and 
manyy companies are not ready to be on the Web. The major drawback is that the information 
stilll needs to be transferred manually between back-offices, because users have to copy informa
tionn from a web-client into a back office client. The third alternative was to take an agent-based 
approach.. Every company can connect to a network of information exchanging agents. 

Thee KIR system3 has been developed by Acklin using the agent metaphor, because it provides 
aa natural and flexible way to reason about distributed heterogeneous components, processes and 
coordinationn [Bond and Gasser, 1988]. Business logic is encoded into the agents, on the one hand 
too assure the most fluent throughput of the process at stake; and on the other hand to respect the 
mainn business requirement, i.e. confidentiality. Furthermore, an agent-based system is far easier 
too extend in terms of functionality than a classical solution. 

4.4.11 Approach 

Onn the level of the business case we had to deal with the following functional constraints: (1) 
NoNo transparency in the market, so it should not be possible that agents can query other agents' 
databasess to retrieve data without a case, i.e. ensuring the arms length relationship; (2) The agents 
shouldd have a high level of robustness, i.e. when the system or a part of the system goes down 
forr some reason, it should go up without any problems, and go on with the tasks it was doing 
att the moment of the crash; and (3) The agents have to operate within time windows and should 
havee startup and shutdown procedures. The back-office systems of Interpolis are operational from 
66 a.m. to 11 p.m. from Monday till Saturday. All systems are started up and shut down via 
batchh processes. The reason is that during the down period of the systems, maintenance can be 
performed,, new systems can be installed and hardware can be replaced. 

33 KIR stands for KBC, Interpolis and R+V, respectively Belgium, Dutch and German insurance companies of the 
Euphoriaa network. 
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Fromm a software engineering point of view we had to deal with the following technical/political 
constraints:: (1) The agents should work with existing infrastructure of Interpolis and its 16 part
nerss in Euphoria; and (2) The agents can have no direct access to the back-offices. The IT-
departmentt of Interpolis did not want to have an "exotic" piece of software, like agents "touch" its 
systems,, because they do not have control over it. 

Too meet these concerns and constraints of the business case we applied the following approach. 
First,, the process wherein companies have to cooperate to handle car accident settlements was 
analyzed.. Second, the activities that the agents should perform are mapped on agent behavior and 
agentt communicative acts framed in agent sequence diagrams. Third, an interface was designed to 
enablee the agent to have (controlled) access to the required functionality, like finding, retrieving, 
creatingg and updating records in the database of the back-office. Finally, all pieces are put together 
inn the KIR system which is presented in Section 4.4.5. 

4.4.22 Green Card Traffi c 

Thee interaction between insurance companies starts after the report of damage caused by a car 
accidentt involving parties from different countries. The assignment of the handling bureau and 
payingg bureau role in case of an accident involving drivers from different countries is done with 
thee following rules. The company located in the country where an accident takes place, is the 
handlinghandling bureau. The company located in the country of the foreign driver, is the paying bureau. 
Thee handling bureau will start the settlement and sends a request for information (i.e. handling 
traffic)) to the paying bureau. The paying bureau will respond to the handling (i.e. paying traffic). 

Greenn card traffic starts when the manager of the "foreign claims department" of a handling 
bureauu receives a report via one of the various channels including call centers, mail or fax. This 
reportt includes basic information (license plate, policy number and date of the accident), damage 
forms,, police reports and witness declarations. The manager will delegate it to one of the claim 
handlers.. The claim handler will open a new file in the claims database and starts identifying the 
involvedd parties. First the local party will be identified, using the green card number and license 
platee number. Next the foreign party has to be identified, checking whether this party is known 
andd whether the information is consistent. For that, the claim handler of the handling bureau will 
contactt its foreign partner, i.e. the paying bureau, sending green card number and license plate 
numberr of their insurance taker. If the party is not know, the claim handler will report this back 
too the manager who will end this process and starts another process that we will not discuss here. 
Iff the party is known, the handler will update the local file and will ask its partner whether the 
casee is known. If the case is known to the partner it will send the date and its local claim number 
(databasee primary key) including all dedicated information to the handler. If the case is not known, 
thee partner will create a new file and will also send the new local claim number to the handler. A 
partt of this process is illustrated in Figure 4.2, drawn as a standard UML activity diagram. 
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Figuree 4.2 
Greenn Card Traffic Process illustrated in a UML activity Diagram. The swim lanes represent the job allocation amongst 
actors.. The rounded boxes show the jobs (activities), the square boxes show the resources, the straight lines show the 
directionn of the sequence flow (control) and dotted lines show the direction of the resource flow (data flow). 
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4.4.33 Agent Collaboration 

Wee mapped the green card traffic process on an agent sequence diagram in AUML introduced by 
[Odelll et al., 2000]. The Green Card operations are illustrated in Figure 4.3 showing the handling 
andd paying role and their pattern of interactions. 

Twoo packages show the two main processes: (1) client identification using green card number 
andd license plate and (2) case identification, using policy number and local claim number. A pack
agee shows the "agent interaction protocol" (AIP) used in this system for enabling the cooperation 
betweenn die agents, where an AIP describes communication patterns as an allowed sequence of 
messagess between agents and the constraints on the content of those messages. Here existing AIPs 
aree placed in sequence to enable the process as described in Section 4.4.2. The AIPs used are all 
basedd on the FIFAA REQUEST-protocol [FIPA, 2002h]. 

Communicativee acts (CA) make up the process between a handling and paying bureau, and 
replacee the interaction between humans by way of speech and handwriting into communication 
byy agents as illustrated in Figure 4.3. The idea is that the manager of the department delegates the 
twoo identification tasks to the agent instead of a claim handler. The handling and paying bureau 
aree here called handler and payer. It starts with a REQUEST-message for identification of the 
client.. The identification contains a license plate and green card number. The payer validates the 
identificationn and can respond with: (1) a FAlLURE-message containing not-known, which means 
thatt the client is not known. In many cases this is caused by typical errors such as data entry 
errorss in the license plate or policy number as fed by the paper reports; or (2) an iNFORM-message 
containingg a policy number, meaning that the payer has identified the local insurance taker. Then a 
REQUEST-messagee for identification of die claim is sent. With this the handler asks for all known 
dataa from the file of the payer. The payer can respond with: an INFORM-message containing a 
policyy number, which means that the payer has either created a new file with the data and locally 
knoww data, or has already created a file for diis case. The latter can happen when the insured party 
hass already registered this accident, before the handler asks for it. In both cases the payer will 
sendd a claim number, which is the key to die file of me accident. 

4.4.44 Interface To The Back-Office System 

Theree are a number of ways to give access to legacy systems. The main concern of the insurance 
companiess is the security of tiieir data and the stability of dieir back-offices. For that we built a 
transducerr in the sense of [Genesereth and Ketchpel, 1994]. In Section 5.3.3 (p.90), we discuss 
thee use of a transducer in interoperability problems in detail. This transducer maps instructions 
fromm the agent to the back-office and results from me back-office to the agent. This approach has 
thee advantage that die agent does not need to have knowledge of die back-office, it only requires 
knowledgee of die transducer. A more important advantage is diat when the agent has to get access 
too otfier back-offices, only die back-office side of die transducer has to be altered. The transducer 
att Interpolis has access to a separate database where instructions and reports are written and read 
byy the agent. In this way die agent only has indirect access to the back-office, which in the case of 
Interpoliss is built in "Powerbuilder" using a "Sybase" database. 

Thee transducer between die agent and the back-office enables the agent to execute a number of 
actions:: (1) v a l i d a t e i d e n t i f i c a t i o n using green card number and license plate number, 
(2)) s e a r c h f i l e by policy number, (3) c r e a t e f i l e using policy and license plate number, 
(4)) r e t r i e v e d a t a from f i l e using policy number, and (5) upda t e f i l e using policy 
numberr and received data. 
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Figuree 4.3 
Greenn Card Traffic operation design in an AUML sequence diagram showing patterns of interaction within the opera
tion.. The dotted arrowed lines represent lifelines of positions. The arrowed lines show interactions and the packages 
showw the applied agent interaction protocols. 

4.4.55 The Ki r  System 

Thee integration of the agents and the transducer results in the following architecture as illustrated 

inn Figure 4.4. As shown every insurance company has installed one agent with a specialized 

transducerr that is able to route handling traffic and paying traffic. This architecture provides not 

onlyy a communication medium for the designer and builder at Interpolis and Acklin, but also 

thee end user of the system, the foreign claims department of Interpolis. The metaphor of actual 

communicatingg and reasoning entities using back-offices (also called virtual employees) helped 

too explain the architecture of the system. Furthermore, it aided to show how and where design 

choicess were made with respect to the functional and technical constraints. 

model l 

communication communication 

competence competence 
self self 

planner planner 
environment environment 

function n 

validatee messages, request identification 
requestt claim number, inform policy number 
casee identification, client identification, update file 
determinee role, instruct planner 
monitorr requests 
taskk selection, plan tasks 
authorizee agents 

domain n 

REQUEST-Protocol l 
Greenn Card Traffic Interactions 
transducer r 
payingg bureau, handling bureau 
monitorr rules 
agent'ss agenda 
authorizedd agents 

Tablee 4.2 
Thee five models of the KIR agent split up in function and domain. The capabilities of the agent are decomposed into 
"functions".. The elements in the "domain" column represent possible values and value ranges within the agent's domain 
relatedd to the agent's capabilities. 

Thee KIR agent is a specialization of the 5C model (see Table 4.2) and its accompanied mes

sagee flows as described in Section 4.3. The communication model is instructed with the AIPs as 
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describedd in Section 4.4.3 meaning that it validates incoming messages from other agents. If it 
doess not understand the agent sends a NOT_UNDERSTOOD-message back. When it does not expect 
aa message, the agent replies with a FAlLURE-message. The self model has knowledge of the two 
roless of handling bureau and paying bureau. The planner model will select the appropriate task on 
thee basis of a received message or an impulse from the back office system. The environment model 
holdss a list of agents, i.e. the agents of 17 partners in the Euphoria network that are authorized 
too interact with the KIR agent. Furthermore the competence model has access to the transducer, 
fromm where it can retrieve and update information from the database of the back-office. 

transducer r 
buffer r 

update e 

email l 
server r 

back-office e 

email l 
server r 

KIRR agent B 

Figuree 4.4 
Thee architecture of the KIR system, showing two KIR agents and the coupling to the mail server and the transducer. 

Thee interaction between the five models of the 5C model, in case of receiving a REQUEST-
messagee is given in Figure 4.5. The process starts when the communication model receives an 
externall request. The communication model asks the environment model if the sender of the 
requestt is authorized to consult this agent. On the basis of the register of authorized agent, the 
environmentt model responds with "positive". The self model receives the content of the external 
requestt from the communication model, which contains in this case a request to identify a client 
(cf.. first step in Figure 4.3). On the basis of this request, the self model instructs the planner model 
too plan the goal "client identification". The planner model chooses a strategy to perform this goal 
andd instructs the competence model to perform the job "client identification". The competence 
modell will send a message to the transducer buffer and waits for an answer. The answer of the 
transducerr is analyzed by the competence model and forwarded to the communication model. The 
communicationn model constructs an answer on the basis of the original external request and the 
resultt of the competence model and forwards it to the sender of the original external request. 
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Figuree 4.5 
Sequencee diagram that represents the interaction between the five models of the 5C model, implemented as Java threads, 
showingg the process of receiving a REQUEST-message. This process starts when the communication model receives a 
messagee from another agent. When the sender of the request is authorized to consult this agent, the message is dis
patchedd to the self model, which instructs the planner model to plan the goal "client identification". After choosing a 
strategyy to perform this goal, the planner model instructs the competence model to perform the job "client identifica
tion".. The competence model will send a message to the transducer buffer and waits for an answer, which is forwarded 
too the communication model. The communication model constructs an answer on the basis of the original external 
requestt and the result of the competence model and forwards it to the sender of the original external request. 

4.4.66 Operationalization 

Thee IT-department of Interpolis developed the transducer between the database of Interpolis and 
thee agent within 30 days. The KIR agent was built in Java in less than 60 days. The models are im
plementedd as Java thread objects with asynchronous mailbox semantics, meaning that every model 
iss a separate computational process with own control and has a mailbox that it uses to commu
nicatee with other processes [Gamma et al., 1995]. The mailboxes are implemented as databases 
withh records representing incoming messages. Besides that, every variable is also stored in a 
modell state database. Forwarding a message from one model to another means that the sending 
modell adds a record to the mailbox database of the receiving model. This ensures that when the 
agentt or a model (i.e. Java thread) goes down, the state can be restored. Every action of a model 
iss logged in a log file, for both maintenance reasons and tracking and tracing of flows within the 
agent.. The use of databases ensures robustness and enables the requested daily startups and shut
downs.. The arms length relationship constraint is handled in the environment model and the self 
model.. The environment model will filter out non-authorized messages, using a (hard coded) list 
off authorized agent email addresses. The self model has a set of rules for alerting a claim handler, 
suchh as "when an agent will  ask for more than ten cases in the hour" for identifying the querying 
off the database without an actual case, "when an agent asks for more than three not existing cases 
oror policies" and "when an agent sends a messages that cannot be read", for identifying possible 
hackers. . 

Thee insurance companies made the choice for e-mail as means of message transport between 
thee agents. The reason was that e-mail functionality is present at all companies. Another option 
wass the use of middleware, such as CORBA, but the state of the technology at several insurance 
companiess prevented this. The format of the message is in a frame based like syntax for expressing 
feature-valuee pairs. Strict security is not applied to keep the hurdle of implementing the agency at 
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aa minimum. The system is relatively secure through the strict application of the format of subject 
andd content, the small number of e-mail addresses in the system and the fact that the agent only 
communicatess with agents it knows. 

4.4.77 Extension 

Thee separation of concern principle introduced in Section 4.3 appeals when we further refine 
andd extend the application. For instance, the EU directive dictates that the procedures should not 
exceedd the period of 3 months. If we want the agents to act consciously according to this principle, 
wee need to refine the agent by providing it with more explicit goals (i.e. the goal to succeed with a 
proceduree within 3 months) and the ability to reflect upon its own performance (i.e. to be conscious 
aboutt how well it achieves its goals). Both functions can be realized by refining the agent's self 
model.. If we also want the agent to be able to act when it observes that its goal is not met, we 
cann then again extend the competence model to give the agent alternative methods for executing a 
jobb more rapidly. If alternatively we want to extend the payer role such that they can distinguish 
betweenn different types of handlers, for instance handlers from insurance companies with whom 
theree exists a special agreement to handle the claim in a less complicated manner, we can refine 
thee environment model of the agent in order for it to be able to make this discrimination. In that 
casee we also need to refine the agent's competence model as it needs to have knowledge of the 
alternativee handling procedures as well. When adding an extra service (task or goal) to the agent, 
onlyy the competence and self model have to be changed. 

4.4.88 Evaluation 

Thee KIR system presented is an industry-strength system based on the 5C model and techniques 
fromm the agent paradigm. The 5C model enabled the designers of the KIR system to focus on 
aspectss of the software agent's intelligence separate from the rest of the agent's behavior and 
implementationn taking into account functional and technical constraints. The KIR system showed 
thatt for the design of the two agent roles - the payer and the handler - the differences in agent 
capabilityy is solely located in the competence model and self model; all of the other models are 
identical.. In order to install an agent at an insurance company, only the transducer to the back-
officee had to be configured so that the agent has access to the right functionality and information. 
Furthermore,, the authorization table of the environment model has to be filled properly. 

Thee final implementation of the KIR system did not use an existing agent framework, such 
ass JADE ([Bellifemine et al., 2001]), mainly because a large number of features in JADE were 
unnecessaryy for the KIR system. The functionality was too specific to use a general framework. 
Furthermore,, existing frameworks at the time were not industry-strength. This means that there 
weree no mechanisms for handling robustness, startups and shutdowns, and logging. Many of the 
existingg frameworks rely on synchronous connections over TCP/IP. Insurance companies are very 
hesitantt to let third parties make such connections from outside their internal networks, and some 
mightt even not be able to do so. The least common denominator used by every partner in the 
agencyy is e-mail. The introduction of the KIR system, immediately resulted in a work pressure 
releasee of three people at Interpolis and reduced the process of identification of client and claim 
fromm 6 months to 2 minutes. The 2 minutes here are an estimate of the time needed to send a 
numberr of agent messages using email. The bottleneck is the "polling" time of the involved email 
serverss and the availability and latency of intermediate mail services. 
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4.55 Discussion 

Thee 5C model can be used to understand and explain the added value of agent technology to 
aa range of people involved, including software engineers and business managers. As such, the 
modell can be a vehicle for designing and developing an intelligent software agent as a constituent 
off an agent application. The strength of the agent paradigm combined with the simplicity of the 
applicationn design acted as an eye-opener. Firstly, the user (customer) has given the green light 
too develop and implement the KIR system at a European level. Secondly, the user has become 
aa strong believer in the value of solutions in the insurance domain based on intelligent agents. 
Ultimately,, we expect the 5C model to become the basis for an agent architecture and framework. 

Inn developing of the KTR system, we made a first attempt to describe an agent model for 
designingg intelligent agents. By "dissecting" the notion of "agent intelligence" into 5 dimensions 
andd by listing the most common concepts, functions and learning opportunities of each of these, 
wee presented a preliminary model of what it means for an agent to behave intelligently. The 
modell can help to focus on individual characteristics of the agent's "intelligence" which are quite 
separatedd from the rest of the behavior. This explains why we formulated a conceptual model, 
ratherr then a technical framework. However, most of the issues we list along these 5 dimensions -
e.g.. "reflection" or "actor modeling" are not yet resolvable in general terms. 

Givenn the current state of the art, most agents only need a communication model for interaction 
withh other agents and a competence model to offer their services. The functionality of the other 
modelss is often hardwired. For example, there is not always a need to reason about the sender of a 
request.. As with web services, most requests are accepted. Furthermore, simple agents do not need 
aa sophisticated planning functionality, instead incoming request can be stacked on a traditional 
FIFOO queue. The need to reason about own goals and identity is also not always necessary. On 
thee basis of requirements of the overall system, the engineer can decide to combine functionality 
off the models into a limited set of models or to preserve the structure of the 5C model. 

Onn the basis of the structure preservation guidelines (see Table 4.3) the designer can choose 
too preserve the structure of the 5C model or combine or merge functionalities into other models. 
Thee consequence of combining functionality of models into other models is that these models 
becomee extended. However, a lot of internal structures could be reused. Through the development 
off a series of agent applications along the lines prescribed by the 5C model, we observed the 
easee of reuse of different features of an agent implementation, facilitated through a separation sof 
concerns. . 

Thankss to its dissection of the notion of "intelligent agent behavior" the model tries to provides 
handless to focus on individual characteristics of the agent's intelligence quite separated from the 
restt of the behavior. For example, the functionality to receive a message, couple its content to a 
taskk and respond with a message containing the result of a task. Therefore, future research on the 
5CC model may include a library on reusable model components. 

Severall agent architectures are comparable to the 5C model, however most of these archi
tecturess have a fixed structure. This means that all components (or models) are required in an 
architecturee and that the interaction between the components is pre-determined. For example 
inn the RETSINA agent architecture, there are four modules: Communication and Coordination, 
Planning,Planning, Scheduling and Execution [Sycara et al., 2003]. The Communication and Coordination 
module,, which can be seen as a the 5C model's communication model, is responsible for interact
ingg with other agents. The Planning module takes as input a set of goals and produces a plan that 
satisfiess the goals, in the form of a task structure. This task structure is ordered by the Scheduling 
module.. The Planning and Scheduling module show the same functionality of the 5C model's 
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thee agent plays a role in an organization 
needd to instruct planner on the basis of explicit goals 
needd to hold agent's state 
needd to reason on identity 
needd to monitor own actions 
needd to reason on own competences 
needd to behave autonomous 
needd to deal with several tasks 
theree are a lot of different jobs 
agentt needs to operate in dynamic environment 
agentt needs to learn from its errors 
otherr agents need authorization to get access to agent's services 
thee agent community is not fixed 
needd to manage contracts with other agents 
needd to define new interaction protocols 
needd to explore environment 

Tablee 43 
Preliminaryy guidelines for preserving models of the 5C model in a technical design. 

planningg module. The Execution module monitors the task structure generation and ordering pro
cesss and tries to ensure that tasks are carried out in accordance with computational and other 
constraints.. This module resembles the 5C model's self model. It looks like the RETSINA model 
iss designed from a planning and scheduling viewpoint. There is no functionality described for 
wrappingg around legacy systems, which is handled in the 5C model's competence model. Further
more,, there is no explicit notion of an environment model. Finally, the RETSINA architecture is 
designedd to operate within the RETSINA Multi-Agent System architecture4. It would take much 
timee to compare all existing models with the 5C model. Therefore, we refer to existing surveys 
dealingg with agent models and architectures5. 

Otherr research on agent models and architectures, such as SOAR and TAEMS6 are integrated 
intoo research on multi-agent architectures which is typical technology-driven. This means that 
functionalitiess (e.g. the capabilities of the environment model) are embedded in the multi-agent 
systemm infrastructure, instead of in an individual agent. With the 5C model we have constructed 
aa model from a representation-driven approach that can be used in isolation or on top of a multi-
agentt system infrastructure, such as a FIPA-compliant agent platform. For example in the KIR sys
tem,, the agents operate in isolation without any multi-agent system infrastructure. In the IBROW 
system,, see Section 5.3, the agents operate on top of the JADE platform. 

4http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/~softagents/retsina_agentt _arch.html 
55 www.cs.rmit.edu.au/agents, http://agents.umbc.edu and www.agentlink.org/resources/clearing-house 
6www.isi.edu/soarr and http://dis.cs.umass.edu/research/taems 

http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/~softagents/retsina_agent
http://www.cs.rmit.edu.au/agents
http://agents.umbc.edu
http://www.agentlink.org/resources/clearing-house
http://www.isi.edu/soar
http://dis.cs.umass.edu/research/taems
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Interoperationn within a Complex Multi-Agent 
Architecture e 

Thiss chapter is partly based on two deliverables of the IBROW project: D15 Brokering 
inin IBROW and D10 Interoperability co-authored by B.J. Wielinga, A. Anjewierden and 
W.. Jansweijer. The goal of the IBROW project (Intelligent Brokering on the Web, see 
http://ibrow.swi.psy.uva.nl)) is to develop technologies for (semi-)automatic selection and con
figurationfiguration of new applications by reuse of existing services. Work on a multi-agent architecture 
capablee of (semi-)automatic reuse of Problem-Solving Methods (PSMs) is discussed. Using 
thee notion of separation of concerns, specialized agents are defined that operate within virtual 
environments.. The agents within the architecture collaborate using specialized ontologies and 
collaborationn patterns on top of an interoperability structure. A proof of concept is presented 
thatt explains the dynamics of parts of the architecture. 

5.11 Introductio n 

Thiss work addresses the problem of interoperation within a distributed architecture composed of 
heterogeneouss components. The architecture supports the composition of applications from exist
ingg (web) services1 that reside on the Web. These (web) services range from simple information 
retrievall from databases to knowledge-based consultation services. Such services can be seen as 
problem-solvingg methods (PSMs) for knowledge-based systems (KBSs) [Schreiber et al., 1999]. 

Mostt existing (web) services are distributed, heterogeneous and rigid, in the sense that they can 
nott easily be configured. For example, the Semantic Web community has developed the view that 
itt is unrealistic to assume that the content producers conform to a single standard and ontology. 
Differentt languages will be used for competence representations. Some service providers will 
usee SOAP and WSDL as technical competence specification mechanism, others will use RDF(S) 
andd OWL as ontology representation languages. The libraries of services (i.e. PSMs) of the 
futuree Semantic Web will be as heterogeneous as the current collection of search engines and 
otherr services that exist on the Web. Therefore, we need an approach that takes heterogeneity and 
distributionn into account. 

Onee way to deal with distributed and heterogeneous services is to apply intelligent 
softwaree agents. Agents provide a natural way to describe distributed heterogeneous ser
vicess [Genesereth, 1997]. For example, every service can be seen as an individual agent. More
over,, agent technology provides supporting technology and standards, including communication 
platforms,, message transport mechanisms, message formats and white and yellow page services. 
Furthermore,, the agent concept provides a metaphor to reason about processes and coordination 
[Bondd and Gasser, 1988]. 

1AA web service is a software process that can be invoked remotely using web technology. 

http://ibrow.swi.psy.uva.nl
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Inn our view, (web) services can conceptually be represented by agents. In order to exchange 
informationn between different services, agent wrappers can be built, so that these services can be 
unlatchedd to other services. The idea is that services can consult other services by using agents as 
intermediate.. The rationale behind using agents is that they put an additional layer on existing ser
vicess in order to have a common means for communication and coordination [Genesereth, 1997]. 
However,, interoperability problems such as different communication languages, datamodels, in
frastructuress and coordination mechanisms still have to be solved. 

Althoughh web services and agents are already deployed in various domains, many of them tend 
too be inflexible: it is not possible to modify the underlying system, neither configure them for other 
domains,, nor to integrate different services to produce new functionalities. Furthermore, most web 
servicess are heterogeneous and not designed to interact with other services. For example, Google 
providess a SOAP interface to its search services, which can be invoked from within an application2. 
However,, the interface itself is not a service, it still needs to be embedded into another service. 

Inn this chapter, we present an architecture that enables cooperation among agents capable of 
configuringg and executing new applications composed of existing services present on the Web. 
Suchh an architecture could change the nature of using software from a centralistic compositional 
approachh to a distributed (agent-based) plug and play process. The focus is on enabling interoper
abilityy among the agents that represent heterogeneous and distributed services. 

Thiss chapter discusses the outcomes of the IB ROW project at several levels of detail. In 
Sectionn 5.2 we discuss the IBROW approach in general. The Agent Architecture that supports 
thee IBROW approach is presented in Section 5.3. In order to have the agents within the IBROW 
architecturee interoperate, we outline the Interoperability Framework in Section 5.4. Section 5.4 
discussess how we implemented the IBROW system. Finally, we present a proof of concept that 
explainss the dynamics of parts of the IBROW system in Section 5.6. 

5.22 IBROW Approach 

Reusee of knowledge and knowledge-based software components has always been an important 
goall of the knowledge engineering community. With the explosive growth of the Web, new op
portunitiess for reuse arise: knowledge-intensive services and components can be offered on the 
Web.. There are various PSMs, web services and resources available on the Web that could be 
linkedd together to form new applications. Several PSM libraries with corresponding operational 
componentss are now available [Fensel andMotta, 2001, Benjamins, 1993, Eriksson et al., 1995, 
Motta,, 1999, Motta and Lu, 2000]. 

Thee goal of the IBROW project is to develop technologies for (semi-)automatic selection 
andd configuration of PSMs3 in order to compose new applications. The idea is that users in
teractt with a service, specifying the task that an application should perform (i.e. goal specifica
tion).. This service is called the broker, i.e. a service that mediates among demanding parties, 
suchh as users, and offering parties, such as PSM providers. Subsequently, the broker searches 
forr PSMs on the Web and - if successful - configures an application that will solve the user's 
taskk [Benjamins et al., 1998]. 

Inn order to explain the IBROW approach, we divide its functionality into a number of spaces. 
AA space is a virtual environment that clusters processes (such as agents and PSMs) and resources 
(suchh as libraries) that are distributed on the Web. Three spaces are defined: the user space, the 

22 www.google.com/apis/ 
3Inn the remainder, we use a very general notion of PSMs, consequently we see (web) services as PSMs. 

http://www.google.com/apis/
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brokerbroker space and the execution space, see Figure 5.1. The user interacts with the user space in 
orderr to formulate a goal for an application. A goal can be specified using the Universal Problem 
Modelingg Language (UPML) framework [Fensel et al., 1999b]. 

describe, , 

Figuree 5.1 
Featuress of the IBROW approach, showing the user space that mediates between the user and the broker space to 
establishh a goal to be realized. Based of the goal specification, PSMs are selected from one or more PSM libraries and 
aree configured into an executable application. The execution space will execute the application on the basis of input 
providedd by the user KB. 

Thee broker space is able to mediate between the user space and the many PSMs available 
onn the Web, potentially capable of realizing the user's goal. The PSMs are organized in special
izedd PSM libraries, which provide competence descriptions to the broker space on request. These 
librariess are not part of the IBROW architecture, because these are offered by third parties. There
foree we did not define a library space. On the basis of the goal of the user, the broker space can 
configuree custom-made applications using existing (heterogeneous and distributed) PSMs. For 
furtherr reading on a centralized PSM broker we refer to [Benjamins et al., 1998]. 

Thee execution space is able to execute applications based on the output of the brokering pro
cess:: the application configuration. Execution of applications involves invocation of PSMs and 
coordinationn over invocations of PSMs. The sequence of invocation and the coordination over 
it,, is defined in a MAP (Multi-Agent Plan). This plan also handles the input/output mappings 
betweenn the PSMs involved. 

Thee problem now is that users, libraries and PSMs are distributed on the Web. Furthermore, 
thee user, the broker and the execution spaces are too complex to build in one system. Therefore, 
wee further separate the functions in each of the spaces into specialized agents. 

5.33 Agent Architectur e 

Inn this section, we elaborate on the spaces defined above and define specialized agents that operate 
withinn the spaces. The idea is that the agents will not be integrated into one system. Rather the 
agentss will be organized in a multi-agent architecture, see Figure 5.2. 
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Figuree 5.2 
Thee IBROW multi-agent architecture showing the agents that operate within the user, broker and execution space. The 
numberedd lines (® - ®) represent collaborations between agents, which are described in Table 5.3 (p.95). 

Thee use of agents comes with a number of advantages. First, agents are capable of 
couplingg distributed processes, without centralizing control. Using wrapping technology, 
ann agent can form an interface between distributed processes, such as PSMs, and other 
agentss [Genesereth and Ketchpel, 1994]. Secondly, specialized or generalized agents can easily 
replacee existing agents. The reason for this is that agents do not share a common memory or 
commonn libraries of functions [Wooldridge, 2002]. Therefore, the replacement of one agent does 
nott affect other agents. Finally, the control over the overall architecture is distributed. Every 
agentt is responsible for a part of the overall functionality, because the required integration knowl
edgee can also be distributed. For that reason, the agent is partially independent of other agents 
(i.e.. autonomous). The remaining dependency between agents can be handled by coordination 
mechanismss where communication and flow of information is regulated. 

Wee first discuss the agents that operate within the spaces. Next interoperation is discussed. 

5.3.11 User Space 

Thee end-users of the IBROW system interact with the user space. Since users are distributed on 
thee Web, user agents are allocated to individual users. The user agent represents an end-user and 
hidess the complexity of the overall system. Several variations on the user agent related to the 
user'ss level of expertise are possible, ranging from novice to expert user agents. 
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Inn order to acquire the goal specification and domain knowledge from the user, the 
userr agent uses an interface. For details on interfaces of the IBROW system we refer 
too [Wielinga et al., 2003]. Furthermore, it passes goals to the agents in the broker space and 
inputt to the agents in the execution space. The goal descriptions are in terms of input and out
putt roles, competence descriptions in terms of pre- and post-conditions, and domain ontologies. 
Thee goal descriptions can be specified within the UPML framework. In the remainder, we do not 
discusss UPML in full detail. Details on UPML, including the UPML meta-model can be found 
inn [Fensel et al., 1999b, Omelayenko et al., 2000]. 

Finally,, the user agent presents results received from the agents in the execution space to the 
end-user. . 

5.3.22 Broker  Space 

PSMM libraries and the actual broker process are located within the broker space. In order to locate 
PSMs,, PSMs are clustered in specialized libraries. Every library agent represents one PSM library 
andd provides PSM descriptions, expressed in UPML, to the broker on request. Library builders 
maintainn the PSM libraries. 

Thee broker space is responsible for the following tasks: 

MaintainMaintain interaction with the user space. The userr space delegates goals of users to the broker 
space. . 

RetrieveRetrieve and select competence descriptions of suitable PSM candidates. PSM descriptions 
(inn UPML) will be retrieved from PSM libraries, in order to select the appropriate PSMs to 
accomplishh the user's goal. 

ConfigureConfigure and adapapt the selected PSMs. Based on the selected PSMs, an application config
urationn is compiled. This configuration explains how the selected PSMs need to be config
ured.. Possible configurations are the location of input and the required knowledge bases. 

DelegateDelegate application configuration to the execution space. The broker space does not take care 
off the actual execution of the configuration. Therefore, it sends the application configuration 
too the execution space. 

InspectInspect the outcome of execution space and reconfigure the application configuration. When 
thee execution space has executed the application configuration, it reports to the broker space. 
Basedd on reconfiguration strategies (such as the Propose Critique Modify (PCM) algorithm), 
thee broker space reconfigures the configuration (if necessary) and delegates it to the execu
tionn space. 

Thee broker tasks can be with different levels of support to the user, ranging from giving interac
tivee assistance in manual selection and configuration of PSMs, to the fully-automatic configuration 
off an intelligent problem solver. For example, manual selection and configuration of PSMs can 
bee done with the Internet Reasoning Service4, which supports the semi-automatic configuration of 
knowledge-basedd applications on the Web. 

Wee have defined two types of brokers: the Static Broker agent and the dynamic broker agent: 
thee Reconfigurator. The static broker agent defines the initial application configuration. After 

4http://kmi.open.ac.uk/projects/irs s 

http://kmi.open.ac.uk/projects/irs
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receivingg a goal specification from the user agent, it contacts several library agents for PSM se
lection.. From there, it constructs an application expressed in an application configuration. The 
applicationn configuration is then delegated to the execution space. 

Thee Reconfigurator helps the agents in the execution space to refine the configuration of the 
broker.. This works as follows; the execution space reports (Propose) the output of an application 
configurationn along with the application configuration itself to the Reconfigurator. The Recon
figuratorr evaluates (Critique) the output based on a set of criteria. The result of the evaluation 
iss an altered (Modify) application configuration. The modified application configuration will be 
sentt to the execution space. This process repeats until the set of criteria is satisfied. Examples of 
criteriaa are the quality and the quantity of the result set. When the Reconfigurator instructs a new 
configuration,, the agents within the execution space take care of the execution. Otherwise, in case 
off acceptance, the agents within the execution space report the result set to the user agent. 

5.3.33 Execution Space 

Thee agents in the execution space are Operators and Managers. These two agent roles are 
basedd on the Operator and Manager roles as introduced in Section 2.2. Operators represent PSMs 
andd are able to configure and invoke PSMs. The Manager is responsible for coordinating the 
Operators.. The reason to use two agent types for the execution of an application configuration, is 
too separate the knowledge for invocation of the PSMs from knowledge for the coordination over 
thee invocations of the PSMs. The advantage of this approach is that there is not one single complex 
agentt responsible for the execution phase, rather a collection of specialized agents. Every agent 
cann choose on an individual basis how to perform its activities in order to achieve its goals. This 
pointt is discussed in more detail below. 

Thee main tasks of the execution space are: 

TranslateTranslate the application configuration produced by the broker, into a MAP. For every selected 
PSM,, a PSM provider is selected. 

SelectSelect a coordination strategy. A coordination strategy provides structures to follow the control 
structuree of the application configuration (see also Chapter 3). Furthermore, it regulates the 
flowflow of inputs and outputs between PSMs. The coordination strategy is integrated in the 
MAP. . 

NegotiateNegotiate with PSM providers. On the basis of the MAP, negotiation with PSM providers is 
initiated.. A negotiation involves the configuration of a PSM. The idea is that PSM providers 
(i.e.. agents) are relatively independent and have shielded off the functionality of the PSM, 
inn such a way that PSMs cannot be directly invoked. Therefore, an explicit session with the 
PSMM providers has to be started. 

ExecuteExecute the Multi-Agent Plan (MAP). Based on the steps in the MAP, the involved PSM 
providerss are contacted in order to invoke PSMs. The flow of input objects and output 
objectss is regulated according to the MAP. 

HandleHandle exceptions or failures raised by PSM providers or by loss of information. The execution 
environmentt takes appropriate steps in case something goes wrong. Possible situations of 
thiss type are a PSM provider that does not respond and unprocessable information. 

ReportReport the results of an execution to the Reconfigurator. The execution space waits for the 
reactionn of the Reconfigurator. 
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Inn order to construct PSM providers we look at the problems involved in transforming a PSM 
intoo an agent, in such a way that it can be coupled to other PSMs providers and Managers. First, 
mostt PSMs are not meant to be on the Web, they form a part of a larger (centrally controlled) 
sett of KBSs. Secondly, PSMs do not address issues like communication, session management, 
multi-userr support and web standards. Thirdly, the interface to a PSM, i.e. the way to configure it 
andd invoke it is not always specified or clear. Fourthly, more advanced PSMs need configuration 
beforee they can be invoked. Finally, there are complex PSMs that require interaction with the user 
orr other systems. 

Ass a solution, only one agent type could be defined that is able to invoke all PSMs defined 
inn the application configuration. However, this is not possible because PSMs are distributed on 
thee Web and PSMs are heterogeneous5. Therefore, we need an addressing mechanism, in order to 
invokee the PSMs. Furthermore, there should be a transport mechanism to establish a transaction 
withh the PSM. Examples of transport mechanisms are TCP/IP and HOP. Secondly, the PSMs 
aree heterogeneous, which means that for every PSM a separate invocation mechanism has to be 
defined.. An invocation mechanism can be seen as a communication protocol above a transport 
mechanism,, such as HTTP, SOAP or CORBA. Finally, the PSMs behave differently, hence for 
everyy PSM a separate transaction mechanism has to be defined. Transaction mechanisms deal 
withh how to encode and decode information from one format to another. Examples of information 
transactionss are XML to plain text, RDF to SQL and so forth. 

Anotherr solution is to introduce a mediator, which is able to operate an individual PSM and 
cann communicate with other mediators. An (IBROW) Operator is a type of mediator that translates 
agentt communication to proprietary instructions. In order to contact a PSM, a transducer can be 
appliedd [Genesereth and Ketchpel, 1994]. A transducer can map instructions from an agent to a 
servicee and vice versa. It can also map in the reverse sense, that is, instructions from service 
too agent and results from agent to service. The difference between the two mappings is that the 
formerr is part of a reactive behavior, the latter is part of a pro-active behavior. 

Thiss approach has the advantage that the agent does not require knowledge of the configuration 
andd invocation of these services. The discussion on the use of annotation languages, such as 
WSDL,, DAML and OWL, and the use of other deployment techniques for PSMs is not part of this 
work. . 

Givenn the fact that PSM invocation is complex and that for every PSM a separate Operatorr has 
too be defined, we separated the actual invocation of PSMs, i.e. PSM consultation, and the coor-
dinationdination over the PSM invocations. Invocation of PSMs is handled by Operators. Coordination is 
handledd by the Manager. The Manager coordinates the execution of the application configuration 
byy constructing a MAP. This MAP defines the sequence used to consult Operators that are able to 
invokee the required PSMs. The next step for the Manager is to start a negotiation with the involved 
Operatorr on the PSM configuration and the Operator's role in the MAP. The Manager starts the 
actuall execution by consulting Operators. After the execution of the MAP, the Manager reports its 
resultt to the Reconfigurator. 

Thee idea behind an Operator is that it provides an interface to a PSM. This interface is written 
inn such a way that a PSM can be consulted as-is. This means that the Operator takes care of 
transportt of information from and to a PSM, using the appropriate protocols and transactions. 
Deploymentt of PSMs can be done in two steps: (1) deployment of a competence description using 
UPMLL via PSM libraries or (2) deployment of PSM invocation via mediators (called Operators) 
thatt have access to PSMs. 

5Thesee issues also lead to the conclusion that it is not trivial to define a single API (as in SOAP) for PSMs that can 
bee placed above PSMs. 
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Thee competences and states of the Manager are summarized in a 5C model (according to Sec
tionn 4.2 (p.66)) agent design, see Table 5.1 (p.92). As shown, the communication model interacts 
withh other agents in the IBROW system on the basis of the available ontologies. These ontologies 
aree discussed in Section 5.4.3 (p.94). The competence model is able to execute four main tasks: 
MAPMAP construction, Operator negotiation, operate MAS6 and negotiate with Reconfigurator. The 
executionn of these tasks for a specific domain is discussed in Section 5.6.2. The management of 
thee agent's life cycles (cf. Section 3.4) is handled by the self model, which instructs the planner 
model.. The specific states and transitions are described in Section 5.4.4. The planner model is 
responsiblee for planning the tasks required to follow the life cycles in the agent's agenda. Finally, 
thee environment model is capable of searching (by consulting the agent platform's DF) for Opera
torss and store them in a repository of known Operators. Information related to report-to relations 
withh Reconfigurator and user agent are also stored in the environment model. 

model l 

communication communication 

competence competence 

self self 
planner planner 
environment environment 

functions s 

processs MAP, report to reconfigurator 
instructt Operators, process reports 
MAPP construction, operator negotiation, 
operatee MAS, negotiate with reconfigurator 
lifee cycle management, instruct planner 
taskk selection, plan tasks 
searchh for operators 
consultt DF 

domain n 

availablee message content ontologies 

applicationn configuration, current MAP 
coordinationn mechanisms, result set 
"Managerr role" 
agent'ss agenda 
repositoryy known operators, 
report-too relation with reconfigurator 
andd user agent 

Tablee 5.1 
Thee five models of the Manager agent (according to the 5C Model, see Section 4.2 (p.66)) representing its capabilities 
splitt up in function and domain. 

5.44 Levels of Interoperabilit y 

Inn order to have the agents "smoothly" collaborate with each other, we discuss the problem of 
enablingg Interoperability. Interoperability includes how the agents can communicate with each 
other,, when they communicate and what message content they use. In order to study this problem, 
wee apply four levels of interoperability: technical, syntactic, semantic and coordination. The 
firstfirst three levels correspond to traditional interoperability structures in agent communication such 
ass [Haustein and Luedecke, 2000, Bellifemine et al., 2001, FIPA, 2002a]. In these structures the 
emphasiss is on message transport, languages and ontologies. We added the coordination level in 
orderr to regulate communication patterns and flow of information. By this, we made a framework 
too abstract technique, representation, concepts and strategy to enable interoperability. 

Withinn the framework, we made the assumption that interaction between agents is based on 
messagee passing, meaning that the agents are not capable of, for example, invoking methods at 
otherr agents but have to explicitly state a question in a message (cf. [Wooldridge, 2002]). In order 
too enable agents to exchange messages, they need to agree on using the shared network protocols 
andd message transport mechanisms. These decisions can be handled in the Technical interoper-
abilityability (or transport) level. For example, all or a selection of agents can agree to use HTTP as 
informationn exchange protocol and TCP/IP as information (message) transport mechanism. De
cisionss related to envelope-encoding and message content languages are covered in the syntactic 

6MASS stands for Multi-Agent System 
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Level l 
coordination n 

semantic c 

syntactic c 

technical l 

Element t 
responsibility y 
execution n 
conversationn control 
task-methodd ontology 
messagee content ontology 
messagee content language 
messagee envelope 
messagee transport 

Standard d 
organizationall role 
behavior r 
interactionn protocol 
UPML L 
XSD D 
XML L 
FIPA-ACL L 
HTTP P 

Examples s 
manager,, broker, librarian 
reactive,, pro-active 
REQUEST-INFORM M 
PSM,, Competence 
method,, type=xsd:string 
<pr imi t ivee s t ep /> 
sender,, receiver,, content 
GET,, POST 

Tablee 5.2 
Thee interoperability levels with elements, standards and examples. 

interoperabilityinteroperability level, such as agents using XML and FIPA-ACL. Semantic interoperability means 
thatt agents use shared ontologies such as domain ontologies [Fensel et al., 1999b]. Finally, coor-
dinationdination interoperability implies agents using the shared procedures, such as "every service has 
too register", and sharing the notion of organizational roles, such as Manager and Librarian (cf. 
Sectionn 3.4). The interoperability levels are summarized in Figure 5.2. 

Althoughh some topics seem trivial, they are briefly mentioned to indicate the required steps 
too enable interoperation. We describe the technology and methods involved in enabling interop
erationn in multi-agent systems, to show the complexity of having agents interact with each other. 
However,, the point is, when using standards, agent designers only have to deal with the coordina
tionn level, which should realize smooth collaboration between the agents. 

5.4.11 Technical Interoperabilit y 

Althoughh it is possible to have a multi-agent system running on one machine, most multi-agent 
systemss will be distributed over a network of machines. These agents have to exchange messages 
withh each other, which involves sending and receiving parties. For that, an addressing mechanism 
andd a message transport mechanism are required. In the IBROW architecture, we applied the 
FIPAA agent communication standard [FIPA, 2002b]. FIPA uses HTTP over TCP/IP for message 
transport,, meaning that agents use the standard Internet protocol, available on any web-enabled 
machine.. Using "GET" and "POST' commands, "MTME encoded" information can be trans
ported.. The addressing mechanism is based on standard URL and IP addresses. For example, the 
Managerr can be addressed using Manager@gaper. s wi . p s y . uva . n l . For more details, we 
referr to the FIPA specifications [FTPA, 2002b]. 

Thee use of standards is important, because standards decrease the amount of new technology 
thatt has to be introduced to agents and agent wrapper builders. Furthermore, standards such as 
HTTP,, TCP/IP and URLs are well tested and have matured to reliable and robust means for in
formationn and data exchange. A survey on detailed technical agent communication issues can be 
foundd in [Huhns and Stephens, 1999, Labrou et al., 1999, Bellifemine et al., 2003]. 

5.4.22 Syntactic Interoperabilit y 

Whenn having enabled message transport between agents within a network (i.e. message sending), 
wee look how agents can compose and parse agent messages. First, the format of the message 
exchangedd will have to be known by senders and receivers. Secondly, the agents need to have 
agreedd on a standard format. Such a format is defined by FIPA, which provides a vocabulary 
forr message formats. This vocabulary is called FTPA-ACL (Agent Communication Language) 
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whichh is loosely based on KIF [Huhns and Stephens, 1999, FTPA, 2002b]. A message written in 
FIPA-ACLL is composed of two levels: message content and message meta information. 

Thee message meta-information contains the addressing, such as sender and (intended) re
ceivers.. Furthermore, it provides information on the actual content of the message, such as what 
languagee was used for the content and what (message content) ontology is to be used to cou
plee meaning to the terms used . Several content languages are allowed, such as RDF, XML and 
SLL [FIPA, 2002b] 

Inn the IBROW architecture, XML is used as content language, because the brokering service 
(i.e.. a Prolog process) and the Reconfigurator use XML to reason about application configurations. 

Thee actual content of messages can contain coordination information, such as instructions and 
reports,, and information, such as input, support and output objects. These objects can be encoded 
andd annotated using "MIME-types". Instructions and reports are expressed in the XML language. 
Ann example of a message is given in Figure 5.17 (p. 114). 

5.4.33 Semantic Interoperabilit y 

Inn order to provide semantics to agent communication, ontologies can be 
usedd [van Aart et al., 2002a]. Ontology-based communication is discussed in detail in Section 6.3. 
Alsoo the use of ontologies and agents is motivated by the development of DAML-Services7. 
Thee difference between our approach and that of DAML-S, is that we do not commit to a single 
representationn language. 

Onn the basis of ontology-based communication, a number of specialized ontologies are defined 
thatt are able to manage the diversity of information transportation within the IBROW system. An 
alternativee is to define one central ontology that is able to cover all information flows. If all agents 
wouldd have to commit to this single ontology, the agents would be equipped with knowledge they 
doo not need to perform their activities. For example, an Operator would not need to reason about 
howw to retrieve PSM descriptions from a PSM library. Furthermore, it is unlikely that agents that 
aree built by different institutes will commit to a single ontology. This point is further stressed 
byy Hendler, who has predicted that there will not be large centralistic ontologies, rather a lot of 
specializedd ontologies [Hendler, 2001]. The use of a specialized ontology also adheres to the 
notionn of separations of concerns. Light weighted and dedicated agents can be built, which can be 
easilyy maintained and even replaced if necessary. 

Inn order to investigate what ontologies are required, we discuss an analysis of interactions 
betweenn the agents within the IBROW architecture. The interactions are required to accomplish 
taskss within the IBROW system, such as "select PSMs from PSM libraries". For this particular 
taskk an ontology is required that is able to express information related to PSM competences such as 
pre-- and post-conditions. An interaction has an initiator (i.e. sender) and one or more responders 
(i.e.. receivers). Within an interaction, messages are exchanged that use terms from ontologies. 
Thee result of the analysis is given in Table 5.3. 

Thee ontologies are discussed in detail below. Some of these ontologies are based on the UPML 
framework.. UPML provides a frame in which information related to competences and behavior of 
PSMss can be stored. 

see,www.daml.org/services/ / 

http://www.daml.org/services/
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Num. . 

<S> > 

<s s 
® ® 

® ® 
® ® 
® ® 
® ® 
® ® 

Initiato r r 
userr agent 

brokerr agent 

brokerr agent 

managerr agent 
operatorr agent 
operatorr agent 
managerr agent 
managerr agent 

Responder r 
brokerr agent 

libraryy agent 

managerr agent 

operatorr agent 
userr agent 
operatorr agent 
reconfigurator r 
userr agent 

IBROWTask k 
delegatee user goal 

selectt PSMs 

delegatee configuration 

coordinatee execution 
acquiree input 
transferr intermediate objects 
reconfiguree application 
reportt results 

Ontology y 
task k 

task-method d 

process s 

operations s 
domain n 
domain n 
process s 
domain n 

Exemplarr  terms 
pree and post condition, 
inputt and output roles 
pree and postcondition, 
pragmatics s 
primitivee step, 
role,, PSM 
consume,, produce, 
input t 
intermediatee objects 
step,, role, PSM 
outcome e 

Tablee 53 
Interactionss between agents, associated tasks and ontologies. The relation numbers (CD 
collaborationss from Fig 5.2 (p.88). 

correspondss with the 

Taskk ontology The user agent is responsible for assisting the user in formulating goal spec
ifications.. The goal specification is delegated to the broker agent, using the task ontol-
ogy.ogy. The interaction between the user agent and broker is represented by directed line ® 
inn Figure 5.2. Within the interaction between the user agent and broker agent, the user 
agentt uses concepts such as input and output roles and pre- and post-conditions to spec
ifyy the goal of an application. The broker agent uses the goal specification as input 
too configure an application. For details on goal specification we refer to literature on 
UPMLL [Fensel et al., 1999b, Fenseletal., 1999a]. On how an application is configured, 
wee refer to [Wielinga et al., 2003]. 

Task-methodd ontology In order to configure an application, the broker agent selects PSMs 
fromm PSM libraries. The library agents provide the broker agent with PSM descriptions. 
Thee interaction is represented by the directed line (D in Figure 5.2. 

Thee pre and post conditions concepts are required, to reason about the competences of 
individuall PSMs. Pragmatics are required to reason about availability, performance and the 
configurationn of PSMs. These competence descriptions are maintained by library agents, 
whichh can be queried by the broker using the task-method ontology. 

Thee difference between the task ontology and the task-method ontology is that the task on
tologyy describes the expected behavior of an overall system, the related domain and the data 
requiredd to execute the system. The task-method ontology deals with domain independent 
competencee descriptions, possible configurations and pragmatics of individual PSMs. 

Processs ontology When the broker has completed an application configuration, it is delegated 
too the Manager, see the directed line <D in Figure 5.2. An application configuration is ex
pressedd in terms of primitive steps, roles and PSMs. A sequence of primitive steps defines 
thee application configuration. A primitive step represents the work to be done. The work 
meanss invoking a PSM using support roles and feeding input. Support roles are used to ex
presss PSM configuration, e.g. what knowledge base to use. The input and output exchanged 
betweenn steps are expressed by intermediate roles. In fact, intermediate roles are used as 
transportt objects between different PSMs. 

Thee input of the application is expressed by input roles and the output by output roles. Every 
primitivee step refers to the configuration of a single PSM. The first primitive step within 
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thee application configuration, defines one or more required input roles. The output roles 
off the application are defined by the last primitive step in the primitive step sequence. The 
primitivee steps between the first and last primitive steps use intermediate roles (i.e. transport 
objects)) to exchange input and output roles. The terms used in an application configuration 
aree covered by the process ontology (see Figure 5.3). 

PSM M 

name e 
library y 

ii  support \7 

Role e 

mimetype e 
representation n 
type e 

Figuree 5.3 
Processs Ontology, i.e. the application configuration schemas. 

Operationss ontology Based on the application configuration, the Manager constructs a MAP. 
Termss such as input roles and output roles are translated to input objects and output objects. 
Thesee terms are captured in the operations ontology, which is based on the task-method on
tologyy for coordination defined in Figure 3.3 (p.41). The involved Operators are instructed 
accordingg to the MAP, see the directed line ® in Figure 5.2 (p.88). After instruction, the 
Managerr coordinates the application execution. 

Ann instruction, exchanged between the Manager and Operators, contains the terms con-
sumesume .from to expresses what objects i.e. roles to consume from which Operators). The 
instructionss are part of a coordination strategy as discussed in Section 3.2. When applying 
directt supervision, the Manager instructs the Operators to report (i.e. forwarding output 
objects)) directly to the Manager. In standardization of work, the Operators are instructed 
too report to another Operator. The term distribute Jo expresses what objects to distribute to 
whichh Operators). These terms are covered by the operations ontology. After reception of 
thee instructions, the Operators configure the PSM they represent. 

Whenn the Manager starts the actual execution, the Operators call the required inference 
functions.. The outcome of the inference functions will be forwarded according to the Man
ager'ss instructions. 

Domainn ontology In order to execute the application, the Operators need initial information in 
termss of input objects from the user agent. The domain ontology describes the mapping 
betweenn input objects and information related to the user domain. The information is stored 

ii  output 

Stati cc  Role 
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inn the user's knowledge base (KB). The input objects are transported using agent interaction 
ass denoted by the directed line ® in Figure 5.2. 

Whenn multiple Operators are involved, the Operators transfer intermediate objects to other 
Operators.. These transactions are denoted by the directed line ® in Figure 5.2. When the 
executionn is finished, the last Operator reports to the Manager as denoted by the directed 
linee ® in Figure 5.2. From there, the Manager reports the outcome to the Reconfigurator 
(directedd line ®). When the Reconfigurator is satisfied, the Manager will report the output 
too the user agent (directed line ®). A part of the trace of the interactions is illustrated in 
Figuree 5.19. 

Thee discussed ontologies are relative small in the sense that they contain a limited number of 
conceptss and relations. The advantage is that the agents involved only have to be equipped with 
dedicatedd knowledge to reason about their domain. The price of this decision is that there is 
redundancyy between the ontologies. This could cause additional effort for the maintenance of the 
ontologies. . 

5.4.44 Coordination Interoperabilit y 

Abovee we have analyzed the possible interactions between the agents and the means to enable 
thesee interactions. We will now discuss how the agents can work together in harmony. 

Thee idea behind coordination interoperability is that agents have agreed to play organizational 
roless within a multi-agent system. Examples of roles are Manager, Operator and Broker. Accom
paniedd with a role is the type of behavior. Among behaviors is reactive behavior, i.e. the agent 
willl wait until another agent starts an interaction, and pro-active behavior, which means that the 
agentt will take the initiative to start an interaction in order to fulfill its responsibilities. 

Wee discuss the coordination between the agents in the execution space, i.e. the Manager 
andd the Operators. Furthermore, the external behaviors of the Manager and Operators will be 
presented. . 

5.4.4.11 Manager  Operator  Coordination 

Thee role of the Manager is to coordinate the Operators, including telling Operators how to perform 
theirr work in detail, such as getting the input objects, how to transform input to output, and to 
whomm to distribute the output. These instructions are part of the MAP that the Manager composes 
onn the basis of the available Operators and the received application configuration. We will look at 
howw the Manager and Operators collaborate, see Figure 5.4. 

Thee idea is that the Manager first instructs the Operators with the use of an i n s t r u c t i o n . 
Withh an instruction, the Manager can implement a coordination mechanism. Next the Manager 
willl request for actual invocation of PSMs. The two packages in Figure 5.4 show these two steps, 
i.e.. instruction, and start operation. 

Thee first step is instruction, which has as the intention to configure the PSMs and the data 
flowsflows between Operators. This works as follows. The Manager will send a request to an Operator 
containingg an instruction. Such an instruction contains the following four items. 

1.. From what agent to consume its input. For example, Operator B needs input from Operator 
A. . 

2.. What PSM to invoke. For example Operator A will have to invoke a PSM which can be a 
Prologg function. 
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Manager r Operator r 

Instruct t 

instruct t D-- instruct("procedure") ) 

notify y 
reconfigurator r £ £ 

reportfnott possible") 

t r r 
report("done") ) 2>--

processs procedure 
inn application 

Operation n 

.... instruct 
otherr operators 

startt operation [_ | 
instruct("startt operation") 

notify y 
reconfigurator r t t report("failure") ) 

JE E 
report("result") ) ^ U U 

activatee job 
inn application 

Figuree 5.4 
Sequencee diagram showing the collaboration between the Manager and an Operator. 

3.. Configuration of the PSM, i.e. the coupling to a domain, which is in most of the cases a 
knowledgee base. 

4.. To what agent to distribute its output. In case of centralized coordination, this will be the 
Manager.. In case of decentralized coordination, it will be another Operator. 

Whenn the Operator has received the Manager's instructions, it will try to configure its PSM. 
Thee Operator can respond with a report containing: 

1.. not-possible, which means that the Operator cannot get access to the requested PSM or the 
PSMM is not available. 

2.. done, meaning the instructions are processed and the PSM is configured. 

Thee next step of the Manager is to start the actual application execution, i.e. the MAP opera
tion.. For this the Manager will send a request to the Operator containing the job to be performed 
andd the required input. The Operator can respond with: 

1.. failure8, meaning that the execution of the job failed, i.e. an exception raised by the PSM 
itself.. For example, there could be something wrong with the received input. 

2.. result, containing the output of the PSM. 

Thee collaboration described above is of a simple kind. More elaborate collaborations where 
thee Manager and Operators go in negotiations are subject for further research. The aim of this 
collaborationn is to show how the four interoperability levels fit on each other. 

Thee difference between the "not-possible" and "failure" report is that "not-possible" means that it is not possible 
too invoke a PSM. The term "failure" indicates that it is possible to invoke a PSM, however that in execution time, the 
PSMM has triggered an error message. 
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Thee next two sections will describe the individual behaviors of the Operator and Manager that 
implementt this collaboration. 

5.4.4.22 Operator  Behavior 

Inn Section 3.4.1, we introduced the behavior of an Operator, which consists of a composition of 
threee life cycles, i.e. the platform life cycle, the application life cycle and the execution life cycle. 
Forr the Operators in the IBROW architecture, we adjusted the three life cycles to: platform life 
cycle,cycle, the application life cycle and the PSM invocation life cycle. The PSM invocation life cycle 
iss a specialization of the execution life cycle. The behavior of the Operator is illustrated by means 
off a pseudo state diagram in Figure 5.5. 

platfcwmm life cyde / N application life cyde / ^ PSM invocation life cyde / 

Figuree 5.5 
Pseudoo state diagram showing states (rounded boxes) and transitions (arrowed lines) of the three life cycles of the 
Operator'ss behavior within the IBROW architecture. This diagram is a specialization of the diagram in Fig. 3.15 (p.54). 

Thee platform life cycle is the same as the platform life cycle described in Section 3.4.1. 
Thee application life cycle starts when the Operator receives instructions from the Manager. 

Thee Operator will move to the c o n f i g u r a t i o n n e g o t i a t i o n state. From this state, the 
Operatorr will try to configure the PSM, the Operator represents. If successful, the Operator will 
bee part of a (larger) application and will wait until it can enter the PSM invocation life cycle. If the 
configurationn fails, the negotiation will be aborted and the Operator will leave the application life 
cycle.. Otherwise, the Manager will report to the Operator that the application execution is termi
nated.. In this case the Operator will reset the configuration of the PSM and leave the application 
lifee cycle. 

Thee PSM invocation life cycle will start, when the PSM is successfully configured and when 
thee Operator has acquired input for the PSM invocation. An Operator can acquire input on a 
re-activee and pro-active manner. These two modes depend on the instructions received by the 
Manager.. Given the acquired input, the Operator will invoke the PSM it represents. The result of 
thee PSM will be distributed according to the instructions of the Manager. After output distribution, 
thee Operator will go back to the p a r t of a p p l i c a t i o n state. 

5.4.4.33 Manager  Behavior 

Inn Section 3.4.2 (p.55), we introduced the behavior of a Manager, which consists of three life 
cycles,, i.e. the platform life cycle, the configuration life cycle and the execution life cycle. For the 
Managerr in the IBROW architecture, we adjusted the last two life cycles to: MAP configuration 
lifelife cycle and MAP execution life cycle. The pseudo state diagram for the behavior of the Manager 
iss illustrated in Figure 5.6 
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vv ... . i. lerminaiauon j . MAK 
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Figuree 5.6 
Pseudoo state diagram showing states (rounded boxes) and transitions (arrowed lines) of the three life cycles of the 
Manager'ss behavior within the IBROW architecture. This diagram is a specialization of the diagram in Fig. 3.16 (p.55). 

Thee MAP configuration life cycle starts when the Manager receives an application configura
tionn from the Broker. The Manager will recruit Operators by consulting the agent platform's AMS 
andd DF to search for relevant Operators. When a set of candidate Operators is found, the Manager 
willl start negotiations with the Operators. In case of success, the Manager will enter the MAP 
executionexecution life cycle. Otherwise, the Manager will report to the Reconfigurator. From the wa i t 
f o rr R e c o n f i g u r a t o r r e sponse , the Manager can leave the MAP configuration life cycle 
orr can receive a new configuration. 

Inn the MAP execution life cycle the Manager will start from the c on f i gu r ed MAS state of 
thee MAP configuration life cycle and will start MAS operation by sending job requests to involved 
Operators.. When the MAS operation has been finished, the Manager will report the results of the 
multi-agentt system (MAS) to the Reconfigurator. 

Whenn designing a 5C agent, using the internal and external behavior, the self-model would 
containn the role and the goals of the agent. The planner model would contain re-active and pro
activee behavior in order to follow the life cycles. Interaction between the agents, including the 
technical,, syntactic and semantic interoperation, could be handled in the communication model. 
Thee environment model would contain models of the roles of other agents. 

5.55 Implementation 

Inn this section, we discuss how the agents within the execution space are implemented. Given 
thee conceptual description of the agent components and behaviors we discuss how pieces of the 
agentt architecture can be implemented. With this implementation, we have performed a number 
off experiments, which will be discussed in Section 5.6. 

Thee main challenge is to implement agents that can operate in a distributed environment. 
However,, this is not the only challenge we have to face. In fact, we also need to address the 
problemss related to agents running on several machines that are distributed within a (possible) 
largee scale network. Another challenge is set by the need to test and debug the agents, separately 
andd in combination. For example, there is no possibility of a desktop GUI for every individual 
agent.. In the remainder, we first discuss the applied technology set, i.e. the tools and technology 
thatt are used as the basis for the IBROW system. Next, we present the implementation of the basic 
IBROWW agent, which is the parent agent of the Manager and Operators. After that, we discuss the 
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agentt log, which is used to store communication traces and agent activity log. Finally, we present 
inspectionn tools that can be used to post-mortem inspect the dynamics of the agents within the 
system. . 

5.5.11 Technology Set 

Below,, we describe the basis of the IBROW implementation and we discuss the technological 
solutionss we have applied, in order to address two important problems: the development of agents 
andd the development of PSMs. 

5.5.1.11 Agent Development 

Ann important enabling factor for the development of multi-agent systems is constituted by the 
existencee of a number of agent-oriented toolkits9 that natively provide basic services such as com
munication,, life cycle management, yellow pages and so on. 

Inn the IBROW system, we applied a popular agent toolkit: JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment 
framework)) [Bellifemine et al., 2001]. JADE is a software framework that simplifies the imple
mentationn of multi-agent systems through middleware that complies with the FIPA specifications, 
aa library of classes that developers can use or extend while creating agents and a set of tools that 
supportt the debugging and deployment phases. JADE agents communicate by exchanging mes
sagess in compliance with the FIPA ACL language. Furthermore, JADE supports the AMS (Agent 
Messagee Service) and the DF (Directory Facilitator), which represent the white and yellow page 
forr agent (service) discovery. 

Givenn the already existing basic agent libraries, we have built the IBROW agents on top of the 
JADEE toolkit. The agents were developed in Java (JDK 1.3) and deployed as Linux services. This 
meanss that the agents can be remotely started, suspended and stopped. 

5.5.1.22 PSMs 

Severall PSMs are available as Java libraries (i.e. Java packages). Examples are data transfer, 
databasee access, parsers and composers and content grabbing. PSMs for data transfer include 
FTP,, HTTP, EMAIL clients and repositories. Amongst PSMs for Database access are standard 
JDBCC (i.e. Java version of ODBC) couplings for several commercial and open source database 
implementations.. Several packages are available for parsing and composing, such as javacc and 
DocumentDocument Object Model (DOM)i0. With these packages, parsers for RDF and XML can be ap
plied.. In order to fetch information from web pages, WebL can be used11. WebL is a scripting 
languagee that enables Java programs to extract information from web pages. For example, a WebL 
scriptt to extract information from the search engine Google is given in Figure 5.7. In fact, WebL 
iss an example of a wrapping technique and is more useful than the interface that Google offers, 
becausee it can easily be altered to query other web services. 

Thee problem is that many PSMs are distributed and heterogeneous in terms of input, output 
roless and behaviors. In order to have an Operator representing one of more available PSMs, 
thee Operator should have access to it. A solution is using PSM wrappers and PSM transducer 
(cf.. [Genesereth and Ketchpel, 1994]), which can mediate between a PSM and other agents. The 

Vww.agentlink.org/resources/agent-software.htmI I 
l0seee www.sun.com/products/JavaCC and http://xml.apache.oig/xerces2-j 
1'' http://research.compaq.com/SRC/WebL/ 

http://Vww.agentlink.org/resources/agent-software.htmI
http://www.sun.com/products/JavaCC
http://xml.apache.oig/xerces2-j
http://research.compaq.com/SRC/WebL/
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varr r e s u l t ; 
varr page = GetURL("http: / /www.google.com/search", 

[.. q=searchterin r bntG="Google+Search", h l="en" , num=5.]); 

/ // Check no d iv 
varr  testDi v =  Elem(page,"div") ; 
i ff  Size(testDiv)> 0 the n 

/ //  Link s ar e th e firs t  A  insid e an y P  insid e th e firs t  (an d only )  di v ta g 
varr  para s =  Elem(page ,  "p" )  directlyinsid e Elem(page ,  "div")[0] ; 

/ //  Proces s th e ancho r  tag s 
ever yy  par a i n para s d o 

varr  href s =  Elem(para r  "a" )  directlyinsid e para ; 
result.append(hrefs[0]["href"]) ; ; 

end; ; 
end; ; 
retur nn result ; 

Figuree 5.7 
Examplee of a wrapping technique: WebL script to query the search engine Google within an application. The script 
usess the variable searchterm as input, which is a search query. The variable result contains a list of urls found. 

transducerr is capable of accepting messages from agents, translating them into the PSM interaction 
protocoll and consulting the PSM. After the response of the PSM, the PSM transducer translates the 
responsee into the agent communication language and sends the resulting message to other agents. 
Thee advantage is that no knowledge of the PSM other than its interaction behavior is required and 
iss therefore useful when the code for the PSM is unavailable to the Operator builder or too difficult 
too modify. 

Whenn the code (i.e. methods and calls) and state (i.e. data structures and knowledge bases) of 
aa PSM are available, a PSM wrapper can be applied to directly examine and manipulate the PSM. 
Wrapperss are more efficient than transducers, because there is less serial communication. Both 
methodss are supported within the IBROW system. 

Ann example of wrappers and transducers for a specific domain is given in Figure 5.18 (p. 115). 

Severall off-the-shelf components are used as the basis for the implementation of the IBROW 
system.. The most important reason is that when pursuing web and agent standards, components 
thatt already comply to these standards should be used. 

5.5.22 Agent Implementation 

Alll agents within the IBROW system are extensions of the IBROW agent. Within the IBROW 
system,, mere are agents developed in Prolog, mainly as transducer of PSMs written in Prolog, and 
agentss developed in Java. In the remainder we focus on the Java agents, which are extentions of 
thee JADE agent class. The JADE agent offers basic message handling, such as message receiving 
andd sending. Furthermore, it offers a basic planning mechanism allowing the scheduling of agent 
behaviors.. The IBROW agents offer services that are related to interoperability, such as life cycle 
managementt and message content ontology handling. 

Inn the next three sections, we overview the internals of the IBROW agent, the Operator and 
thee Manager. 

http://www.google.com/search
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5.5.2.11 IBROW Agent 

Messagee transport is concerned with sending and receiving messages. Sending messages involves 
thee construction of ACL messages as Java objects. ACL messages are represented by the Jade 
class,, jade.lang.acl.AclMessage. An example is given in Figure 5.8. 

ACLMessagee msg = new ACLMessage(REQUEST); 
msg.setSender(this.getAID{)); ; 
msg.addReceiver{{ new AIDfreceiver", "foreign-platform")); 
msg.setl_anguage("FIPA-SL"); ; 
msg.setOntology("Operations-Ontology"); ; 
msg.setEncodingfString"); ; 
msg.setProtocol("fipa-request"); ; 
msg.setContent(contentObject.encode("FIPA-SL",, "Operations-Ontology")); 
agent.. send{msg); 

Figuree 5.8 
Simplifiedd Pseudo code for configuration of an ACLMessage object. 

AA message is not sent direcdy to an agent, rather to the ACC (agent communication channel), 
whichh is to be seen as a message transport bus [FIPA, 2002a]. The ACC first tries to read the ACL 
partt of the message. If the message is not correct, the sending agent receives a Failure message 
back.. Otherwise, the ACC tries to deliver the message according to the receiver slot. 

publi cc  class Scheduler extends Thread { 

publi cc  void run() { 
whil ee (state==running) { 

forr  every behavior { 
behavior.action(); ; 

} } 
} } 

} } 

Figuree 5.9 
Basicc behavior scheduling in simplified Java code. 

Everyy agent makes use of behaviors. A behavior is a separate process that performs one or 
moree tasks. Behaviors are implemented by behavior objects, which are used by the scheduler 
thread12.. In Figure 5.913, the basic scheduler process of an agent is given. As shown, every 
behaviorr is activated in a simple round robin scheduling method. Behaviors can be added and 
removedd during runtime. In Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.1114 two examples of behaviors are given. 

Inn the IBROW agent, we have implemented life cycle management as a composite state ma
chine.. The platform life cycle state machine is given in Figure 5.10. In every action, the behavior 
inspectss the current state, and acts accordingly. An agent has a set of initial behaviors that take care 

122 A thread is an active object with its own locus of control. Multiple threads can run at the same time 
l3Thiss pseudo code is extracted from the original Java code. "{" represents "begin"  and "} "  represents "end" . 
14Inn Java the else statement is not used in a conditional statement. 
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publicc class PlatformLifeCycle extends Behavior { 
privatee int state = 1; 
privatee boolean finished = false; 

publicc void actionf) { 
switch{state)) { 

casee INIT: agent.addBehaviour(new AMSRegistration()); 
casee AMSREGISTERED: agent.addBehavior( new DFRegistration()); 
casee DFREGISTERED: agent.addBehavior( new DFRegistration()); 

casee MODIFIED: agent.addBehavior{ new DFModify()); 
casee DESTROY: agent.addBehavior{ new DFDeregistration()); 
casee DFDEREGISTERED: agent.addBehavior(new AMSDeregistration{)); 
casee AMSDEREGISTERED: finished = true; 
} } 

} } 
publicc void update(int newState) { 

this.statee = newState; 
} } 

} } 

Figuree 5.10 
Statee machine implementing the platform life cycle. 

off AMS and DF registration. For examples of the AMS behavior, the DF behavior and example 
messages,, we refer to [van Aart and Jansweijer, 2003, Bellifemine et al., 2003]. When a behavior 
wantss to change its state, it uses the function update. 

5.5.2.22 Operator 

Ann Operator is implemented as a subclass of the IB ROW agent, which means that its competences 
aree implemented as behaviors. We discuss one of these behaviors in detail. 

Ass described above, the Manager can choose to follow several coordination strategies. The 
behaviorr for an Operator for Standardization of Work is given in Figure 5.11. This behavior is 
composedd of three functions, action, processProcedure and processtnput. In the function 
actionn the Manager checks if a message is received. If so, the content of the message is inspected. 
Iff the message contains an instruction in the form procedure (according to Figure 3.3 (p.41)), the 
Operatorr has to adjust its configuration, using the function processProcedure. As shown, the 
"member"155 activity contains the name of the activity the Operator has to perform in the current 
configuration.. Furthermore, the member distribute Jo contains the address of the agent to whom 
thee Operator has to send its output to. With this simple mechanism, the Manager can configure 
Operatorss to coordinate themselves following a sequential MAP. 

Iff the message contains an object, the Operator has to perform an activity using the object, 
whichh is handled by the function processlnput. In this function the Operator produces an output 
onn the basis of the activity selected by the Manager. Next, the output is sent to the agent as 
specifiedd in distributeJo. 

'AA "member" in Java can be seen as an "attribute" of an object or a "slot" of a concept. 
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classs StandardizationOfWork extends Behavior { 
privat ee String distribute Jo; 
privat ee String activity; 

publi cc  void actionQ { 
ACLMessagee msg = agent.receive(); 
iff  (msg != null ){ 

iff  (msg.contains(procedure)) processProcedure(msg.content); 
iff (msg.contains(object)) processlnput(msg.content); 

} } 
} } 
publi cc  void processProcedure(Procedure p) { 

this.distribute.too = p.distributeJo; 
this.activityy = p.activity; 

} } 
publi cc  void processlnput(Object input) { 

Objectt output = performActivity(activity, input); 
ACLMessagee msg = new ACLMessage(INFORM); 
msg.addReceiver(distributeio); ; 
msgg .setContent(output); 
agent.send(msg); ; 

} } 

}} ' " 

Figuree 5.11 
Simplifiedd Java code for basic Operator behavior for Standardization of Work. A procedure is a type of instruction 
accordingg to Figure 3.3 (p.41). 

5.5.233 Manager 

Givenn a broker configuration, the Manager configures a MAS plan. The implementation of this 
processs is shown in Figure 5.12. the Manager starts a loop over the of primitive-Steps in the 
receivedd ApplicationConf iguration object. For every primitive step, the Manager first determines 
thee type of service requested, in this case using the name of the service. Next the Manager looks 
forr an Operator that offers the service requested in the primitive step, using the platform's DF. In 
thiss case, we assume that the Operator will cooperate without negotiation with the Manager. In 
otherr cases the Manager will need to negotiate on attributes like price,, delivery time and duration 
off the execution of the service. Finally, the Manager adds the service combined with the selected 
Operatorr to the Multi-Agent Plan (MAP). 

Givenn the MAP, the Manager can choose between several coordination strategies, see also Sec
tionn 3.3 (p.42). The generateMAP function will be part of a coordination strategy. As an example, 
wee give the implementation of direct supervision in Figure 5.13. When the direct-supervision be
haviorr is instantiated, the constructor init is called. In this function, the member of the behavior is 
configuredd using the generateMAP function, which fills the MAP object. 

Next,, the delegateNextJob function is called, where the "current" activity is selected, in 
thiss case the first one, combined with the selected Operator. Using the activity and Operator 
informationn a Job is constructed, which is sent to the Operator. From here, the Manager waits 
forr an answer from the Operator. If it contains a report, the function ProcessReport will be 
called,, that replaces the current-object with the Output object received from the Operator. Next, 

http://this.distribute.to
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publicc MAP generateMAP(ApplicationConfiguration appConf) { 
MAPP map = new MAP{); 
forr every (primitive-step in appConf) { 

Stringg service = primitive-step.getPSM().getName{); 
Agentt operator = DFService.lookup(service); 
map.add{service,, operator); 

} } 
returnn map; 

} } 

Figur ee 5.12 
Simplifiedd Pseudo code for Multi-Agent Plan (MAP) generation on basis of an Applicationn Configuration. 

thee processReport function is called. This process repeats until all activities from the MAP are 
delegatedd to Operators. 

5.5.33 Agent Log 

Inn order to be able to gather data about the behavior of the agents within the system, we imple
mentedd an agent log as a centralized database (or a blackboard) where remote agents (i.e. agents 
thatt are not located on the same machine) can store information. This information, such as com
municationn traces and state transitions, can be used to study the dynamics of the system. The 
databasee is developed in MySQL16 and is hosted on an agentcities server in Amsterdam17. This 
duall Pentium-UJ server runs a Linux distribution. 

Thee technique of logging is also applied to software services, such as web servers, that run 
onn servers, which are located in remote locations. Using remote login techniques, log files can be 
inspected.. For example, the web server package Apache18 makes use of an access log and an error 
log.. The access log records all legal transactions regarding the web content. The error log records 
alll failed transactions. 

Thee IBROW agents log two types of information: information related to communication and 
informationn related to state transitions. Communication information consists of incoming com
municationn (i.e. messages received) and outgoing communication (i.e. messages sent). The state 
transactionn information contains data on state transitions recorded by individual agents. Every log 
entryy is accompanied by a timestamp. There are several techniques to fill an agent log, such as 
sniffing.. In the sniffer approach, an external process monitors all communication and external be
haviorr of agents. The problem with this approach is that not alll events, such as state transitions can 
bee externally monitored. Furthermore, agent engineers might not like to have an external process 
"spying"" their agents. 

Alternatively,, (authorized) agent within the system access the agent log themselves. On the 
basiss of remote connection techniques, the agents have access to the agent log database, where the 
agentss themselves can choose what to record in the log. Others who want to inspect the dynamics 
off the multi-agent system can login to the database and perform queries on it. Examples of queries 

16www.mysql.org g 
l7http://gaper.swi.psy.uva.nl l 
l8www.apache.org g 

http://www.mysql.org
http://gaper.swi.psy.uva.nl
http://www.apache.org
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publicc class DirectSupervision extends Behavior { 
privatee MAP map; 
privatee Object current-object; 
privatee boolean finished = false; 

publicc void initfApplicationConfiguration appConf, Object input) { 
this.mapp - generateMAP(appConf); 
this.current-objectt = input; 
delegateNextJob(); ; 

} } 
publicc void action() { 

ACLMessagee msg = agent.receiveQ; 
iff (msg 1= null){ 

iff ( msg.contains(report)) processReport(msg.content); 

}} " 
} } 
publicc void processReprort(Report r) { 

this.current-objectt = r.getOutput(); 
delegateNextJob{); ; 

} } 

publicc void delegateNextJob() { 
Activityy a = map.nextActivity(); 
iff ( a== null) { finished=true; return; } 
Agentt operator = map.getOperator(a); 
Jobb job = new Job(a,operator); 
job.setlnput(current-object); ; 
ACLMessagee msg = new ACLMessage(REQUEST); 
msg.addReceiver(operator); ; 
msg.setContentflob); ; 
agent.send(msg); ; 

} } 

} } 

Figuree 5.13 
Simplifiedd pseudo code for Manager behavior when applying Direct Supervision. 

aree "is every sent message also recorded by the sending party", "how many messages did the 
Managerr send to Operators?" and "did every agent follow the life cycles?". 

Thee log database contains two main tables, the message table and the state table. The mes
sagee table is modeled after the format of ACLMessages. It contains fields such as sender, re-
ceivers,, language, ontology, protocol and content. Other fields include the direction (i.e. incom
ingg and outgoing) of the messages and timestamps (i.e. when the message was sent or received). 
Forr every message sent, a record is added by the sending agent and records are added by the re
ceivingg agents. By inspecting the table, communication traces can be followed. An example of a 
messagee trace is illustrated in Figure 5.14. The state table is modeled after a simplified model of 
aa state machine. Every record in the table represents a state transition. For that, the table contains 
thee following fields, begin-state, end-state, transition, timestamp, agentname. The transition 
containss the name of the event that triggered the shift from begin-state to end-state. Agent can 
logg state transitions, so that their internal behavior can be monitored. The moment of transition 
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Figuree 5.14 
Screenshott o fthe Agent Log showing the results of an query performed on the agent log. The query is: "SELECT 
TIMESTAMP,, D IRECTION, SENDERNAME , RECEIVERNAME , PERFORMATIVE , CONTENT fro m M E S S A G E ; " . 

cann be stored in timestamp. The identification of the agent is stored in agentname. 
Thee agent log is a database where information related to communication and state can be 

storedd and retrieved. In the remainder we discuss a selection of tools that make use of the agent 
log.. These tools are part of the agent console. 

5.5.44 Inspection Tools 

Thee agent console is a web service that offers a collection of inspection tools. There are two types 
off tools, textual and graphical tools. The textual tools present data retrieved from the agent log in 
thee form of tables. For example, Figure 5.14 is generated from the tool that enables users to query 
thee agent log, using own SQL statements. 

Thee graphical tools make use of an external web service, webdot19'. This web service can 
generatee image files (i.e. Portable Network Graphics (PNG20) files) that can be presented in a web 
browser.. The agent console and webdot communicate with a simple graph language. Displayed 
objects,, such as boxes and ellipses can be equipped with hyperlinks, meaning that if a user clicks 
ann object, he is referred to a page with more details. 

l9www.graphviz.org/webdot/ / 
200 www.libpng.org 

http://www.graphviz.org/webdot/
http://www.libpng.org
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5.5.4.11 Communication Diagram 

Thee communication diagram is a graphical representation of agents exchanging messages. Using 
thee message table of the agent log, diagrams can be generated that show message interchange 
betweenn a set of selected agents. Agents are expressed by ellipses and messages by boxes. Every 
messagee contains information on the sequence number of the message, the performative and a 
descriptionn of the content. 

Inn Figure 5.15 a screen shot of a communication diagram is given. As shown, the user can 
specifyy a number of parameters that helps to narrow the size of a diagram. The boxes i.e. messages, 
aree hyperlink sensitive, which means that they point to another web page. In this case the objects 
referr to another inspection tool, the message inspector. The message inspector shows (textually) 
alll fields of a single record within the message table, in this case by the user selected. 

Figuree 5.15 
Screenshott of a part of the communication between the the Manager and the Operators. The user can specify a number 
off parameters that helps to narrow the size of a diagram. The boxes, i.e. messages are hyperlink sensitive, where the 
hyperlinkss refer to a page that contains containing detailed information related to a message. 

Severall observations can be made from inspecting communication diagrams. Deadlocks can 
bee spotted, when a message is sent to an agent, but no outgoing messages follow. One expects the 
agentt to reply to incoming messages to the sender or to other agents. If not, the communication 
tracee ends at this agent, because the agent is down or it cannot do anything with the message. 
Otherwise,, the sending agent has sent messages to the wrong agent, or with the wrong content. 
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Onee way to resolve dead ends within a communication trace is having agents always responding 
too messages, even when they are not the intended receiver of a message or understand the content 
(cf.. [FIPA, 2002h]). 

AA life lock can be identified when two or more agents send failure messages stating that they 
cannott understand the message. It means that these agents send failure messages in a loop. These 
situationss can be corrected by using the number-of-hops attribute of ACLMessages. This at
tributee counts the number of messages that are sent within a conversation. When this number 
exceedss a threshold, resolving actions can be taken by the agents involved. When an agent does 
nott send or receive any message, this agent could be superfluous. In a multi-agent system design, 
severall agents are identified, but in the execution of the system, agents can be unrequired. A rea
sonn can be that the competence of these agents is not required for the tasks and environment at 
executionn time. 

5.5.4.22 State Diagram 

Thee state diagram is a graphical representation of the internal behavior of an agent. Simplified 
statee machines can be drawn, based on the entries of the state table. The boxes represent states, 
thee arrowed annotated lines represent state transitions. The annotation represents the identification 
off the transition. An example is given in Figure 5.16. 

Fromm a state diagram, parts of the internal dynamics of an agent can be studied. For example 
aa deadlock can be identified. A deadlock can be discovered by looking at the last state of a state 
diagram.. If this state does not represent an end state, it means that the agent stopped processing at 
thatt point. 

Bottomm Line The discussed selection of tools has the purpose to assist agent engineers to inspect 
thee dynamics of distributed systems. The graphical tools make use of webdot. However, webdot is 
aa limited graphical engine. UML notation is limited too. Furthermore, the layout cannot entirely 
bee controlled. The algorithm behind webdot tries to minimize the number of crossed lines. The 
usee of link sensitive graphical objects (i.e. objects as hyperlinks) enables the user to "browse" 
tracess within the agentlog. 

Thee deployment of inspection tools as a web service can assist multiple (distributed) agent 
designerss to inspect the dynamics of systems at the same time. Another advantage of a web service 
iss that agent designers do not need to install special software in order to monitor the behavior of 
agents. . 

5.66 Classification of Conference Submissions 

Documentt classification is an interesting domain for reuse of knowledge-intensive services and 
components.. In this section, we will discuss a proof of concept that deals with classification of 
conferencee submissions. The focus of the discussion will be on the agents in the execution space. 

AA conference the size of ECAI2002 received over 600 submissions. The problem is that the 
programm chair (PC) had to classify the submissions by hand in order to distribute them to reviewers. 
Thee idea is, to automate this process using a collection of configured PSMs. A submission for a 
conferencee consists of two parts: 

Submissionn form This form contains the administrative details of the submitter (name, address, 
etc.)) as well as information about the submission itself: title, abstract and keywords. 
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Figuree 5.16 
Screenshott of a part the Manager's State Diagram. 

Submittedd paper  The paper submitted as PDF. For scientific articles, it will contain a title, 
abstract,, body and references. 

Thee goal of the application is to determine for each submission to which "area" it belongs. 
Ann area is a sub-discipline within the field of the conference. For example, Machine Learning 
wouldd be a sub-discipline of Artificial Intelligence and each Machine Learning paper should be 
distributedd to the reviewer(s) responsible for this area. A sub-discipline may itself be further 
decomposedd (indefinitely), e.g. Case-Based Reasoning is a sub-discipline of Machine Learning. 

Thee PC (i.e. end user) has developed an ontology of the sub-disciplines it considers relevant 
forr the conference and assigns keywords to these. The authors of papers enter a selection of these 
keywordss in the submission form. Ideally, the keywords are sufficient to determine the correct 
areaa of a submission. In practice, authors often enter multiple keywords that are inconsistent (i.e. 
keywordss that belong to more than one area) either because the content of the paper warrants it or 
too increase the probability of acceptance. 

Thee strategy of the application is to look at multiple information sources to determine the area 
off a submission. Information sources are: title, keywords (as entered by the author), abstract and 
thee paper itself. Obviously, reading the paper is more time-consuming than reading the abstract 
andd if it is possible to derive the area from the keywords and/or abstract this is highly preferred. 
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Thee agents in the execution space start their operation using an application configuration. For 
that,, we will briefly discuss the activities in the brokering space. Next we will show outcomes of 
thee agents in the execution space. 

5.6.11 Brokering 

Inn order to configure the application, PSMs from three libraries were selected: the data trans-
portport library, the document analysis library and the classification library. After identification of 
thesee libraries, the broker retrieves PSM specifications. These PSM specifications can be matched 
withh the goal specifications using different matching strategies, such as keyword matcht sim-
pleple task-PSM matching (on the basis of specification), and theorem proving based matching of 
competence.competence. In our experiment, we restricted ourselves to the ECAI broker, which is described 
inn [Wielinga et al., 2003]. 

Thee data transport library contains PSMs for P2P and web based file transport, i.e. down
loadd routines based on web and Operating System (OS) standards. The document analysis library 
providess PSMs that can perform various tasks related to documents (analysis, extracting features, 
reformulation,, tokenizing, parsing, identifying phrases) 21. The PSMs have been designed in such 
aa way that the output of one PSM can be used as the input to another component provided that 
thee ontologies match. The PSMs can handle various representations, such as PDF, HTML, XML 
andd plain text. The classification library (the IRS22) contains PSMs that can perform classifica
tion.. These PSMs can be configured with a classification ontology, such as the AI classification 
taxonomy.. Every PSM from the library is equipped with a PSM wrapper or PSM transducer, with 
whichh Operators can consult the PSMs. 

Step p 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

PSM M 
select-submission n 

extractt fields 

extract-features s 

classify y 

Librar y y 

dataa transport 

documentt analysis 

documentt analysis 

classification n 

Features s 

input=location n 
output=document t 
language=JAVA A 
coupling=wrapping g 
input=document t 
output=fields s 
language=Prolog g 
coupling=transducing g 
input=fields s 
output=features s 
language=Prolog g 
coupling=transducing g 
input=features s 
output=class s 
11 an guage= Prolog 
coupling=transducing g 

Description n 

selectt a submission from location 

selectt relevant fields and values 

constructt features 

classifyy features into a class 

Tablee 5.4 
Applicationn Configuration for the ECAI application. This table is extracted from the original application configuration 
producedd by the Broker, expressed in XML, in order to increase the readability. The bold values in the features column 
representt the initial input (in row 1) and the final ouput objects (in row 4). 

Thee remainder of this work will describe how Operators are organized and managed in order to 
classifyy a bulk of scientific submissions for the ECAI 2002 conference in appropriate categories 

211 www.swi.psy.uva.nl/usr/anjo/home.html 
22http://irs.kmi.open.ac.uk/ / 

http://www.swi.psy.uva.nl/usr/anjo/home.html
http://irs.kmi.open.ac.uk/
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basedd on an AI classification taxonomy. We will not discuss how the broker has constructed a 
configuration,, rather how the configuration is translated into a MAP, how this MAP is executed and 
thee negotiation with the Reconfigurator. The configuration for the ECAI application as constructed 
byy the broker is given in Table 5.4. 

5.6.22 Execution 

Inn order to illustrate the dynamics of the agents in the execution space, we have organized this sec
tionn according to the states in the MAP configuration life cycle and MAP execution life cycle. The 
stepss in the MAP configuration life cycle are MAP construction, Operator negotiation, configured 
MAS,MAS, MAS operation and wait for Reconfiguration response. 

5.6.2.11 MAP Construction 

Basedd on the application configuration, the Manager will construct a MAP, using the function as 
describedd in Figure 5.12. For every primitive step, the Manager will look for a suitable Opera
tor,, using the agent platform's DF, construct instructions and put these in the MAP. The selected 
Operatorss and instructions are captured in the MAP (see Table 5.5). 

Step p 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

Operato r r 

document-obtainer r 

field-extractor field-extractor 

feature-extractor r 

classifier r 

PSM M 

selectt submission 

extractt fields 

extractt features 

classify y 

Operato rr  Instructio n 

activity=select-submission n 
input=url l 
consume.from=useragent t 
output=XMM Ldocument 
distributeJo=field-extractor r 
activity=extract_fields s 
input=XMM Ldocument 
consumeJrom=document-obtainer r 
output=fields s 
distributee Jo=featu re-extractor 
activity=extract-features s 
input=fields s 
consumeJrom=field-extractor r 
output=features s 
distribute_to=classifier r 
activity=classify y 
input=features s 
consumee Jrom=feature-extractor 
output=class s 
distributeJo=manager r 

Tablee 5.5 
Multi-Agentt Plan for the ECAI application. The original Multi-Agent Plan is expressed in XML. 

Inn our experiment, we have chosen to let the Manager coordinate the multi-agent system using 
"standardizationn of work". Using this coordination strategy the Manager can delegate the control 
overr the operation to the Operators (see also Section 3.3 (p.42)). Given the MAP, the Manager 
willl start negotiations with the Operators. 

5.6.2.22 Operator  Negotiation 

Ass described in Section 5.4.4.1, the Manager will start negotiations with Operators after construc
tionn of the MAP, Given the MAP, the Manager will inform the involved Operators on the basis of 
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instructionss how to act. After reception of the instructions, the Operators will adjust their behavior 
accordingg to thesee instructions. 

Thee Operators use the instructions to configure their internal behavior, as described in Fig
uree 5.11. The distribute-to term tells the Operator from which agent, what object to expect. For 
example,, the agent document-obtainer will have to use the object location of the type U RL as input 
forr its PSM wrapper to invoke the PSM select-submission. The output (i.e. an XML document) 
off the PSM wrapper of the PSM will be sent to the agent as specified in the distribute-to slot. An 
examplee message is given in Figure 5.17. 

(REQUEST T 
:sende r r 
:receive r r 
:encodin g g 
:languag e e 
:ontolog y y 
:protoco l l 
:conten t t 

agent-identi f f 
(se tt  (  agent -

Strin g g 
FIPA-S L L 
Operations-On t t 
fipa-reques t t 
((actio n n 

(agent-identifie rr  :nam e 
(Instruc t t io n n 
::  activit y "Selec t  Sub m 
::  consum e (agent-ident i 

ie rr  :nam e 
identifie r r 

olog y y 

document --

ission " " 
fie rr  :nam e 

manager ) ) 
:nam ee document -

Dbtainer ) ) 

useragent ) ) 

-ob t t 

:distribut ee (agent-identifie r  :nam e field-extractor ) 
:domai n n "http://ibrow . . org/documentClassifica tt  io n rd f f 

ainer) ) ) 

")) ) ) 

Figuree 5.17 
Examplee message, involving the Manager sending a message to document-obtainer containing an instruction. The 
instructionn explains to the the document-obtainer that it should get its input (i.e. a URL referring to an PDF document) 
fromm the user-agent, that it should configure the PSM to the domain DocumentClassification and that it should distribute 
thee output (i.e. a XML document containing the features of the PDF document) to the field-extractor. 

5.6.2.33 Configured MAS 

Thee Configured MAS is illustrated in Figure 5.18, which is arranged cf. the MAP in Figure 5.5. 
Thiss diagram also includes the Operator negotiation, as described in the previous section. The 
liness of communication between Manager and the Operators as illustrated by numbered line ® in 
Figuree 5.2 resemble the lines of communication in the sequence diagram for Standardization of 
Workk in Figure 3.11 (p.50). As shown, the type of interface between the agents and the PSMs is 
wrapperr or transducer cf. Table 5.4. 

5.6.2.44 MAS Execution 

Thee next step of the Manager is to start the execution by sending the message "start operation" to 
thee Operator: document-obtainer The document-obtainer will ask (using a REQUEST message) 
thee user agent to have the user to specify a location. The user agent responds (using an INFORM 
message)) with the answer "URL". Document-obtainer will use its PSM wrapper to invoke the 
PSMM select-submission, using the object URL. The response of the PSM wrapper is a collection 
off documents that contain submissions23. 

Inn order to illustrate the process, the list only contains one url. 

http://ibrow
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[userr agent] [brokerr agent] [reconfigurator] ] 

Figuree 5.18 
(Pseudo)) Deployment diagram of the execution space (see also Figure 5.2 (p.88)), showing agent configuration accord
ingg to the Multi-Agent Plan described in Table 5.5 (p. 113). The labels annotated with [...] represent agents and "..." 
representt objects. 

Thee document-obtainer will send the documents one by one to the field extractor. The field 

extractorextractor will activate its PSMs and send its results to the feature-extractor. The feature-extractor 

willl forward its results to the classifier, which will on its turn forward its results to the Manager. 

Thee Manager will collect all results from the classifier. 

Thee communication traces of the states Operator negotiation and MAP execution are illustrated 

inn Figure 5.19. 

Whenn all documents are classified, the Manager will construct a report containing the applica

tionn configuration and the result set. 

5.6.2.55 Wait for  Reconfiguration Response 

Givenn the result set, the Manager will start a negotiation with the Reconfigurator. This negotiation 
iss an instantiation of the FIPA ContractNet protocol. The Manager will PROPOSE the report (i.e. 
thee broker configuration and result set) to the Reconfigurator. 

Thee Reconfigurator can respond with an ACCEPT-PROPOSAL or REJECT-PROPOSAL. An 
ACCEPT-PROPOSALL means that the Reconfigurator is satisfied and that the Manager can report 
thee results to the user. A REJECT-PROPOSAL means that the result set did not meet the criteria of 
thee Reconfigurator and the Reconfigurator will instruct the Manager with an adjusted application 
configuration.. Then the Manager will reconstruct a new MAP, and the execution process starts 
overr again. 
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Figuree 5.19 
Communicationn Diagram from the Agent Log showing interaction traces between the agents within the execution 
space.. The ellipses represent agents, the boxes represent messages and the arrowed lines represent the direction of the 
messages.. The messages shown here are equipped with a sequence number, the speech act (or intention) and the actual 
content. . 

Thee results of the classification of the ECAI submissions are described 
inn [Wielingaet al., 2003]. Several runs were required for the Reconfigurator to find an op
timall configuration. We tried to describe the dynamics of the agents using the inspection tools 
off the agent console. As shown, the agents behave according to the "standardization of work" 
coordinationn strategy. 

5.77 Discussion 

Inn this work, we discussed a complex architecture in terms of service discovery, life cycles, co
ordinationn strategies and service invocation. The notion of separation of concerns was applied to 
focuss on different aspects of the architecture. Every developed agent offers its own expertise such 
ass PSM provider (i.e. library agent), invoker of PSM (i.e. Operator), coordinator (i.e. Manger), 
configuratorr (i.e. the static broker) and reconfigurator (i.e. the dynamic broker agent). 

Thee intelligent agent metaphor enabled us to describe the services and their cooperation within 
thee architecture as agents when represented by roles and behaviors. A lesson learned is that using 
separationn of concerns instead of integration into one large monolithic system helped us to cluster 
heterogeneouss services into one architecture. In order to enable the services (i.e. agents) to interact 
withh each other, we applied common standards and available technology, such as FIPA compliant 
communicationn and procedures, agent toolkits and web technology. 

Wee described the technology and methods involved in enabling interoperation to show the 
complexityy of having agents interact with each other. When using standards, agent designers only 
havee to deal with the coordination level of the interoperability framework. In the coordination 
level,, designers only have to specify collaboration between agents. Therefore, they do not have 
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too fill in all the levels of the interoperability structures. However, the collaboration diagrams 
discussedd in this work are of a simple kind. More elaborate collaborations where the agents 
cann negotiate are a subject for further research. The design of ontologies for ontology-based 
communicationn is discussed in the next chapter. 

Theree are several alternatives to our approach: one monolithic system, distributed objects and 
webb services. Using a monolithic system approach all necessary components and services are 
integratedd into one system. A number of the advantages are: there is a minimal need for interop
erationn and mere is a central point of success and failure. The disadvantages are: all components 
needd to be centrally gathered, which is not always possible, the application will become very com
plex,, components written in different languages need to be translated or rewritten and only a small 
numberr of engineers can work on the system, due to integrity constraints. When using distributed 
objects,, there is need for middleware, such as CORBA. The advantage is that objects can call 
methodss of distributed object themselves, without explicit communication. The disadvantages are 
thatt standardization is achieved on a low level and there is a need for control processes that co
ordinatee the distributed objects, because objects lack their own control. Finally, every component 
cann be represented as a web service. The advantage is that SOAP is becoming a standard that is 
supportedd by many development kits. The reason for this is that SOAP is a light weight protocol 
thatt works with existing standards, such as XML and HTTP. The disadvantages are that web ser
vicess lack interaction protocols, coordination mechanisms and the notion of (hierarchical) roles, 
suchh as Manager and Operator. 

Inn the submission classification scenario we showed how an application configuration is trans
latedd into a MAP. The execution of this MAP showed how PSMs from different libraries can 
interactt with each other. We had three libraries of PSMs to our disposal, i.e. data-transport, doc
umentt analysis and classification. We did not investigate configuration and execution of services 
fromm other libraries, because the libraries were not available (i.e. only described on paper) or were 
nott accessible (due to technical or semantic problems). 

Usingg the agent console, we could inspect parts of the dynamics of the IBROW architecture. 
Despitee the limited expressive power of the graphical inspection tools, we could gain insights into 
thee communication and internal behavior of agents. However, the control over the agents is still a 
problem.. When testing or debugging a multi-agent system, it is still difficult to start, restart, stop 
orr suspend agents. 

Althoughh we showed some overall behavior (such as configuration and execution) of the ar
chitecture,, most of the knowledge and behavior of the individual agents is hardwired. In order to 
havee a flexible system, the agents should also be able to detect possible failures and find individual 
meanss (such as applying another strategy) or group means (consulting other agents) to overcome 
thesee failures. 

Inn spite of the use of common standards (such as XML and FTPA) and technology we en
counteredd most of the problems in the technical and syntactic interoperability layers. A possible 
improvementt could be having less strict parsing technology. If a user makes a typing error, the 
userr agent should be able to detect it and correct it. Furthermore, failing network connections, 
serverr failures and failing communication are inevitable in a distributed environment. Therefore, 
thee agents should have error handling and fail-over mechanisms as found in grid computing. For 
example,, if a PSM fails for some reason, an Operator should be capable to reschedule the execution 
too another Operator. 

Wee foresee an agent-based market place consisting of provider agents, customer agents and 
brokerr agents. The broker agents deliver an intelligent service that enables third party knowledge-
servicee reuse, where suppliers provide libraries of knowledge services adhering to some standard, 
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andd customers can consult these libraries to configure a knowledge system suited to their needs 
byy selection and adaptation. A customer in this context is a person/company who wants to solve a 
particularr problem. Users who use the brokering service simply get results for their requests. It is 
nott of interest for users how the brokering service acquired the result. 
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Messagee Content Ontologies 

Inn this chapter we address the problem of how agents can handle message-based communica
tion.. Our approach is to look at ontology-based communication, in which the meaning and 
intentionn of messages is specified in message content ontologies. The idea is that agents can 
sharee semantics by committing to shared message content ontologies. We discuss a theoreti
call framework for message-based communication, in which we sketch an ideal world where an 
agentt is capable of various ontological operations. A pragmatic approach is presented, which 
enabless the creation and use of ontologies to support message-based communication between 
agents. . 
AA tool is described that assists agent engineers in designing message content ontologies and 
exportt it to Java source code. A case study on Legal services illustrates conversations between 
agentss based on a message content ontology. The work presented is partly based on the pa
perr Creating and Using Ontologies in Agent Communication, published in Proceedings of the 
Workshopp on Ontologies and Agent Systems at AAMAS 2002. The co-authors are R.F. Pels, 
G.. Caire and F. Bergenti. The case study described is based on an Agentcities grant project 
(seee www.acklin.nl/agentcities). The "Bean Generator" tool described is designed by the au
thorr and is used by various institutions and companies that work with the JADE toolkit (see 
http://gaper.swi.psy.uva.ril/rjeangenerator). . 

6.11 Introductio n 

Inn this section, we present a layered framework containing a Reference Model for ontology-based 
agentt communication. Using ontologies in agent communication enables agents and agent engi
neerss to add semantics to agent conversations. 

AA traditional distributed system interoperates with other systems by giving these other sys
temss access to its information retrieval functions. One technique to interoperate, for instance to 
transferr information between distributed systems, is Remote Methods Invocation (RMT). Giving 
systemss direct access to other systems' information retrieval functions leads to tightly coupled 
systems.. However, multi-agent systems are loosely coupled distributed systems, where agents do 
nott have direct access to each others functionalities (services). By exchanging messages, agents 
cann access other agents' services. The messages are not only used to exchange information, but 
alsoo to communicate on a higher level, such as negotiation about price, instructions and sharable 
knowledgee [Genesereth and Ketchpel, 1994, Huhns and Stephens, 1999]. 

Message-basedd communication can be described on several levels of detail: message 
transport,, message encoding, communication languages, message interpretation and composi
tionn [Labrou et al., 1999]. Message transport is involved with agent addressing and communi
cationn protocols. Whether a message is encoded in binary, string or other format is of concern at 
mee message encoding level. Several agent communication languages exist, for example KQML 
orr FIPA-ACL. 

http://www.acklin.nl/agentcities
http://gaper.swi.psy.uva.ril/rjeangenerator
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Wee focus on the ideas motivating the FIPA standardization, because it is supported in the 
agentt community1. On top of the agent communication language, FIPA has adopted the idea of 
ontology-basedd communication from [Neches et al., 1991], where the meaning and intention of 
messagee contents is specified in message content ontologies. In order to share semantics, agents 
committ to shared message content ontologies. The agent engineer is free to design and implement 
thee communication model of the agent around message content ontologies. The only requirement 
iss that the content of messages exchanged commit to one or more message content ontologies. In 
thiss case, agents can interact without having to negotiate about message structure and message 
content.. A similar approach can be found in Open-EDI [Weigand and Hasselbring, 2001]. 

Thee problem addressed in this chapter is defined by [FIPA, 2001] as: 

"Despitee its crucial importance for guaranteeing the exchange of content information 
amongg agents, (...) a suitable "Reference Model" for ontologies needs to be estab
lished." " 

Thee assumption is that agents share a common Reference Model that provides the proper 
semanticss in message-based communication. Specific message content ontologies will be based 
onn this Reference Model. The question is, what such a Reference Model could look like and how 
agentss can generate and interpret messages that commit to such a Reference Model. 

Inn the remainder, we give a brief introduction on ontologies. Next, we discuss a layered frame
workk containing a Reference Model for message content ontologies, in which we sketch an ideal 
world,, where agents are capable of various ontological operations. Then, we discuss a pragmatic 
approachh to the Reference Model based on the current state-of-the art in agent technology, which 
iss applied in a case study on legal services. We conclude this chapter by a discussion on the two 
approachess and issues arising from this work. 

6.22 Ontologies in a Nutshell 

Ann ontology is defined by [Studer et al., 1998] as: 

Ann ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization. A "con
ceptualization"" refers to an abstract model of some phenomenon in the world by hav
ingg identified the relevant concepts of that phenomenon. "Explicit" means that the 
typee of concepts used, and the constraints on their use are explicitly defined. (...) 
"Formal"" refers to the fact that the ontology should be machine-readable. "Shared" 
reflectss the notion that an ontology captures consensual knowledge, that it is not pri
vatee to some individual, but accepted by a group. 

Accordingg to van Heist and colleagues, ontologies can be classified according to the sub-
jectject of conceptualization [van Heijst et al., 1997]. A domain ontology specifies facts and con
straintss related to a specific domain. Many domain ontologies exist, such as engineering 
ontologiesontologies [Borst, 1997], mathematical ontologies [Gruber and Olsen, 1994], chemical ontolo
giess [Fernéndez-López et al., 1999] and medical ontologies such as Galen2. 

11 An alternative to FIPA is the Rosetta initiative(www.isi.edu/expect/projects/agents/rasetta.html) and available tech
nologyy (See, www.agentlink.org/software). In contrast to FIPA, the Rosetta architecture is based on middleware, which 
representsrepresents most of the agent's environment. This means that an agent should be equipped with an interface to the 
Rosettaa architecture. The drawback of this approach is that the agents are not loosely coupled to the agent environment. 

22 www.opengalen.org 

http://www.isi.edu/expect/projects/agents/rasetta.html
http://www.agentlink.org/software
http://www.opengalen.org
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AA generic ontology is similar to a domain ontology, however the concepts defined are generic 
acrosss many fields. Generic ontologies are also seen as upper-level ontology or top-level ontol
ogyy [Guarino, 1998]. Examples of generic concepts are object, event, and action. Upper-level 
ontologiess are produced by the standard upper ontology IEEE working group, Upper Cyc and 
SensusSensus33.. An application ontology conceptualizes information that can be used for a particular 
application.. In Section 6.3.2.1, we describe a number of application ontologies. This ontology is 
composedd of concepts from domain ontologies and generic ontologies. A representation ontology 
providess primitives that can be used to represent other ontologies. It provides a framework without 
makingg claims about the world. An example is "Open Knowledge Base Connectivity (OKBC)"4, 
whichh provides a uniform model of knowledge based systems based on a common conceptualiza
tionn of classes, individuals, slots, facets, and inheritance. OKBC forms the basis of the ontology 
constructionn tool Protégé 20005 [Noy et al., 2000]. Another example of a representation ontol
ogyy is the Frame Ontology, which defines concepts in the form of frames or objects, allowing to 
describee hierarchies of classes with slots [Gruber, 1993]. 

Forr methodologies related to ontology engineering we refer to [Gomez-Perez, 1999, 
Noyy and McGuinness, 2001]. 

Inn the remainder of this chapter, we focus on specific subjects that are relevant for agent com
munication.. A number of agent communication ontologies are defined that model these subjects. 

6.33 Message Content Ontology Framework 

Inn this section, we discuss a theoretical approach to establish a Reference Model (cf. [FIPA, 2001]) 
forr message content ontologies. The framework consists of a collection of ontologies, which we 
referr to as agent communication ontologies. The basis of these ontologies is the speech acts the
oryy [Labrou et al., 1999, Shoham, 1993, Bond and Gasser, 1988]. Messages exchanged between 
agentss are annotated with speech acts, giving messages specific meanings. The theory originates 
fromm linguistics [Searle, 1969, Austin, 1976], where it is used to analyze human speech and text. 
AA speech act is composed of three components: locutionary act, illocutionary act and perlocu-
tionarytionary act. The locutionary act is concerned with the material generation of utterances. The 
illocutionaryillocutionary act is concerned with carrying out a speech act. An illocutionary act itself is com
posedd of an illocutionary force and a propositional content. An illocutionary force can be seen 
ass a performative, such as questioning, negotiating, ordering and asking to do something. The 
propositionalpropositional content is the object of the illocutionary force, such as problem, price, product or 
activity.. The perlocutionary act is concerned with the effect an illocutionary act has on the state 
off the receiver. We focus on the illocutionary force, which we refer to as performative. 

Linguistss have made a difference between explicit and implicit performatives [Austin, 1976]. 
Agentt Communication languages such as KQML and FIPA-ACL make use of explicit performa
tivess [Labrou et al., 1999]. Here, every agent utterance (i.e. the sending of a message) is seen 
ass a speech act, which is composed of a propositional content and a performative. The structure 
off a speech act is then of the form E(I(A)), where E is the explicit performative, I the implicit 
performativee and A the arguments of the directive6. For example, a message containing an explicit 

http://suo.ieee.org,, www.cyc.com/cyc-2-l/cover.html and www.isi.edu/natural-language/resources/sensus.html 
4Detailss on Open Knowledge Base Connectivity can be found at www.ai.sri.com/~okbc/. 
5http://protege.stanford.edu u 
6Inn more, detail E(I(A)) is the logical representation of a speech act. The actual representation of an utterance 

dependss on the languages of agent communication (ACL). For example, in SL it is possible to express multiple perfor
mativess in one utterance. 

http://suo.ieee.org
http://www.cyc.com/cyc-2-l/cover.html
http://www.isi.edu/natural-language/resources/sensus.html
http://www.ai.sri.com/~okbc/
http://protege.stanford.edu
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performativee is: promise{deliver(cd)), where promise is the performative (in this case a "com
missive,, because the speaker has committed him to a future course of action, c.f. [Searle, 1969]), 
deliverr the intended transaction and cd the argument. 

Mostt human communication does not explicitly express one of these types of speech acts. 
Forr example, one does not ask a question in the form of :"I direct you to the give me the price of a 
CD",, or "I assert the price of a CD to 30 EURO". In order to come close to human communication, 
wee will make use of implicit performatives. This means that we directly make use of a specific 
performative,, without declaring the type of performatives. The form of an utterance is in the form 
off 1(A)). For example, an utterance such as (Buy (CD :name "Mahler 1")) is to be read in a 
first-personn present declarative form [Labrou et al., 1999]. Hence, this message can be read as 
"hereby,, I declare that I want to buy the CD with the name Mahler 1". 

Conceptss such as CD can be found in an existing ontology, cf. [Cranefield and Purvis, 1999]. 
Thereforee we can reuse existing concepts and relations of these ontologies into our agent com
municationn ontology7. There are several methods to reuse and share ontologies, divided into 
syntacticall and semantic methods [Gomez-Perez, 1999, Pinto and Martins, 2000]. An example of 
aa syntactical method (which operates on the symbol level) is the translation of an ontology into 
anotherr ontology representation language. Semantic methods (which operate on the knowledge 
level),, includes merging of one ontology with another and mapping of one concept to another. 

Anotherr important communication theory is conversational interaction [Geis, 1995], which 
reasonss on the use of performatives by conversation members. In every conversation mere is at 
leastt one initiator and one other participant. Furthermore, there are rules that restrict the use of per
formatives.. For example, the manager and operators in the IB ROW architecture (see Section 5.3) 
engagee in interaction in order to collaborate. In the agent community, these rules are called pro-
tocols.tocols. Every participant in a conversation should follow these protocols. In our framework, we 
couplee protocols to roles. In communication theory this is called role-taking% [Levinson, 1991]. 
AA protocol can dictate that for every question asked, an answer has to be given. For example in 
thee IBROW architecture, if the broker asks a question to a librarian, both the broker and the li
brariann know what role to take and what performatives to use. So the broker as questioner sends 
ask(neededd competences) to a librarian. The librarian as agent questioned, responds with re-
ply(candidatee PSMs). 

6.3.11 Agent Communication Meta Ontology 

Thee Agent Communication Meta Ontology defines generic concepts necessary for agent commu
nication:: conversation domain concept, performative, protocol and agent role. The elements of 
thiss ontology are not explicitly used in the messages exchanged between agents. Rather, these 
elementss are used as reference by agents and agent engineers. Agents can use it to reason about 
interactionss with other agents. For example, when an agent decides to consult another agent, it 
cann select the appropriate vocabulary, performatives, protocol and role. When an agent engineer 
iss designing an agent he can configure the functions of the communication model of the agent. 

Inn order to bind the concepts together, a number of relations are defined: allowed concept, 
allowedd performative and allowed protocol. The relation allowed concept means that every 
performativee should contain one or more instances of domain concept. The relation allowed 
performativee denotes that every protocol contains an ordered number of performatives. Finally, 
thee relation allowed protocol tells that agent roles (part of the agent role ontology) should commit 

77 By reuse, we mean reusing one concept and related relations or the reuse of an entire branch of an ontology. 
8Otherr terms used are feed forward and empathy. 
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Figuree 6.1 
Agentt Communication Meta Ontology and a part of the Reference Model, showing the four subjects of agent com
munication:: domain concept, performative, protocol and agent role. The relations allowed concept, allowed 
performativee and allowed protocol bind the subjects together. The relation allowed concept means that every per
formativee should contain one or more instances of domain concept. The relation allowed performative denotes that 
everyy protocol contains an ordered number of performatives. The Ordered relation enables to describe the allowed 
sequencee of performatives in a protocol. The relation allowed protocol tells that agent roles (part of the agent role 
ontology)) should commit to one or more protocols. The relation between the performative and protocol metaclasses 
(fromm the Agent Communication Meta Ontology) and the Performative Ontology and Protocol Ontology (from the Ref
erencee Model) are op type <<instance>>. The elements of the Performative Ontology are discussed in Table 6.1. 
Inn Table 6.2, the elements of the Protocol Ontology are discussed. 

too one or more protocols. The subject represented by metaclasses and relations are illustrated in 

Figuree 6.1. 

6.3.22 Reference Model 

Thee four subjects of agent communication are defined into four agent communication ontologies: 
conversationconversation domain ontology, performative performative ontology, protocol ontology and the agent role on-

tology.tology. These four agent communication ontologies form the Reference Model. The relations 
betweenn the ontologies are illustrated in Figure 6.2. 

Thee Reference Model is an instantiation of the Agent Communication Meta Ontology. The re
lationss between the Agent Communication Meta Ontology and the Reference Model are illustrated 
inn Figure 6.1. Below, we discuss the agent communication ontologies in detail. 
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rolesroles agents can play in conversations. 
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steersteer messages in conversation. 
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fromfrom the Reference Model, which are used 
byby agents to conversate with other agents. 

Figuree 6.2 
Thee agent communication ontologies represented by UML packages. The dependencies (i.e. the dashed arrowed lines, 
whichh are to be read as "source depends on destination") show the relations between the ontologies. The Agent Com
municationn Meta Ontology defines the subjects for agent communication ontologies: conversation domain concepts, 
performatives,, protocols and agent roles. The Reference Model is an i n s t a n t i a t i o n of the Agent Communication 
Metaa Ontology. The Reference Model makes use of the four agent communication ontologies. Finally, the Message 
Contentt Ontology instantiates elements from the Reference Model. 

6.3.2.11 Conversation Domain Ontology 

AA conversation domain ontology defines the vocabulary used in the propositional content of con
versationss related to a domain. Examples are price, product, answer, question, proposal, offer, 
name,, person and address. Furthermore, it defines the structure of a domain, for example a prod
uctt has a price, a question has zero or more answers, an offer is related to one product, a person 
hass a name and an address. 

Severall ontologies are available that can be used in the design of conversation domain ontolo
gies.. Elements of existing ontologies can be imported, adapted or translated into other ontologies. 
Severall ontologies exists for identifying products in an electronic commerce applications through 
productt descriptions,such as S95, the United Nations Standard Products and Services Codes, E-
cl@ss,, and RosettaNet9. 

See,, www.s95.info, www.unspsc.org, www.eclass.de and www.rosettanet.org 

http://www.s95.info
http://www.unspsc.org
http://www.eclass.de
http://www.rosettanet.org
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6.3.2.22 Performative Ontology 

Thee performative ontology defines performatives that are based on the Speech Acts the
ory.. The Speech Acts theory is introduced into Agent Communication Languages to de
signn agent communication as close to human communication as possible [Labrou et al., 1999], 
Inn traditional information exchange between systems, messages are only pieces of 
dataa [Weigand and Hasselbring, 2001]. In order to create a social effect, such as creating an obli
gation,, performatives are added to messages. In a traditional setting one service would send a 
messagee (CD :name "Mahler 1") to a musicshop service, intending to buy a CD. Both services 
"know"" that when one service sends a reference to a CD, that it wants to buy a CD. In agent 
systems,, an agent would send the message (buy (CD :name "Mahler 1")), where the buy perfor
mativee can be seen as a speech act (the message is an attempt to perform a transaction between a 
buyerr and a seller). 

Thee idea behind Speech Acts is that sentences can be categorized into particular types. We 
followw the classification as suggested by [Searle, 1969], see table 6.1. In this classification there are 
fivefive basic categories of performatives (illocutionary forces): Representatives, Commissives, 
Directives,, Declaratives and Expressives. Representatives are speech acts that represent some 
statee of affairs. For example, asserting facts about a domain, such as telling the price of a CD. 

Commissivess are speech acts that commit the speaker to some future course of action. In an 
economicc setting, this can be used to have agents committing to a contract. For example, promising 
too perform a job in the future, such as: "at noon, I will buy a CD". Directives are speech acts whose 
intentionn is to get the addressee to carry out some action. For example, asking a question related 
too a domain, such as "what is the price of CD X?". Declaratives are speech acts that themselves 
bringg about a state of affairs and which are spoken by a recognized authority. In order to give a 
ManagerManager control over Operators, an Operator has to see a Manager as an authority. For example, 
ann Manager instructs an Operator how to perform its activities. Expressives are speech acts that 
indicatee the speaker's psychological state or mental attitude. For example, one agents "thanks" 
anotherr agent for its services. 

PerformativePerformative Description Examples 

Representative Representative 

Commissives Commissives 

Declaratives Declaratives 

Directives Directives 

Expressives Expressives 

informm the addressee of some state of affairs 

committ  the speaker  to futur e course of action 

"representatives""  spoken by a recognized 
authority ,, such as a manager, director  or  president 
attemptss by the speaker  to get the 
addresseee (or  receiver) to do something 

expresss a psychological state 

asserting,asserting, concluding, describing 
"Th ee price of every CD is 30 EURO." 
promising,promising, threatening, offering and vowing 
"I ff  you buy 10 CDs, the price is 23 EURO." 
marrying,marrying, naming, and firing from employment 
" II  allow this shop to sell CDs." 
requesting,requesting, questioning and commanding 
"Wha tt  is the price of a CD7* 
"Cann I buy this CD?" 
greeting,greeting, thanking and congratulating 
"Than kk you for  buying this CD!" 

Tablee 6.1 
Fivee basic categories of performatives (illocutionary forces), cf. [Searle, 1969]. 

Severall variations of the categorization of Searle exist, see [Austin, 1976, Singh, 1998, 
Ferber,, 1999]. Also in the Agent Field, specializations of Speech Acts have been reported. A num
berr of explicit performatives are specified by Haddadi and FTPA, which can also be used as implicit 
performatives.. Haddadi has defined a library of communication types [Haddadi, 1995]. A selec
tionn of these types is: Require, Order, Reject, Ask and Reply. FTPA has specified: Accept Pro-
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posall (which can be seen as an instance of a "representative"), Call for Proposal (directive), Con
firmm (commissive), Inform (representative), and request (directive) [FTPA, 2002d]. These perfor
mativee or communicative types are either representatives, directives or commissives [Singh, 1998]. 
Forr example, the performative inform is supposed to give information and request corresponds to 
aa demand for information. In order to allow authority, which is needed to construct organizational 
relationss such as a Manager-Operator relation, "Declaratives" are needed. Furthermore, to allow 
learningg based on feedback, the speech act "Expressive" is needed. For example, a Manager can 
givee positive or negative feedback on the activities performed by an Operator in order to learn the 
Operatorr coordination pattern. 

6.3.22 J Protocol Ontology 

Nextt to individual message exchange, agents engage in conversations. Conversations can be seen 
ass a shared sequence of messages that agents follow [Labrou et al., 1999], We have expressed the 
notionn of sequencing between allowed type of messages by the O r de r ed relation in Figure 6.1. In 
orderr to guide conversations, (interaction) protocols can be used that restrict the allowed sequence 
off performatives. Examples of shared sequences are negotiations [Chavez and Maes, 1996] and 
auctionss [Rodriguez-Aguilar et al., 1998]. The shared sequences of performatives are defined in 
thee protocol ontology. For example, a directive, such as a question, should be followed by an 
representativee to answer the question. The Protocol Ontology of the Reference Model, contains 
aa number of generic protocols, which can be seen as a Reference Model for conversations see 
Tablee 6.2. 

ProtocolProtocol Description 

FlPAFlPA -Query asking for information 

FIPA-RequestFIPA-Request requesting to perform an 

FIPA-AuctionFIPA-Auction bid on object 

ExampleExample utterance 

AA to B (directive): 
BB to A (commissive): 
BB to A (representative): 

actionn A to B (directive): 
BB to A (commissive): 
BB to A (commissive): 
AA to B, C (directive): 
BB to A (commissive): 
CC to A (commissive): 
AA to B, C (representative) 

exchangedd between two or more agents 

"Whatt is the price of a CD?" 
"Agreee to answer the question." 
"Thee price of a CD is 30 EURO." 
"Cann you order a CD?" 
"Agreee to perform the action." 
"Thee CD will arrive next week." 
"Whoo wants to buy this CD?" 
"II bid 20 EURO." 
"II bid 18 EURO." 
"Soldd to A, for 20 EURO." 

NegotiateNegotiate negotiate on object AA to B (directive): 
BB to A (commissive): 
AA to B (representative): 
BB to A (commissive): 
AA to B (representative): 

"Whatt is the price of a CD?" 
"II offer the CD for 30 EURO." 
"II reject, price too high." 
"II offer the CD for 25 EURO." 
"II accept." 

SuperviseSupervise coordinate an agent or process M to A (declarative): 
AA to M (commissive): 
MM to A (directive): 
AA to M (representative): 
MM to A (directive): 
AA to M (representative): 
MM to A (directive): 
MM to A (expressive): 

"Followw my instructions." 
"Agree." " 
"Findd a CD shop." 
"II found a CD shop." 
'Tryy to buy a CD for less then 28 EURO.' 
"II bought a CD for 25 EURO." 
"Sendd CD to address X." 
"Youu did a good job." 

Tablee 6.2 
AA selection of types of protocols and descriptions. The FIPA-Query, FIPA-Request and FIPA-Auction protocols orig
inatee from the FIPA standards (cf. [FIPA, 2002h, FIPA, 2002h, FIPA, 2002e]) and are extended with speech act cate
goriess and examples related to the musicshop domain. The Negotiate and Supervise protocols are added to illustrate the 
varietyy of possible protocols. In the example column, the letters "A", "B", "C" and "M" represent names of agents. 
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FIPAA has defined a number of interaction protocols. For example the FLPA-REQUEST 
protocoll specifies that a request performative should be followed by a refuse, or an 
agreee [FIPA,2002h]. After the agree performative, the performative failure and inform are 
allowed. . 

Otherr interaction protocols deal with the Contract Net [FIPA, 2002e] and Auctions, such as 
thee English auction [FIPA, 2002g] and the Dutch auction [FIPA, 2002f]. In addition, Haddadi has 
definedd a library of message patterns [Haddadi, 1995]. Examples are, that an order performative 
hass to be followed by a report performative, require has to be followed by agree or reject, and 
proposee has to be followed by request, require or reject. 

Inn Table 6.3 we have placed the performatives as given in Table 6.1 against the protocols as 
givenn in Table 6.2, in order to illustrate the AllowedPerformative relation. As shown, a number 
off performatives are required (+) or optional (*). The three existing protocols, Query, Request and 
Auction,Auction, allow the agree performative that confirms a directive. We see the agree performative 
ass a commissive, which is optional. The idea is that agentss "agree" on how to negotiate. Examples 
off agreements are the number of negotiation rounds, number of participants, object of negotiation 
andd rule setting. 

PerformativesPerformatives / Protocols 

Query Query 
Request Request 
Auction Auction 
Negotiate Negotiate 
Supervise Supervise 

RepresentativeRepresentative Commissives Declaratives Directives Expressives 

++  + + 
** * + 
++ + + 
++ + * + * 

++ * *  + * 

Tablee 63 
Exampless of the Allowed Performative Relation relation, on the basis of the Performatives as given in Table 6.1 and 
protocolss as given in Table 6.2. In this relation, performatives are required (+) or optional (*). 

AA negotiation protocol is also called the "rule of encounter", which enables agents to share 
allowedd sequences of performatives in a negotiation [Lomuscio et al., 2003]. In our negotiate 
protocol,, directives are used to ask a participant of a negotiation for an offer, such as the price. In 
response,, a commissive is used to offer a bid. Next, representatives are used to react positively or 
negativelyy on a bid. 

Inn our supervision protocol, directives are used by an agent with a manager role to instruct its 
subordinates,, such as an operator. The operator responds with representatives to report the result 
off the instructions. The use of the expressive performative can play a role in learning situations, 
becausee it enables a feedback, such as rewarding. Taking a situation where a manager supervises 
ann operator, the manager could use feedback in the form of expressives, to teach the operator how 
too perform its activities. In the end, the operator could operate without direct supervision of the 
manager. . 

Ontologiess that can be used as the basis of protocol ontologies are the Enterprise Ontol
ogyy [Uschold et al., 1998] and the Toronto Virtual Enterprise [Gruninger and Fox, 1994]10. 

63.2.44 Agent Role Ontology 

Thee agent role ontology defines the roles that agents can play in conversations. An agent role 
definess the responsibility and allowed behavior of an agent. In the Reference Model, we modeled 

'Seee www.aiai.ed.ac.uk/~ entprise/enterprise/ontology.html and www.eil.utoronto.ca/tove/toveont.html 

http://www.aiai.ed.ac.uk/~
http://www.eil.utoronto.ca/tove/toveont.html
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responsibilityy and allowed behavior of an agent as the protocols and agent is allowed to use. This 
iss represented by the allowed protocol relation in Figure 6.1. 

Wee already discussed a number of agent roles: Operator and Manager (see Section 2.2 
(p.9)),, Broker and Librarian (see Section 5.2 (p.86)) and an agent platform's Directory Fa
cilitatorr (DF) and Agent Manager Service (AMS) (see Section 3.4.1 (p.54)). Furthermore, 
inn an e-commerce setting there are roles, such as supplier, producer, partner, and con
sumerr [Weigand and Hasselbring, 2001]. 

63.33 Message Content Ontology 

MessageMessage content ontologies can be used by agents to discuss about facts, beliefs, hypotheses and 
predicationss related to specific domains. Hence, a message content ontology makes use of a 
conversationn domain, performative, protocol and agent role ontologies. When agents want to 
communicate,, the appropriate message content ontology is selected. 

Basedd on the type of conversation, the required domain concepts and relations, performatives 
andd protocols, and agent roles are referred to (i.e. instantiated). In our framework, a Message 
Contentt Ontology instantiates elements from the Reference Model (cf. Figure 6.2). 

Severall examples of message content ontologies can be found in the agent literature and agent 
programmingg manuals: Agent Management Ontology, Currency ontology and Cinema Service 
Ontology.Ontology. We briefly discuss these ontologies and relate them to our agent communication on
tologies. . 

Thee FIPA Agent Management Ontology is a message content ontology used for conver
sationss between (visiting) agents and the agents on a FIPA compliant agent platform 
(cf.. [FIPA, 2002c]): the AMS (agent management service) and the DF (directory facilita
tor).. In order for a (visiting) agent to work on an agent platform, it has to behave according 
too an agent life cycle (as discussed in Section 3.4) [FIPA, 2002c]. Every (visiting) agent that 
wantss to join an agent platform should register itself with the AMS and the DF. The AMS 
maintainss a register of physical agent addresses, and the DF maintains a register of agent 
servicee descriptions. If the agent decides to leave the agent platform, it should deregister 
itself. . 

Thiss ontology is composed of a number of performatives: register, deregister, search 
andd modify. Within our framework, the performatives register, deregister and modify 
aree of type "directive", because visiting agents use them to change the DF's register. For 
example,, the performative modify is used when an agent wants to change its address or 
service.. In case the agent wants to locate other agents, it can use the performative search. 
Thiss performative is of type directive, because it can be used to question the DF's register. 

Exampless of the relations between speech acts and domain concepts are: the performatives 
registerr requires the concept agent-description, which contains other properties such as 
namee to identify the agent, address to locate the agent and services to describe the ser
vicess the agent offers. Furthermore, the performative search requires the concept service, 
andd the performative modify requires the domain concept agent-description. Allowed 
sequencess of performatives are not specified in the ontology. 

Theree is a notion of visiting agent, DF and AMS. The role of a visiting agent is to register 
itselff on a platform and it can make use of the search, modify and deregister performative. 
However,, these roles in relation to protocols are not specified. 
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Thee Cambia Currency Ontology is a message content ontology used by an agent that pro
videss a service to make currency conversions between a number of currencies'l. An agent 
shouldd specify source and destination currency as well as the date, to determine the correct 
exchangee rate, and the amount. The ontology contains the performative convert, which 
requiress four domain concepts: from, to, rate and dateC. This performative is of type di
rective,, because it is used to request the currency agent. The concept from is used to denote 
thee source currency code (e.g. "USD") and the amount. To specify the target currency code 
(e.g.. "EUR"), the concept to is used. The concept rate specifies the type of conversation, 
thiss can be "cash", "inter-bank" or "credit card". Finally, the concept dateC contains the 
datee of conversion. There is no notion of role or protocol. 

Thee Tilab Cinema Representation Service Ontology is a message content ontology used by 
thee cinema broker agent that provides information concerning a selection of cinemas of the 
citiess of Turin and Paris12. One of the specified performatives is: provide-cinema-info (of 
typee directive) which can be used to question the cinema broker. The domain concepts are 
Show,, Cinema and CinemaPreference. The concept Show contains attributes related to 
timee of a show and price. The concept Cinema describes the address and contact details 
off a cinema. The preferences of a user, such as time and price are described in the concept 
CinemaPreference. . 

Theree is a notion of two roles: user agent and cinema broker. A user agent uses the 
performativee provide-cinema-info combined with the concept CinemaPreference to ask 
thee cinema broker, to acquire a list of available shows and cinemas. The relation between 
thee user agent that can use the performative provide-cinema-info and the cinema broker 
agents,, is not specified in the ontology. 

Inn the three examples, we can identify the notion of performative and domain concepts, and 
thee relation between the performatives and the allowed domain concepts. Roles, protocols and 
relationss between roles, protocols and performatives are not specified. The reason for this is that 
thesee ontologies are applied in relative simple agent systems, with a limited number of agents, 
reasoningg capabilities and possible interactions. Furthermore, these ontologies are designed "ad 
hoc".. Another message content ontology that is used by agents in an agent-based supply chain 
managementt system, can be found in Section 2.5.4 (p.27). 

6.3.44 Message Content Ontology Creation 

Inn our approach, there are two steps for defining a message content ontology: identification of 
conversationconversation specific concepts and specification of conversation specific concepts. This process is 
illustratedd in Figure 6.3. 

Inn the first step: Identification of Conversation Specific Concepts, the required conversa
tionn specific concepts for the Message Content Ontology are defined. This step takes as input the 
Agentt Communication Meta Ontology and the ontologies of the Reference Model: the Con
versationn Domain, Agent Role, Performative and Protocol Ontology (see Figure 6.1). On 
thee Agent Communication Meta Ontology level, the classes of the Reference Model are seen as 
instances13.. The result of this step is (technically) an object diagram that shows the needed con-

111 See http://zurich.agentcities.whitestein.ch/Services/Cambia.html. 
l2Seee http://jade.cselt.it/AgentCities/CinemaRepresentati veServiceDescription.htm. 
13Too define a class based on a metaclass, one has to make an instantiation of a metaclass. 

http://zurich.agentcities.whitestein.ch/Services/Cambia.html
http://jade.cselt.it/AgentCities/CinemaRepresentati
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ceptss for a conversation (see Figure 6.4). On the level of the Reference Model, the instances of the 
objectt diagram are seen as classes. 

Inn the second step: Specification of Conversation Specific Concepts, the defined conversa
tionn specific concepts will be specified in detail. The step takes the object diagram and a selection 
off external ontologies as input. The attributes for the classes are defined in the Reference Model 
andd linked to other, possibly already existing, classes. The result is a message content ontology 
representedd as a class diagram(see e.g. Figure 6.5). 

Thee idea is that the conversation specific concepts can make use of classes imported from other 
ontologies. . 

seee Table 6.1 seesee Table 6.2 

seesee Fig. 6.1 

agentt comunication 
metaa ontology 

(metaa class diagram) 

performative e 
ontology y 

protocol l 
ontology y externall ontologies 

conversationn domain 
ontology y 

agentt role 
ontology y 

identificationn of 
conversationn specific 

concepts s 

conversation n 
specificc concepts 
(objectt diagram) 

specificationn of 
conversationn specific 

concepts s 

e.g.e.g. Fig. 6.4 

messagee content 
ontology y 

(classs diagram) 

e.g.e.g. Fig. 6.5 

Figuree 6.3 
Inferencee diagram showing the process of message content ontology creation. The step Identification of Conversation 
Specificc Concepts takes as input the agent communication meta ontology, conversation domain, agent role, 
performativee and protocol ontologies. The result of this step is (technically) an object diagram that shows the needed 
conceptss for a conversation. The step specification of conversation specific concepts takes the object diagram and 
aa selection of external ontologies as input. The result is a message content ontology represented as a class diagram. 
Wheree applicable, links to figures, tables or examples in this chapter are given. 

Inn the next two sections, we discuss identification of conversation specific concepts and speci-
ficationfication of conversation specific concepts in detail. 

6.3.4.11 Identification of Conversation Specific Concepts 

Conversationn specific concepts are defined based on generic classes of the Agent Communication 
Metaa Ontology. In order to illustrate the process of creating the required classes of a message 
contentt ontology, we define an example in an electronic commerce domain, because it is a pop
ularr domain for agent systems [Luck et al., 2003]. Agents can represent parties that want to do 
business,, such as buying and selling items. Both the buying agent and the selling agent will try to 
negotiatee in order to get the best deal. An example of a negotiation is bargaining for the price of a 
CDD in a musicshop. 
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Inn our example, we start with defining roles needed for CD bargaining: buyer and seller. The 
buyerr role has as goal to buy a CD for a reasonable price. The role of seller is to sell as many CDs 
ass possible. In order to have the two roles negotiate with each other, we defined two protocols: 
cdNegotiationBuyy and cdNegotiationSell. The first protocol is coupled to the buyer and allows 
thee performatives: ask, buy, reject and abort. The second protocol is coupled to the seller and 
allowss the performatives: offer and abort. The performative ask is used by the buyer to start a 
negotiationn by asking for the price of CD. The seller can offer a price, which the buyer can accept 
byy using buy or continue the negotiation by using reject. Both roles can break off the negotiation 
byy using the performative abort. The domain concepts involved are CD and price. The concept 
CDD refers to the item subject of negotiation. The concept price refers to the argumentation used 
inn the negotiation. 

Thee instantiation of the required conversation specific concepts is illustrated in Figure 6.4. 
Thiss object diagram shows the required conversation specific concepts for the musicshop exam
ple,, as instances of the Agent Communication Meta Ontology (e.g. the object CD is an instance 
off the metaclass Concept). The name of an object is composed of the identification of an ob
ject,, followed by the name of the metaclass (e.g. Concept, Directive, Negotiate and AgentRole). 
Forr example, the object Buy is an instance of the metaclass Representative. The relations be
tweenn the objects are inherited from the Agent Communication Meta Ontology. As illustrated 
inn Figure 6.1, the relation between AgentRole and Negotiation (which is of type Protocol) is 
allowedd protocol. The relations between the Protocols and the directives, commissive and 
representativee (which are of type Performative is allowed performative. The relation between 
thee Performatives and the Concepts is of type allowed concept. 

Conversation n 
Domain n 
Ontology y 

cd;; Concept 

Performative e 
Ontology y 

huvv : RenmsBtitativB 

reject:reject: Rmrnsentativfi 

ahnrtt  Rpprpcpntatiua 

Protocol l 
Ontology y 

cdNeaoliationBtivv : Negotiate 

rflMpgntiatinnSclll Mpflntiata 

Agentt Role 
Ontology y 

Figuree 6.4 
Objectt diagram showing the conversation-specific concepts as instances of the agent communication meta ontology. 
Thee placements of the object resemblances the sequence of metaclass place placement in Fig. 6.1. From left to right, 
thee sequence is Concept, type of Performative, type of Protocols and AgentRole. The name of an object is composed 
off the identification of an object, followed by the name of the metaclass. The object CD is an instance of metaclass 
Concept.. The relations between the objects are inherited from the agent communication meta ontology, see Figure 6.1. 
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6.3.4.22 Specification of Conversation Specific Concepts 

Inn order to make the switch from the metalevel to the domain level, we map the defined instances 
off the Reference Model onto classes. For example, the instances defined in Figure 6.4 are mapped 
onn the classes in Figure 6.5. The purpose of this step is to elaborate (i.e. make the generic classes 
specific)) on the definition of the conversation specific concepts in terms of properties (or attributes) 
andd relations. We refer to [Noy and McGuinness, 2001] for ways to define the properties of these 
classes.. The resulting class diagram is illustrated in Figure 6.5. 

Musicshop p 
Messagee Content Ontology 

CD D 

+title[1]:: String 
+artisl[1]] : String 
+content[ll . . * ] : CDCatalog.Track 

Ask k 

1 1 

Buy y 

+payement[ll;; Cyc.Wonder-Tender-Type 

Reject t 

II J 9 

cdNegotiationBu y y 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

Price e 

+value[1]:: float 
+currency[1):: Currency. CurrencyCode 

Abor t t 

+reason[l]:: String 

Offer r 

+validity[1]] : Date 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

Buyer r 

+localName[1]] : String 
+aid[1]:: AgentManagement.AID 
+represents[1]] : LegalEntity 

Seller r 

+localName[1]] : Siring 
+aid[1]:: AgentManagement.AID 
+represents[1]] : LegalEntity 

cdNegotiationSel l l 

1 1 

Figuree 6.5 
Classs diagram showing the design of the Musicshop Message Content Ontology. The attribute types which contain 
aa dot refer to imported types. For example, in class CD, the member content is of type Track imported from the 
ontologyy CDCatalog. There is no explicit relation defined between the concepts CD and Price, because they are not 
coupledd within conversations. This means that the two concepts are not used within one utterance. The two concepts 
aree implicitly related via the performatives Ask, Buy, Offer and Reject. 

Forr our example, the concept CD is equipped with the attributes title, artist and content. 
Thee attribute content is described using the concept Track for individual track identification. The 
conceptt Track is imported from the ontology for a catalog system for a classical music compact 
discc publisher [Cranefield and Purvis, 1999]. We refer to this ontology by "CDCatalog". Other 
wayss to identify products in an electronic commerce setting are defined in Section 6.3.3. An 
alternativee to the CDCatalog is the Music Domain Ontology, which contains concepts that can be 
usedd to describe music and/or songs on the basis of composer, musical instruments, musicians and 
style14. . 

Thee concept price contains the attributes value and currency. The currency attribute is of 
typee CurrencyCode, which is imported from the currency ontology that specifies the "three letter 

l4See,, www.daml.org/ontologies/276 

http://www.daml.org/ontologies/276
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currencyy codes" as defined by ISO 421715. Given this attribute, the agents involved could use the 
abovee described currency conversation service. 

Thee performative Buy makes use of the attribute payment of type Money-Tender-Type, 
whichh is imported from the Cyc upper level ontology16. This concept defines types of the payment 
form,, such as credit card, cash and cyber coin. When the buyer wants to actually buy a CD, the 
buyerr can also negotiate on the way of payment. 

Inn order to summarize the process from Agent Communication Meta Ontology to message 
contentt ontology, we have described a "trace" in Figure 6.6. As shown, the class buy is an instan
tiationn of the class Representative from the Performative Ontology. The class Representative 
iss an instance of the metaclass Performative from the Agent Communication Meta Ontology. The 
classs Buy makes use of the class Money-Tender-Type of the external ontology Cyc, to describe 
thee attribute payment. 

Agentt Communication 
Metaa Ontology 

«metaclass" " 
Performative e 

«instance» » 

Referencee Model 

Performative e 
Ontology y 

Representativ e e *---

Externall Ontology 
Cyc c 

Money-Tender-Typ e e 

«instance» » 

Musicshop p 
Messagee Content 
Ontology y 

Buy y 

«import»» 1 

Figuree 6.6 
Thee process from Agent Communication Meta Ontology to Message Content Ontology. As shown the class buy in the 
Messagee Content Ontology is an instantiation of the class Representative from the Performative Ontology. The class 
Representativee is an instance of the metaclass Performative from the Agent Communication Meta Ontology. 

6.3.55 Message Content Ontology Application 

Inn order to discuss a message content ontology in action, we show how agents apply the musicshop 
ontology.. In an ideal world, we can assume that all agents are capable of handling imported parts 
off message content ontologies. Problems related to ontology integration include mapping between 
differentt types of languages, versions of ontologies and levels of detail. For a discussion on the use 
off ontologies we refer to [Uschold and Griininger, 1996]. Furthermore, we assume that the agents 
aree FIPA-Compliant, meaning that they have registered themselves at an agent platform and know 
howw to consult a platform's DF (directory facilitator, i.e. an agent platform's yellow pages). 

15seee www.daml.ecs.soton.ac.uk/ont/currency.daml 
"Thee Cyc upper ontology is reused in the HPKB-UPPER-LEVEL ontology. The Cyc ontology can be found at 

www.cyc.com. . 

http://www.daml.ecs.soton.ac.uk/ont/currency.daml
http://www.cyc.com
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Beloww a part of a conversation is given, which is composed of four stages. The conversation 
inn the third stage makes use of the Musicshop message content ontology. In the first stage, where 
agentt B consults the DF to find an agent that represents a CDshop, the FD?A Agent Management 
Messagee Content Ontology (see also Section 6.3) is used. Then, agent B starts a negotiation 
withh agent S (the agent suggested by the DF) on how to follow the message content ontology. 
Thiss part of the conversation is based on the negotiation protocol and makes use of the Execution 
NegotiationNegotiation Message Content Ontology. Next, the agents start the actual negotiation by arguing 
onn the price of a CD on basis of the Musicshop ontology and the negotiation protocol. Finally, the 
agentss argue on the actual payment using the Payment Negotiation Message Content Ontology. 
Wee added the Execution Negotiation and Payment Negotiation Message Content Ontologies to 
illustratee how agents can switch between multiple message content ontologies. 

1:1: service location (using the FIPA Agent Management Message Content Ontology) 
®® agent B to DF: (Search (service-description :type "CDShop")) 
®® DF to agent B: (Agree (Search (service-description :type "CDShop"))) 
<S>> DF to agent B: (Result (AID name: "agent S")) 

2:2: execution negotiation (using the Execution Negotiation Message Content Ontology) 
3)) agent B to agent S: (Ask (Ontology)) 
@@ agent S to agent B: (Answer (Ontology name: "Musicshop")) 
®® agent B to agent S: (Tell (Role name: "buyer")) 
®® agent S to agent B: (Tell (Role name: "seller")) 

3:3: actual negotiation (using the MusicShop Message Content Ontology) 
(£)) buyer to seller: (Ask (CD :title "the best of' :artist "Paolo Conte")) 
®® seller to buyer: (Offer (Price :value "19.90" xurrency "EUR") validity "18/02/2004") 
®® buyer to seller: (Reject :reason "price too high") 
®® seller to buyer: (Offer (Price :value "18.50" currency "EUR") validity "18/02/2004") 
®® buyer to seller: (Reject :reason "price too high") 
®® seller to buyer: (Offer (Price :value "18.00" currency "EUR") validity "18/02/2004") 
®® buyer to seller: (Buy (CD :title "the best of' :artist "Paolo Conte") :payment "credit-card" ) 

4:4: payment negotiation (using the Payment Negotiation Message Content Ontology) 
®® seller to buyer: (Ask (CreditCard)) 
d>> buyer to seller: (Offer (CreditCard :number "1111 2222 3333 4444" :validity "1203")) 
®® seller to buyer: (Reject :reason "credit card not valid") 
®® buyer to seller: (Offer (CreditCard :number "2222 3333 4444 5555" ivalidity "0105")) 
®® seller to buyer: (Accept :comment "CD will be delivered within 1 week") 

Inn the first stage, agent B sends message ® to the agent platform's DF to search for an agent 
thatt offers services belonging to the "CDshop" domain. After a lookup in the DF's repository, the 
DFF suggests to contact agent S with message <D. The conversation between the DF and agent S, 
aree based on the Agent Management Ontology, see Section 6.3.3 and [FIPA, 2002c]. The applied 
protocoll in this conversation is the Request-Protocol. 

Inn the second stage, agent B and agent S start a discussion on how to perform the negotiation. 
Twoo decisions are made: one on the message content ontology (see messages <S) and <D) to apply 
andd on the division of roles (see messages ® and ®). From here on agent B plays the role of 
"buyer"" and agent S plays the role of "seller". More work on ontology negotiation can be found 
inn [Bailin and Truszkowski, 2001]. Here we assume that the imported ontologies used in the mu
sicshopp ontology are available (e.g. via an online ontology repository). If not, the agents should be 
capablee of finding a substitute ontology or can decide to stop the negotiation. In addition, version 
problemss have to be solved. For example, agent A and agent S make use of different versions of 
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thee musicshop ontology or one or more of the imported ontologies. We assume that the agents are 
capablee of detecting version problems and are capable of resolving it, by upgrading to a common 
version.. There can also be problems related to the level of detail of the imported ontologies. For 
example,, one attribute can be of a type in an upper ontology and another in an application ontol
ogy.. In this case, we assume that the agents are capable of building mappings or bridges between 
levelss of detail. The applied protocol in this conversation is the negotiation-protocol. 

Inn the third stage, the buyer begins the actual negotiation, based on the Musicshop ontology 
andd the negotiation-protocol. The negotiation starts with message ® using the action Ask com
binedd with the concept CD to ask for an offer of the seller. The seller responds with message @, 
whichh has the action Offer including a validity attribute and the object Price. The validity attribute 
iss used to refer to the validity of the offer for this particular CD. Next, the buyer sends message 
CDD containing the action Reject and a reason, in order to reject the offer. The seller responds 
withh message ® containing a new Offer, which is rejected by message ®. The offer in and ® is 
acceptedd by the buyer, and sends message ® to the seller, which contains the action Buy. 

Finally,, in the fourth stage, the seller and buyer try to settle the payment, which is based on 
thee negotiation-protocol. As shown, the seller asks the buyer for details on the selected payment 
form,, i.e. "credit card". The first answer of the buyer is rejected due to an invalid credit card. The 
secondd answer of the buyer is accepted and a delivery date is offered. 

6.3.66 Agent Design 

Inn Table 6.4, a 5C model of the buyer agent is shown. In order to perform the conversation 
describedd above, the communication model has to be able to interact with other agents, such as 
sellers,, based on available message content ontologies. The environment model will search for 
otherr agents (such as the seller agent), store details on known agents and manage contracts (such 
ass the promise to buy a CD) with other agents. The self model contains the role of the agent, 
i.e.. Buyer and instructs the planner model to behave accordingly. The planner model will select 
thee appropriate taks based on the instructions of the self model. Finally, the competence model 
decidess on offers from the seller and can make payments. Furthermore, it has details on the current 
offerr and on available payment forms. 

model l 
communication communication 

competence competence 
self self 
planner planner 
environment environment 

function n 
executionn negotiation, actual negotiation, 
paymentt negotiation 

decidee on offer, make payments 
determinee role, instruct planner 
taskk selection, plan tasks 
searchh for sellers, manage contracts 

domain n 
FIPAA Agent Management, Execution Negotiation, 
MusicShopp and Payment Negotiation 
Messagee Content Ontology 
currentt offer, available payment forms 
buyerr role 
agent'ss agenda 
knownn agents 

Tablee 6.4 
Thee five models of the buyer agent (according to the 5C Model) representing the its capabilities split up in function and 
domain. . 
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Ass shown, all 5 models of the 5C model are needed for agents interacting on the basis of 
thee Reference Model. One of the reasons for this overhead is due to pre-negotiation discussion. 
Agentss first have to decide what message content ontology to use and how to divide the agent roles 
(ass illustrated in phase 2 in the conversation discussed above). This possibility is appealing for 
aa system based on "Mutual Adjustment", see Section 3.3.3 (p.51). When using this coordination 
strategy,, the agent role ontology will contain explicit notion of roles, which are necessary, when 
agentss are capable of changing roles. 

6.44 Operationalization of Ontology-based Communication 

Inn the previous section we presented a framework containing a Reference Model. In this section, 
wee argue that not all parts of the Reference Model are always required for agent communication. 
Forr example, the agent role ontology is meant to model more elaborate roles, such as Manager and 
Operator.. One of the reasons to distribute the task of a system is to separate responsibilities, which 
aree connected to roles. Given, the current state of the art in agent technology, agent designers often 
choosee to have agents commit to one role, e.g. Broker, Librarian, Manager or Operator. Therefore, 
givenn the current state of the art, the use of agent roles can be seen as superfluous. Consequently, 
thee relation between protocols and agent roles can become redundant. For example, in the case 
off the FIPA Agent Management Ontology, visiting agents already know the existence of the AMS 
andd the DF. Even registration procedures (with the AMS and the DF) are hardwired in agent tool 
kitss as two separate agents [Bellifemine et al., 2003]. 

Mostt agents at this moment are relatively simple, in terms of reasoning power. One 
reasonn for that is that implementing agents with traditional AI languages is problem
aticc [Labrou et al., 1999]17. A lot of existing tools such as JADE are designed in Java, because 
off its popularity and of the availability of reusable components. Furthermore, more low level 
standardizationn has to be realized [Luck et al., 2003]. 

Thee role of a Reference Model is to provide means for agents and agent engineers to reason 
aboutt ontology-based agent communication. Therefore, we propose to use a Minimal Ontology, 
whichh only defines conversation specific concepts. The Minimal Ontology is discussed in detail 
inn Section 6.4.1.1. When designing relative simple agents using the current state of the art, the 
Minimall Ontology can be applied. 

Inn the remainder of this section, we answer the following two questions: How can ontologies 
forfor message content be designed? and How can messages be generated and interpreted, both 
onon the basis of a Minimal Ontology? The first question is related to ontology modeling. Typical 
issuess related to ontology modeling are, domain of interest, knowledge to be stored in the ontology 
andd the maintenance of the ontology [Noy and McGuinness, 2001]. The second question is related 
too the application of the ontology. In this case, ontologies are used to support relatively simple 
conversationss between relative simple agents. These conversations are built up out of multiple 
messages,, which can contain questions, answers, offers and so forth. 

6.4.11 Message Content Ontology Implementation 

Inn this section we present the minimal agent communication ontology. Followed by a method to 
definee message content ontologies based on the Minimal Ontology. Next, we discuss how message 

17Althoughh this claim originates from 1999, little is known on agents with considerable reasoning power, such as 
learningg and reasoning on different types of ontologies and knowledge 
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contentt ontologies can be mapped onto an implementation language. Finally, we discuss issues 
relatedd to message content ontology creation. 

6.4.1.11 Minimal Agent communication ontology 

Thee minimal agent communication ontology18, presented, is preliminary and contains only basic 
conceptss and relations based on the Agent Communication Meta Ontology. The idea is, that when 
wee gained enough experience with this Minimal Ontology, and possible conversations, extensions 
inn the direction of the Reference Model can be made. The trade-off is between expressive power 
andd usability. A Minimal Ontology that is very expressive may not be easy to use. For example, a 
Minimall Ontology could demand that the state of an agent and the overall goals of the system have 
too be specified. The idea could be that the sending agent, specifies its internal state and denotes 
forr what goal a message is sent. This could lead to an overload of information, where the agents 
spendd more time on processing information than on its actual task. 

Ass mentioned above, FIPA has specified ontology-based communication, in which the seman
ticss of message contents is specified in message content ontologies. The JADE toolkit has im
plementedd the FIPA specifications'9. The ontology handling functionalities within this toolkit are 
extendedd to explicit ontology handling. JADE is Java oriented, therefore ontology specifications 
havee to be expressed in Java code. This code will be part of the agent. 

Everyy concept in an ontology has to be defined as a Java Bean. A Java Bean is a special type 
off a Java class, which adheres to a specific design. A Java Bean has members (i.e. attributes) that 
cann be written with a s e t operation and be read with a ge t operation or an i s operation20. An 
examplee of a Java Bean is given in Figure 6.7. 

Onee of the content languages FIPA has described and for which tools are available is FIPA-
SLO211 [FIPA, 2002i]. The SLO representation of this class is (CD :name "the best of" :artist 
"Paoloo Conte"). We focus on the creation of the ontologies and use the SLO format to describe 
exampless of the content of messages. 

Forr every sent message, a translation from the internal Java instances to SLO, has to be made. 
Forr every received message, a translation from SLO representation to internal Java instances has to 
bee made. A more elegant alternativee functionality is to manipulate ontologies as external resources 
expressedd in SLO. However, no concrete implementation of a SLO knowledge base is available. 

Thee JADE toolkit offers limited ontology manipulation, we follow its (limited) view on on
tologies.. The reason for this is that a lot of agent engineers use the toolkit to develop agents in. 
Withinn the JADE toolkit, there are a limited number of basic ontological classes22 with corre
spondingg concepts that can form the basis of a Minimal Ontology. The candidate elements of the 
Minimall Ontology are Concept and Action, because they correspond with the domain concept and 
performativeperformative from our Reference Model. We neglect the notion of role and protocol in order to 
keepp the ontology minimal. 

AA Concept is a superclass of the domain concepts that are subject of discussion, such as good, 
price,, person, and address. This element refers to the conversation domain ontology. A Concept 
hass properties that can have values. For example, a CD can have the properties title and artist 
instantiatedd with the values "the best of' and "Paolo Conte". 

18Inn the remainder we refer to "minimal agent communication ontology" by "Minimal Ontology", 
"itt has successfully passed so called interoperability tests held by FIPA, see http://jade.cselt.it. 
^Thee i s operation is used to check the value of boolean typed members. 
211 SLO is a subset of FIPA-SL. The syntax of SL is based on s-expressions used in LISP, which are balanced paren

thesiss lists [Labrou et al., 1999]. 
"Thesee elements (i.e. Java classes) can be found in the jade .content package. 

http://jade.cselt.it
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publicc class CD extends Concept{ 
privatee String artist, title; 
privatee Collection tracks = new Collectionf); 
publicc void setArtist(String s) { artist = s;} 
publicc String getArtist() { return artist; } 
publicc void setTitle(String s) {title = s; } 
publicc String getTitle() { return title;} 
publicc void addTrack(Track t) {tracks.add(t);} 
publicc List getAIITracksO { return tracks;} 
publicc void removeTrack(Track t) {tracks.remove(t); } 
publicc void clearAIITracksO {tracks.clear();} 

} } 

CDD theCD = new CD(); 
theCD.setTitleOhee best of"); 
theCD.setArtist("Paoloo Conte"); 

Figuree 6.7 
Javaa bean class definition of the concept "CD" and a possible initialization. The first part of the code is the bean 
definition,, showing its members and se t and get methods. The second part shows how parts of the bean are filled. 

Ann Action is a superclass of the intentions (or performatives) that can change the world. This 
elementt refers to the performatives of the performative ontology. Examples of actions are sell, 
offer,, ask, tell, propose and buy. 

Everyy Action contains at least one Concept. This means that every action is coupled to one 
orr more objects in the world. For example, Buy is connected to a CD and offer is connected to 
aa price. Therefore, we include the relation AHowedConcept in the Minimal Ontology, to relate 
Conceptss to the Action class. 

Ann example message content ontology related to a musicshop is illustrated in Figure 6.8. As 
illustratedd the conversation specific concepts are defined as abstract classes (i.e. the classes printed 
inn italic letters) and not as meta classes. The reason for this is to keep the creation of message 
contentt ontologies less complicated compared to the Agent Communication Meta Ontology. We 
cann already see, a drawback of the Minimal Ontology, because, it does not include the possibility 
too define axioms and rules. For example, the rule that the seller has to respond with the action 
Offerr after receiving an action Ask, cannot easily be modeled in the ontology. 

Inn the remainder of this section, we discuss a tool that is a first attempt to automate agent 
coding.. With the use of Protégé message content ontologies can be defined based on the Minimal 
Ontology.. The ontologies defined within Protégé can be translated to Java code, which can be 
usedd for buildings agents with the JADE toolkit. 

6.4.1.22 Defining Message Content Ontologies 

Definingg a message content ontology means specializing the elements of the Minimal Ontology. In 
orderr to be able to use the current ontology editors to design our Minimal Ontology we decided to 
complyy with the OKBC knowledge model, used in Protégé 2000, Protégé 2000 is a commonly used 
ontologyy editor, which enables engineers to graphically model ontologies. Furthermore, additional 
functionalityy and storage formats can be "plugged in" into the system. An ontology within Protégé 
iss based on a frame-based (OKBC) knowledge model [Noy et al., 2000]. Therefore, ontologies 
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Figuree 6.8 
Musicshopp Message Content Ontology for a conversation in a CD shop (see also Figure 6.5 (p. 132)), based on the 
Minimall Ontology. The first class citizens of the Minimal Ontology are represented as abstract classes, which are 
printedd in italic letters. The associations between classes of type Action and Concept are of type AllowedConcept. 
Theree is no explicit relation defined between the concepts CD and Price, for the same reason described in the caption 
inn Figure 6.5 (p. 132). 

modeledd with this tool, can be mapped onto Java structures. 
Thee ontology model of Protégé consists of classes, slots and slot facets [Noy et al., 2000]. 

Classess are concepts in the domain of discourse, with which a taxonomie hierarchy can be con
structed.. Slots describe properties or attributes of these classes. A slot in itself is a frame that has 
aa type. This can be a primitive class, like String, Integer and Float, or an instance of another class. 
Furthermore,, a slot has a value. Slot facets (see Table 6.5) describe properties (or constraints) of 
slots. . 

FacetFacet Description Examples 

cardinalityy of a slot the number of values the slot can have. class person can only have one father (c = 1), 
i.e.. 0,1,N. class father can have multiple children (c = iV). 

allowedd values restriction of the value type of a slot. Integer, String, Instance of a class. 
numericc boundaries the minimum and maximum value the slot age is between 0 and 150. 

forr a numeric slot 
requiredd or optional whether a slot is required or not the slot name is required for the class person. 

Tablee 6.5 
Facetss of the slots part of ontologies within Protégé including description and examples. 
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Thee design of the musicshop ontology is given in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.8. As shown the 
conceptt CD has three slots: title, artist and tracks. The slots title and artist are modeled as String, 
aree required and the cardinality is single. This means that every instance of CD, such as the Paolo 
Conte'ss CD, needs exactly one title and artist. We also added the slot tracks, to define the content 
off a CD. The slot is defined as multiple instances, which means that the slot refers to a collection 
(sequence)) of instances of the type Track. Each class Track has the slots title and duration. 

Thee concept Price has two slots: value and currency. The slot value denotes the amount of 
thee price and currency the corresponding currency. In order to comply with the currency slot with 
internationall standards, the values of this slot could be restricted to an ontology that has defined 
internall currency codes. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO), a worldwide 
federationn of national standards bodies, has specified the ISO 4217 standard, which contains global 
currenciess and the three-character currency codes that are generally used to represent them23. In 
orderr to keep the ontology simple, this step is omitted by only considering EUROs, which is 
representedd by "EUR". 

Inn order to have the agents discuss on CDs in a musicshop setting, four Action types were 
modeled:: Buy, Ask, Reject and Offer. These actions can be used to negotiate on the price of 
CDs.. The actions correspond with the implicit performatives defined in Section 6.3.4. 
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Screenshott from Protégé containing the Musicshop Message Content Ontology based on the Minimal Ontology. 

Onee of the advantages of the Protégé tool is that other ontologies can be imported. Reposito
riess of existing ontologies ranging from Biological domains to market place product and service 
descriptions,, can be found at the Protégé community page and at the DAML site24. The languages 
usedd to represent these ontologies can range from XML, RDF, DAML-OIL, XMI, SQL to UML. 

See,, www.xe.com/iso4217.htm 

See,, http://protege.stanford.edu/ontologies.html and www.daml.org/data 

http://tasui.cs
http://www.xe.com/iso4217.htm
http://protege.stanford.edu/ontologies.html
http://www.daml.org/data
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6.4.1.33 Mapping from Ontologies Design to Java Beans 

Too support the agent engineer in creating and using message content ontologies, we developed a 
plug-inn for the Protégé 2000 environment called the Bean Generator. With this plug-in, a domain 
ontologyy within Protégé can be developed and exported to Java beans. 

Thee translation from Protégé knowledge base to Java Beans works as follows: Every class 
inn the Minimal Ontology, i.e. Concept and Ac t ion is the basis for the generation of a Java 
class.. The taxonomie structure (i.e. inheritance relations) of the domain model is mapped on 
thee inheritance capabilities of Java. Therefore if SI is a super-schema of S2 then the class C2 
associatedd to schema S2 must e x t e n d the class CI. Slots of a Class are associated with data 
memberss of the Java Bean associated with the Class. If the type of the slot is a primitive class, like 
String,, Integer or Float, then the Bean Generator maps them onto their Java equivalents, otherwise 
thee member of the class is defined as an instance of the corresponding Java class. If the cardinality 
iss higher than one, a class of type C o l l e c t i o n 2 5 is used. 

Thee methods for generating Java classes from an ontology design is given in Figure 6.10. 
Inn Protégé an ontology is represented as a knowledge base, i.e. the collection of classes, slots 
andd facets. Starting from this knowledge base, the method generate is called. This method 
firstfirst generates an ontology mapping file, as given in Figure 6.11. Next, it adds schemas to the 
ontology-mappingg file and generate beans for every subclass of the classes Concept and Action. 

Thee addToSchema method adds the definition of a class in terms of a Schema. Next, it adds 
fieldsfields to the schema that define the slots and their facets. As shown in Figure 6.11, the schemas 
forr the concepts Track and CD are added. Furthermore, the fields for the cdSchema are specified 
includingg their type, cardinality and whether they are mandatory or not. 

Thee generateBean method creates a file (i.e. a Java bean) according to the class name. The 
filee is filled with a bean definition and the slots of the class. This definition expresses the inher
itancee relation of the bean. For example, the inheritance relation between the class CD and the 
classs Concept, is expressed in Java by class CD extends Concept as illustrated in Figure 6.7. 

Forr every slot in the class, a translation from Protégé type to Java type is made26. Next, the 
attributee definition and its associated getter and setter are added. For example for the slot "title", 
thee member specification String title is added and the method getTitleQ and setTitle(). 

Discussionn On the basis of the generated Java beans and the ontology-mapping file, agents can 
translatee internal Java instances into message contents and vice versa. Therefore, the agents do 
nott need an inference engine that can reason about message content. This can make agents simple 
andd small (i.e. a light footprint27). One way to look at this, is that many agents will not have to be 
ablee to reason on the knowledge level, because they have to perform relatively simple tasks, such 
ass information retrieval and gathering. 

Onee of die disadvantages of this approach is, that the ontology handling is rather static. If 
somethingg in an ontology changes (e.g. due to maintenance), the internals of the agent have to be 
altered.. Furthermore, it is rather complex to insert new ontologies at runtime. This means that the 
internalss of the agent have to be altered in runtime, with for example reflection. An alternative 
wouldd be that the agent is equipped with an inference engine and a ontology knowledge base that 
cann be altered at runtime. 

25Thee class Collection is only an interface. The class java.utiLArrayList actually implements the class Collection. 
MMostt types, such as String and Float can be mapped directly. However, the ANY type is mapped onto object and 

symboll is mapped on String. 
277 Actual size of the agent expressed in bytes. 
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publicc class BeanGenerator { 
privatee String ontologyName, package; 
privatee File ontologyMapping; 

publicc void generate(KnowledgeBase kb) { 
ontologyMappingg = generateFile(ontologyName + ".Java"); 
(forr every superclass in { Concept, Action } ) { 

(forr every candidate in kb.getCls(superclass).getSubClasses()) { 
addToScheme(candidate); ; 
generateBean(candidate); ; 

} } 
} } 

} } 
publicc void addToScheme(Cls els) { 

(forr every slot in Cls.getDirectSlots()) { 
Stringg attributeType = translateFromProtegeToJava(slot.getType()); 
addScheme(ontologyMapping,, slot.getName(), attributeType); 
addSlotToScheme(ontologyMapping,, slot.getName{), attributeType); 

} } 
} } 
publicc void generateBean(Cls els) { 

Filee f = generateFile(cls.getName + "Java"); 
generateBeanDefinition(f,, cIs.getTypeO); 
(forr every slot in Cls.getDirectSlots()) { 

Stringg attributeType = translateFromProtegeToJava(slot.getType()); 
addMember(f,, slot.getName(), attributeType); 
addSetter(f,, slot.getName(), attributeType); 
addGetter(f,, slot.getName(), attributeType); 

} } 
} } 

}} ' " 

Figuree 6.10 
Simplifiedd Java code for generating the "ontology mapping file" and accompagnied Java beans. 

6.4.22 Message Content Ontology Application 

Inn this section, we discuss how agents can generate and interpret the content of messages. Content 
generationn is described using the content encoding process. Content interpretation is described 
usingg the content decoding process. 

6.4.2.11 Content Encoding 

Theree are two basic reasons for an agent to send a message. First, to start a conversation, such as 
askingg for the price of a CD. Secondly to participate in a conversation, such as responding to a 
question.. In both cases, the agents have to make translations from its internal state (i.e. collection 
off java instances) to an ACL languages, such as SLO. Translations can be made with an encoder. 

Ann encoder is a service that can translate a piece of information from one format to another. 
Thee algorithm of the encoder that takes care of Java instances translation to an ACL is given 
inn Figure 6.12. As described, the method generateFrames generates a (sub) frame for every 
memberr of the object. For example, for an instance of the action, Offer, a frame (in this case 
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publi cc  clas s MusicShopOntology extend s BasicOntotogy { 
//vocabulary //vocabulary 
publi cc  stati c final  String CD_ARTIST="artist"; 
publi cc  stati c final  String CD.TRACKS="tracks"; 
publi cc  stati c final  String CD.TITLE="titlen; 
publi cc  stati c final  String CD="CD"; 
publi cc  stati c final  String TRACK="track"; 

publi cc  MusicShopOntologyO { 

//concepts //concepts 
ConceptSchemee trackScheme = new ConceptScheme(TRACK); 
add(trackScheme,, musicshop.Track.class); 
ConceptSchemee cdScheme = new ConceptScheme(CD); 
add(cdScheme,, musicshop.CD.class); 

//fields //fields 
cdScheme.add(CD_TITLE,, getScheme(STRING), MANDATORY); 
cdScheme.add(CD_TRACKS,, trackScheme, 1, UNLIMITED); 
cdScheme.add(CD_ARTIST,getScrteme(STRING),MANDATORY); ; 

f f 
} } 

Figuree 6.11 
Partt of the "ontology mapping file" (expressed in Java code) for the Musicshop Message Content Ontology, generated 
byy the Beangenerator. The first part of the file defines the vocabulary of the ontology. Next, the schemas for the 
conceptss Track and CD are added. Finally, the members for schemas are specified including their type, cardinality 
andd whether they are mandatory or not. 

expressedd in SLO) is generated which takes the form (Offer (Price lvalue e :currency c) :validity 
v).. In order to fill the values of the slots of the frame, the method fillFrame is called. This function 
checkss whether a member is of a primitiveType, such as String, Float and Boolean, or a complex 
type.. For every complex type, such as Price, a new (sub)frame is generated. 

Basedd on the language, represented by CurrentLanguage, and the ontology mapping file, 
representedd by currentOntology, the appropriate parts of the content are written. When using 
SLO,, the Price concept is represented by (Price :value "19.90" rcurrency "EUR"). Using XML, 
thee concept Price is representedd as <P r i c e v a l u e = " 1 9 . 90" currency="EUR n /> . 

6.4.2.22 Content Decoding 

Whenn an agent receives a message, the content has to be translated into the internal model of the 
agent.. For example, when receiving a message filled with the content: (Offer :id 1 (Price lvalue 
"19.90"" icurrency "EUR")) the appropriate instances have to be generated. In this case, instances 
off the class Offer and Price are generated. The service that takes care of the translation from 
contentt language to internal models, is called the decoder. The algorithm of the decoder is given 
inn Figure 6.13. 

Ass shown, the method decode takes a String representation of the content of a message as 
input.. It first parses the content into elements, such as frame definition, slot definition and slot 
value.. Then it calls the method generateObjects. This method generates an Object belonging to 
thee first frame definition in the content. For example, for the frame definition of Offer, an object 
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publicc class Encode { 
privatee Ontology currentOntology; 
privatee Language currentLanguage; 

publicc String encode(Object obj) { 
returnn generateFrames(obj); 

} } 
publicc String generateFrames(Object obj) { 

Stringg result = currentOntology.generateFrame(obj.getClass()); 
(forr every member in obj) result.append( fillFrame(member)); 
returnn result; 

} } 
publicc string fillFrame(Member member) { 

iff (member.getTypeO in currentOntology.primitiveTypes) value = member.getValue(); 
elsee value = generateFrames( member.getValue()); 
returnn currentLanguage.translate(value); 

} } 

}} " 

Figuree 6.12 
Simplifiedd Java code for generating (i.e. encoding) the content of a message. 

Off f e r is instantiated. Next, the member of this object is filled with the method fillAttribute. 

Thee method fillAttribute, takes a slot and an object as input. The method checks whether the 
slott is of a primitive type, such as String, Float and Boolean, or of a complex type. When the slot 
iss of a complex type, the method generateObjectS is called, in order to acquire a reference to one 
orr more new objects. Finally, the appropriate getter method is invoked, to fill the value of the slot 
withh either a value or references to other objects. 

Discussionn The above described encoding and decoding methods are necessary for agents that 
aree not equipped with an inference engine. If the agents were equipped with an inference engine, 
thee state of the agent could be stored in an explicit knowledge base. The operations on this know
ledgee base necessary for communication take care of message composition and decomposition. 

Thee question remains, when to apply the described encoding and decoding mechanism and 
whenn to equip an agent with an inference engine. Several criteria can be considered, such as 
speed,, size and flexibility. Speed can be seen as the time needed to develop an agent and the time 
neededd to perform a communicative act. 

Ann agent equipped with an inference engine and an explicit knowledge base is likely to be 
largerr then an agent equipped with the ontology mapping process. These criteria can be considered 
whenn working with mobile agents and agents on mobile devices. In agent transport, one wants to 
keepp the footprint of agents as small as possible. On mobile devices, there is only a limited size 
forr storage and limited speed for operation. 

Whenn compiling an ontology into the actual agent, it is harder to alter die ontology. This means 
stoppingg the agent, generating a new ontology, compile and deploying the agent, and restarting. A 
knowledgee base is easier to manipulate and it can be transported to other agents. 
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publi cc  class Decode { 
privat ee Ontology currentOntology; 
privat ee Language currentLanguage; 

publi cc  Object decode(String content) { 
Elementss elements = currentLanguage.parseLine(content); 
retur nn  generateObjects(elements); 

} } 
functio nn  Object generateObjects(Elements elements) { 

Objectt result = currentOntology.generateObject(elements.next()); 
(fo rr  every slott in elements) fillAttribute{slot, result); 
returnn result; 

} } 
publi cc  void fillAttribute(Slot slot, Object result) { 

iff  (slot.getTypeO in primitiveTypes) slotValue = slot.getValue(); 
elsee slotValue = generateObjects( slot.getValue()); 
invokeMethod(result,, "set" + slot.getName(), slotValue); 

} } 

}} " 

Figuree 6.13 
Simplifiedd Java code for interpreting (i.e. decoding) the content of a received message. 

6.4.33 Application of Bean Generator 

Thee use of the Bean Generator has been reported in a number of publications and applications. 
Onee of them is the Financial Speller service, which provides financial reports (in textual form) 
containingg predictions concerning deposit or credit/investments, taking into account a fixed inter
estt rate and payments, and three operations to calculate depreciation charges over the calculating 
interval28. . 

Thee Budapest Library Agent deals with book search and scans in the National Szchnyi Li
braryy [Varga andHajna, 2003]. The agent holds a register of user preferences in the form of 
interestt records. On a daily basis, the agent checks if there are new books in the library and 
comparess them to interest records. If there is a match the agent sends an email to the user of the 
interestt record. The main concepts are interest record, bibliographic record and bibliographic 
query,, the main actions are related to registering and manipulating user interest, searching 
thee library and scanning for new material. 

Thee German research program "Intelligent Agents in Real-World Business Applications" is 
concernedd with the application of agents for business and economic related tasks29. One of the 
domainss modeled with the use of the is manufacturing logistics [Dinkloh and Nimis, 2003]. Typ
icall concepts in the manufacturing logistics domain are material, operations, machines and cycle 
andd assembly times30 [Frey et al., 2003]. 

Otherr not (yet) reported domains include information exchange at the Rotterdam Harbor, hos
pitall logistics, ontology negotiation and crisis management. 

'See,, http://sas.ilab.sztaki.hu/wsid 
'www.realagents.org g 
'See,, www.ipd.uka.de/KRASH/index.html 

http://sas.ilab.sztaki.hu/wsid
http://'www.realagents.org
http://www.ipd.uka.de/KRASH/index.html
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6.55 Legal Advisor 

Inn this section we show the application of the message content ontologies and the above described 
approachh in the domain of European Competition Law. We choose another domain then the Mu-
sicshopp in order to show the variety of message content ontologies. 

Europeann Competition Law focuses on determining what law system(s) and rules are appli
cablee in case of international business. Law systems include for instance national competition 
laww and European competition law. Whereas rules include acts, statutes, regulations, directives, 
treaties,, etc. For example, a company from country A wants to take over a company situated in 
countryy B. The question then is, which laws and rules are applicable when doing business on an 
internationall level? 

Theree are several methods to enable companies to determine which laws and/or rules are ap
plicable.. One way is to look at the transaction amount of a take-over. This can determine whether 
Europeann Law or national law is applicable. Another way is to look at the impact of the take
overr with regard to the (European) competition. This can determine whether this take-over can 
bee granted. Finally, does a take-over result in a dominant position of power with regard to the 
Europeann Competition. If so, the take-over might not be granted. 

Withh the project, we developed three types of agents, the law expert, personal law assistant and 
thee law services broker. The law expert can determine whether a specific law is applicable, based 
onn information and facts related to the location, the sort of agreement, etc. between companies. 
Thee personal law assistant assists end-users or other agents representing companies, to consult 
thee system. Finally, the law services broker forms the one-stop shop to other agents, by mediating 
betweenn the personal law assistant and the expert agents. 

Inn the remainder of this section, we discuss the architecture of the system, message content 
ontologyy design and a simple scenario. 

6.5.11 Architectur e 

Thee system is composed of different types of agents: the law expert agent, the law services broker 
andd the personal law assistant. The multi-agent architecture is drawn in Figure 6.14. 

6.5.1.11 Law Expert Agent 

Thee law expert agents have the necessary knowledge about parts of European competition law. It 
meanss that they can reason about a part of a legal domain and exchange their finding with other 
agents.. The law expert agents are able to agree on certain legal practices applicable to the question 
posedd to them by the personal law assistant. In order to offer their services the agents register their 
competencess at the law services broker. The design of a law expert agent is given in Table 6.6. 

Thee first task of a law expert agent, i.e. register itself at the law services broker, is handled by 
thee environment model. This is comparable to the platform life-cycle as discussed in Section 3.4.1 
(p.54).. The law services broker uses the registrations of the law expert agents in order to select 
thee proper law expert agent that can solve the issues submitted by the personal law assistant. 
Thee second task is to provide answers to questions posed by the personal law assistant. The 
communicationn model is responsible for interaction with the law services broker and the personal 
lawlaw assistant on the basis of the Legaladvisor message content ontology. In the communication 
model,, the agent uses the decode and encode functions in order to read and write messages. When 
aa message is received, the agent first decodes this message from an ACL to the internal format of 
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personall law 
assistant t 

laww services 
broker r 

Figuree 6.14 
Thee Legal Advisor multi-agent architecture showing the agents involved: the law expert agent, the law services broker 
andd the personal law assistant, and their interactions. The law expert agent is drawn as a prototype for the the web 
expert,expert, the article expert and the rules expert. The "consultation" between the law expert agent and personal law 
assistantassistant are based on a sequence of Tell (of type directive) and Answer (of type representative) sequence, based on 
thee FIPA-Request protocol. 

thee agent, in this case Java instances. The communication model will dispatch the Java instances 
too the self model, which will instruct the planner. The planner model puts the task to provide 
consultationn to the personal law assistant in the agent's agenda. Finally, the competence model 
startss to give consultation to the personal law assistant. 

model l 

communication communication 

competence competence 
self self 
planner planner 
environment environment 

function n 

interactt with law services broker 
interactt with personal law assistant 
providee legal advise 
instructt planner 
taskk selection, plan tasks 
registerr at law services broker 

domain n 

Legaladvisorr message content ontology 

domainn knowledge 
lawlaw expert agent 
agent'ss agenda 
thee law services broker 

Tablee 6.6 
Thee five models of a generic law expert agent representing its capabilities split up in function and domain. The web 
expert,expert, the article expert and the rules expert only differ from each other on the basis of the task provide legal advise 
andd domain knowledge in the competence model. 

Threee types of law expert agents are defined: the web expert, the article expert and the rules 

expert.expert. The web expert agent is able to translate a question from the personal law assistant to 
aa query for a search engine (e.g. Google). To make sure that the results are within the required 
domain,, certain keywords, such as "law" are added to the search query. The technology used to 
wrapp around search engines is based on the html analysis language: WebL (see Section 5.5.1.2). 
Thee article expert is able to match a question from the personal law assistant to an XML annotated 
sett of laws. We used an "ad hoc" article annotation. A formalized schema for annotation is 
METAlex31,, which is used in markup of legal sources, such as the Rome Statute, Belgian Income 
Taxx Law, Dutch Corporate Tax Law and Dutch Penal Code. 

311 www.metalex.nl 

http://www.metalex.nl
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Thee rules expert consults a SWI-Prolog-driven knowledge base, which is able to reason with 
aa set of production rules. If the reasoner has insufficient information about the legal situation, it 
sendss a message back, asking for more specific information. To be able to query the Prolog KB 
fromm within the agent, the JPL32 library is used. 

Afterr interviews with legal experts, it appeared that there are no knowledge bases available 
thatt cover European Law. The decision was made to use an available knowledge base, describing 
aa set of law articles about the "opium laws" in the Netherlands, provided by the Department of 
Computerr Science and Law of the University of Amsterdam33. 

6.5.1.22 Law Services Broker 

Thee law services broker functions as a central hub in the system, it has a notion of existing law 
expertexpert agents and is able to delegate questions to the law expert agents that are posed by the 
personalpersonal law assistant. Every law expert agent has to register at the law services broker. The 
"location"" of the law expert agents is maintained by the environment model. The "services" of the 
lawlaw expert agents is maintained by the competence model. 

Onn the basis of a matching strategy (such as pattern matching) and a question of a personal 
lawlaw assistant, the law services broker selects a law expert agent. The law services broker will 
delegatee a consul to the selected law expert agent. The design of a law services broker is given in 
Tablee 6.7. . 

model l 
communication communication 

competence competence 

self self 
planner planner 
environment environment 

function n 
interactt with personal law assistant 
interactt with law expert agents 
registerregister services of law expert agents 
matchh user question with service 
delegatee consult 
instructt planner 
taskk selection, plan tasks 
registerr law expert agents 

domain n 
Legaladvisorr message content ontology 

availablee service 
matchingg strategies 
typee of questions 
lawlaw services broker 
agent'ss agenda 
availablee law expert agents 

Tablee 6.7 
Thee five models of the law services broker representing its capabilities split up in function and domain. 

6.5.133 Personal Law Assistant 

Thee personal law assistant is the agent with whom the end-user of the system interacts. The 
communicationn models maintains a user profile of the user and processes interaction with the user. 
Furthermore,, this model interacts with the law services broker and law expert agents selected by 
thee law services broker on the basis of the Legaladvisor message content ontology. 

Thee competence model supports the user to consult the law services broker and law expert 
agents.agents. Based on answers a user has given to queries, the personal law assistant can provide 
domainn knowledge to law services broker and law expert agents. The answers of the law ex-
pertpert agents agents are presented as results to the user. This is operationalized by a web service 
whichh enables the user to provide its input. Furthermore, results of consults can be displayed. In 
Tablee 6.8, the design of the personal law assistants given. 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/jpl/ / 
'www.lri.jur.uva.nl l 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/jpl/
http://'www.lri.jur.uva.nl
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model l 
communication communication 

competence competence 

self self 
planner planner 
environment environment 

function n 
interactt with law services broker, 
interactt with law expert agents 
interactt with user 
consultt law services broker, consult law expert agent 
queryy users, present results 
instructt planner 
taskk selection, plan tasks 
locatee law services brokers 

domain n 
Legaladvisorr message content ontology 
userr profiles 

thee law services broker 
domainn knowledge 
personalpersonal law assistant 
agent'ss agenda 
lawlaw services brokers, law expert agent 

Tablee 6.8 
Thee five models of the personal law assistant. 

6.5.22 Message Content Ontology Design 

Byy combining the ontology design of the Protégé tool with the Bean Generator, it was possible 
too create a Java object hierarchy which is used by the agents in the system. We will now look at 
thee design of the LegalAdvisorOntology. A part of the ontology as designed in Protégé is given in 
Figuree 6.15. 

Thee LegalAdvisorOntology ontology contains a limited set of classes on the basis of the Min
imall Ontology, in order to balance the expressive power of the ontology and the competences of 
thee agents, which are in this case limited. Reason for this is that the agents have access to services 
withh limited functionalities. 

Conformingg to the Minimal Ontology, we first defined subclasses of type Action. These sub
classess are Ask, AskYesNo, AskOption, Register, Consult, Delegate, Tell, TellYesNo and TellOption. 
Thee action Ask is applied by the expert agents to inquire information. This action is specialized 
intoo AskYesNo, to inquire boolean questions and AskOption, to inquire for one or more options. 
Register,Register, which is used to register agents at the broker. Consult is used by the UserAgent to consult 
thee broker agent. Delegate is used by the BrokerAgent to delegate a legal problem to one or more 
expertt agents. Tell is used to answer an Ask action. Similar to the Ask action. Tell is specialized 
intoo TellYesNo and TellOption. 

Nextt we defined the subclasses of type Concept. Option, LegalService and LegalProblem. 
Thee concept Option defines the possible options used in the action AskOption. LegalService is 
aa description of a service offered by an ExpertAgent. LegalProblem is a simplification of the 
problemm owned by a UserAgent. 
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Figuree 6.15 
Thee Legaladvisor Message Content Ontology design for the Legal Advisor system, based on the Minimal Ontology. 

6.5.33 Simple Scenario 

Thiss section describes a simple example scenario to show how the agents within the system interact 
withh each other, using the LegalAdvisorOntology. The scenario starts when the agent platform has 
beenn launched and the agents have been created. Each agents has to register its services at the law 
servicesservices broker. An example message sent from the webagent to the broker is: 

webb expert to law services broker: (Register :legalservice (LegalService :type "keywordsearch" 
descriptionn "Googlesearch")) 

Thee message shows a description of the service that the agent can offer. As mentioned above, 
wee did not use a full-fleshed ontology. Therefore, the service description is a very basic one. 

Thee next step in the scenario is when a user enters information into a web form and submits this 
too the personal law assistant. Unknowing what the (semantic) content of the user's information 
is,, it starts asking the law services broker for a suitable expert agent. The agent does this by 
forwardingg the user's question to the broker: 
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personall law assistant to law services broker: (Consult (LegalProblem :domain "competition law" 
descriptionn (sequence "European" " competition" "law" "regulations"))" 

Thee broker analyzes the content of the message, and tries to find an appropriate agent. This 
iss done by applying a basic lookup mechanism in the broker's register. In this case, the broker 
decidess to delegate the legal problem to the web expert agent. Therefore, the webagent is selected, 
sincee it can ask any question to Google. Whether the answer of Google is usable is to be decided 
byy the end user. 

Thiss decision is then sent to the web agent by the message: 

laww services broker to web expert: (Delegate (Consult (LegalProblem :domain "competition law" 
:descriptionn (sequence "European" "competition" "law" "regulations")) :agent "personal law assistant") 

Thiss message tells the web expert that it should find an answer to the specified LegalProblem 
andd give the answer back to the agent "useragent". To find an answer to the LegalProblem, the web 
expertexpert consults Google. The answer of Google, i.e. a list of URLs is translated into a sequence of 
thee object Option and embedded into a TellOption action: 

webb expert to personal law assistant: (TellOption :options (sequence (Option value: 
"http://europa.eu.int")(Optionn value: "http://www.ellispub.com")(Option value: "http://www.etsi.org") 
...» » 

Fromm there, the user agent presents the received answer to the end-user. 

6.5.44 Evaluation 

Althoughh there have been a few concessions to the original design, we succeeded in building a 
stablee and fully functional law assistance agent system. The system makes use of the relative 
simplee message content ontology in order to show the generation and application of message 
contentt ontologies on a general level. The agents' functionality is limited, due to the unavailability 
off usable legal knowledge bases. We did not model an ontology that fully represents a legal 
domain.. For example, in the musicshop example, the notion of a CD is relatively well-defined. 
However,, the notion of a legal problem in the Legal Advisor System needs to be further elaborated. 
Furthermore,, we only paid attention to the type of conversations, i.e. Tell-Answers combinations. 

Thee legal services and legal problems are expressed as keywords. Real life conceptualization 
off legal services and legal problems need more elaborate constructs. For this, existing ontologies 
andd knowledge bases could be included, such as the CIA world fact-book that contains basic in
formationn related to countries, CYC containing common sense knowledge and various (in DAML 
represented)) information sources34. The problem with this, however, is that conceptualization 
conflictss need to be resolved. 

AA drawback of the presented approach is that it does not consider complex constraints between 
concepts35.. It is not (yet) possible to define what an allowed sequence of messages is. For example, 
aa message containing the action class of type Ask, should be followed by a message containing 
ann action class of type Tell. If we want to do so, we need to enhance the ontology mapping 
mechanism,, in such a way that constraints can be stored in the ontology-mapping file. 

34www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook,, www.opencyc.org and www.daml.org. 
^Constraintss on slots can be made, with facets as described in Table. 6.5. 

http://europa.eu.int%22)(Option
http://www.ellispub.com%22)(Option
http://www.etsi.org
http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook
http://www.opencyc.org
http://www.daml.org
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6.66 Discussion 

Inn this chapter, we addressed the problem of how agents can handle message-based communica
tion.. We have defined a framework for message content ontologies containing a Reference Model 
inn order to provide semantics in message-based communication. The framework is built up out of a 
genericc part and a specific part. The generic part is represented by an Agent Communication Meta 
Ontologyy that defines types of performatives and protocols based on (human) communication the
ory:: speech acts and conversational interaction. The specific part is composed of a collection of 
domainn dependent ontologies that describe the domain of the conversation, performatives, proto
colss and agent roles. We described and extended an existing categorization of speech acts for the 
definitionn of performatives. Furthermore, in order to show the variety of conversation protocols, 
wee adjusted three existing protocols (i.e. Query, Request and Auction) and added two new ones 
(Negotiationn and Supervision). 

Thee Agent Communication Meta Ontology defines the subjects of agent communication: con
cepts,, performatives, protocols and agent roles. We showed that a message content ontology is 
ann instantiation of the Agent Communication Meta Ontology, which can be mapped onto a class 
diagramm and specified in detail. From a theoretical point of view, it is appealing to define as much 
informationn as possible into a "full fledged" Reference Model. However, when designing an agent 
thatt is capable of handling this information, a lot of overhead emerges (due to the need for on
tologyy operations and pre-negotiation activities). When making use of a full fledged Reference 
Model,, the question is if all its concepts and relations are needed. 

Basedd on our framework, we defined a "Minimal Ontology", which can be used in more prag
maticc agent solutions. The ontology contains the classes Concept and Action, and the relation 
AllowedConcept.. We explained that agents without an inferencee engine need a representation of 
ann ontology in terms of their internal representation (such as Java beans) and means (such an ontol
ogyy mapping file) to map instances of an ontology into their internal representation. On the basis 
off the presented tool, encoders and decoders can respectively be used for translating an agent's 
internall model to agent communication utterances and vice versa. However, in this approach, the 
ontologyy and ontology translation is hard coded. This means that if an ontology changes, the Java 
codee for the agent needs to be regenerated and the agent needs to be deployed again. 

Bothh the construction of the Message Content Ontology Framework and the Minimal Ontol
ogyy can be seen as a first step towards the standardization of ontologies in agent communication 
andd conversation. A possible method to define message content ontologies starts with choosing 
ann Agent Communication Meta Ontology as a Reference Model, such as defined in Section 6.3.1. 
Next,, based on generic classes of the Agent Communication Meta Ontology, conversation specific 
conceptss of a message content ontology need to be defined (see Section 6.3.4.1). Then, these con
ceptss can be specified in more detail by defining their properties (or attributes) and relations (see 
Sectionn 6.3.4.2). Finally, ontology operations (such as encoding and decoding, see Section 6.4.2) 
havee to be defined and added into an agent model. 

Futuree research on message content ontologies includes elaboration on means to represent 
bothh syntax and semantics of message content ontologies, handling issues related to accessibility, 
i.e.. how to store ontologies and how to retrieve them, and from a methodological point of view, 
addressingg problems related to redefinition of ontologies should be exploited. 

Forr the case study, we designed a system with an information-driven character 
(cf.. [Galbraith, 1973]) using notions of information processing actions (i.e. ask and tell). In the fu
ture,, dedicated minimal ontologies suited for specific processes or specific domains can be defined. 
Otherr interesting domain are when agents with a knowledge-driven character communicate at the 
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knowledgee level. For this, content ontologies could be defined that can handle concepts like com
petences,, knowledge, methods and protocols. A starting point can be UPML [Fensel et al., 1999b], 
seee Section 5.2. 

Ann alternative approach to ontology handling is having agents to manipulate existing ontolo
giess and even to learn new ones. For example, agents could negotiate on die meaning of concepts 
andd relations. Another alternative approach to ontology handling is that the agent sends serial
izedd Java code36 that represents (parts of) an ontology. The receiving agent can process this code 
intoo its own ontology model. Next to automatic generation of Java beans, semi-automatic gener
ationn of Java classes that define the behavior of agents can be considered. For example, encoders 
andd decoders could take care of all aspects of conversation management. Tasks of conversation 
managementt are to keep track of state of conversations, follow interaction protocols and negotiate 
meaning.. Probably the method of generating static code can be useful in well defined situations. 
However,, when agents operate in dynamic environments and need to change their strategy and 
modelss at runtime, other techniques such as maintaining an explicit message content ontology and 
behaviorr patterns are to be considered. 

'Withinn Java it is possible to translate (i.e. serialize) the structure and state of objects into a transportable format. 
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Conclusions s 

Inn this thesis, we studied the use of human organizational principles for multi-agent architecture 
design.. We explored the use of division of labor and coordination as principles for multi-agent de
sign,, which resulted in a framework for agent organizational design (Chapter 2). Next, we investi
gatedd how agents can make use of coordination mechanisms which resulted in an interoperability 
frameworkk that identifies the problems that arise when having heterogeneous agents collaborate 
withh each other. A selection of alternatives to solve interoperability problems, i.e. coordination 
strategiess and ontology-based communication has been discussed (Chapter 3, 5 and 6). Finally, 
wee presented a conceptual agent model that takes into account the capabilities of an agent(Chapter 
4). . 

7.11 Application of Organizational Decomposition Principles and Coordination in 
Multi-Agen tt  Systems 

Inn order to answer the first research question How can decomposition principles (i.e. division of la-
bor)bor) and coordination be applied in multi-agent systems?, we assumed that despite the differences 
betweenn intelligent agents and humans, mechanisms and patterns from the field of organizational 
designn can be used as the basis for multi-agent architecture design. 

Inn Chapter 2, we studied a number of coordination mechanisms ("Direct Supervision", "Stan
dardization"" and "Mutual Adjustment") and organizational structures ("Machine Bureaucracy", 
"Professionall Bureaucracy" and "Adhocracy"). The result of this study is an organizational design 
framework,, which consists of four perspectives: "task" that deals with tasks and task relations, 
"operation"" which consists of objects, technical activities and jobs, "coordination" that is con
cernedd with the control of technical activities through management activities and "organization" 
whichh deals with job allocation, positions and units. A collection of organizational design steps 
wass presented containing three steps: process analysis, operations design and organizational de
sign.. To support the organizational design step, we extended "organigrams" with the notion of 
agentss for representing a multi-agent system's organizational structure. Organigrams support the 
visualizationn of organizational structures by showing the agent staff, the grouping of the agents 
andd the authority structure that connects the units and individual agents. 

Inn order to choose an appropriate organizational structure, we used the following proper
tiess that distinguish between organizational structures: (1) environment (which can be stable, 
predictablee or dynamic), (2) task nature (routine, skilled or innovative), (3) activity allocation 
(static,, pigeonholing or innovative), (4) form of organization (steep, flat, none), (5) desired co
ordinationn mechanism (Direct Supervision, Standardization or Mutual Adjustment), (6) form of 
decision-makingg (centralized or decentralized) and (7) type of agents (controllable, cooperative 
orr autonomous). For example, the Machine Bureaucracy can be applied when the environment is 
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stable,, the task nature routine, the activity location static, the decision-making centralized and the 
agentss controllable. 

AA case study on distributed supply chain management shows the process from task decom
positionn via organizational design to three architectures of multi-agent system designs based on 
Mintzberg'ss organizational structures. Due to its repetitive nature, supply chain management can 
bee seen as information-driven. Therefore, we applied Direct Supervision as a coordination mech
anism,, which is comparable to control strategies in conventional system design. If we see supply 
chainn management as competence-driven, i.e. the process relies on the problem-solving skills that 
agentss have, other organizational structures and coordination mechanisms can be applied. With 
thee "pigeonholing" process, the competences of the agents can be categorized and mapped on a 
categorizationn of predetermined situations. 

7.22 Coordination Mechanisms for  Multi-Agen t Systems 

Too answer the question How can agents make use of coordination mechanisms?, we investigated 
coordinationn mechanisms on a general level, using them as a metaphor to analyze control issues 
inn multi-agent systems (see Chapter 2). In order to study the dynamics of the coordination mech
anismss and means to implement them, we provided a framework for agent interoperation and 
elaboratedd on its levels in Chapters 3, 5 and 6. 

Thee interoperability framework consists of four interoperability levels: "technical", "syntac
tic",, "semantic" and "coordination". The first three levels correspond to traditional interoperability 
structuress in agent communication, where the emphasis is on message transport, languages and on
tologies.. We added the coordination level in order to regulate communication patterns and the flow 
off information. To enable interoperability, we constructed a framework to abstract technique, rep
resentation,, concepts and strategy. Issues handled on the "technical interoperability" (or transport) 
levell are related to using shared message transport mechanisms and network protocols. Deci
sionss related to envelope-encoding and message content languages are covered on the "syntactic 
interoperability"" level. Semantic interoperability means that agents use shared ontologies in com
munication.. A Reference Model for providing semantics to agent communication and a method to 
designn message content ontologies was discussed in Chapter 6. Finally, decisions related to agents 
usingg shared procedures (e.g. "every agent has to register its services"), coordination strategies 
andd the related notion of organizational roles (e.g. "Manager" and "Librarian") are covered by the 
"coordinationn interoperability" level. In Chapter 3, we discussed coordination mechanisms that 
cann be applied on this level. 

Inn order to assist agent engineers and Manager agents in reasoning about coordination, the fol
lowingg strategies have been represented in the form of coordination strategy methods: "Direct Su
pervision",, "Standardization of Work" and "Mutual Adjustment". Agents that need coordination 
cann agree to commit to one or more of these coordination strategies, supported by a coordination 
ontologyy that models the concepts and relationships describing the coordination domain. From 
experimentss with the three coordination strategies we made the following observations: Direct 
Supervisionn shows a centralized model, i.e. all coordination knowledge (i.e. strategic and supervi
sion)) is concentrated in the Manager, who takes care of managing the relations between activities 
andd Operators. In Standardization of Work, we can see a pattern of a decentralized model (Knowl
edgee about coordination is distributed among the Operators), where the Manager only plays the 
rolee of a strategic planner. In Mutual Adjustment, there is no division of roles into Operators and 
Managers.. As a result, the collaboration pattern shows a broadcast communication model where 
everyy agent tries to communicate with all available agents. 
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Theree are several considerations for choosing the appropriate strategy to use, such as the num
berr of (available) agents and the nature of the task. When a task can easily be decomposed so 
thatt the system can be designed as a monolithic system, no coordination structure needs to be 
used.. "Direct Supervision" is a good candidate when there is a limited set of agents, because the 
Operatorss do not need to be equipped with additional functions to reason about instructions as 
withinn Standardization of Work. In the latter strategy, the nature of the tasks is repetitive and can 
bee solved in a distributed manner. In relation to the other two strategies the "Direct Supervision 
Manager"" is the most expensive Manager, because it has strong couplings with all the Operators. 
Furthermore,, it becomes more complex when the number of agents or tasks grows. When the 
numberr of agents is dynamic, "Standardization of Work" is to be considered. If the environment is 
dynamic,, the nature of the tasks is heterogeneous and the number of agents is open then "Mutual 
Adjustment"" should be applied. When Operators do not want to agree on having a Manager or the 
taskk description is not present, this strategy could be applied. These agents (or Operators) are the 
mostt expensive agents. 

Inn Chapter 5, we addressed the problem of interoperation within the IBROW architecture, 
whichh provides support for the composition of applications from existing (web)services that re
sidee on the Web. The intelligent agent metaphor enabled us to describe the services and their 
collaborationn within the architecture as agents using roles and behaviors. Using the notion of 
separationn of concerns, specialized agents are defined that operate within functional spaces. A 
lessonn learned is that using separation of concerns instead of integration into one large monolithic 
systemm helped us to cluster heterogeneous services into one architecture. In order to enable the 
servicess (i.e. agents) to interact with each other, we applied common standards and available 
technology,, such as FIPA compliant communication and procedures, agent toolkits and web tech
nology.. The agents collaborate using specialized ontologies and collaboration patterns on top of 
thee interoperability framework. In addition, the Manager within the IBROW architecture uses the 
"pigeonholing"" process to select Operators. The advantage of having agreed on standards, agent 
designerss only have to deal with the coordination level of the interoperability framework. Within 
thiss level, they only have to specify ontologies and collaboration patterns. 

Inn the "conference submissions" scenario we addressed the problem of having to classify over 
6000 submissions for ECAI2002 by hand in order to distribute them to reviewers. In our approach, 
wee showed how to automate this process using a collection of configured "Problem-Solving Meth
ods".. This process is represented by an application configuration constructed by the broker, which 
iss translated by the Manager into a "Multi-Agent Plan". The execution of this Multi-Agent Plan 
showedd how Problem-Solving Methods from three libraries (i.e. data-transport, document analy
siss and classification) can interact with each other. Using graphical inspection tools via the agent 
console,, we inspected parts of the dynamics (communication and internal behavior of agents) of 
thee IBROW architecture. 

Thee problem of how agents handle message-based communication was studied in Chapter 
6.. As a solution, we defined the "Message Content Ontology Framework" containing a theoret
icall "Reference Model" for an ontology-based communication, in which the meaning and inten
tionn of message contents is specified in "Message Content Ontologies" that provides semantics in 
message-basedd communication. The Message Content Ontology Framework consists of an "Agent 
Communicationn Meta Ontology" that defines types of performatives and protocols based on the 
Speechh Acts Theory and Conversational Interaction Theory originated from (human) communica
tionn theory. The "Reference Model" is an instance of the "Agent Communication Meta Ontology" 
andd consists of agent communication ontologies that describe the domain of the conversation, per
formatives,, protocols and agent roles. Based on the framework, we defined a "Minimal Ontology", 
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whichh can be used in pragmatic agent solutions. We argued that agents without an inference engine 
needd a representation of an ontology in terms of their internal representation (such as Java beans) 
andd means (such as an ontology mapping file) to map instances of an ontology into their internal 
representation.. Based on the presented tool, encoders and decoders can be used for translating an 
agent'ss internal model to agent communication utterances and vice versa. 

Bothh the construction of the Message Content Ontology Framework and the Minimal Ontology 
cann be seen as a first step towards the standardization of ontologies in agent communication and 
conversation.. A method to define message content ontologies starts with choosing an Agent Com
municationn Meta Ontology as a Reference Model. Next, based on generic classes of the Agent 
Communicationn Meta Ontology, conversation specific concepts of a message content ontology 
needd to be defined. Then, these concepts can be specified in more detail by defining their prop
ertiess (or attributes) and relations. Finally, ontology operations (such as encoding and decoding) 
havee to be defined and added into an agent model. 

Ass a result of the studies carried out in Chapters 3, 5 and 6, we showed the levels of interoper-
ationn that are needed to support coordination mechanisms. Agents can make use of coordination 
mechanismss by coordination strategy methods and agreeing (statically or dynamically) on what 
rolee to play in a coordination strategy. We argued that organizational structures and coordination 
strategiess are of interest to agent engineers because they can be used to allocate tasks to agents 
andd control agents within multi-agent systems. If organizational structures and coordination PSMs 
aree stored in libraries, agent engineers can model agent behaviors according to these coordination 
patterns.. In addition, Managers can be equipped with knowledge to select a coordination strategy 
andd to reason about it. Furthermore, a group of agents could negotiate about which coordination 
strategyy to apply and how to execute it. 

7.33 Agent Design Principles 

Thee question How can the capabilities and functionality of an individual intelligent agent be an-
alyzedalyzed and designed? is answered by the development of the Five Capabilities (5C) model (dis
cussedd in Chapter 4). The 5C model is a conceptual framework filled with a selection of gen
eralizedd types of agent competences and provides design principles for individual agent design. 
Thee model defines five dimensions of agent intelligence: "communication model", "competence 
model",, "self model", "planner model" and "environment model". 

Eachh of the five models can play an important role in the development of an intelligent soft
waree agent. The analogy could also be applied to intelligent physical agents like robots. How each 
off the models will be filled in may vary depending on the particular kind of agent or the partic
ularr application. To illustrate variations of agents, we designed a number of agents with the 5C 
model.. In Section 5.5.2.3, we showed the design for the Manager of the IBROW architecture. This 
agentt is capable of interacting with other agents based on available message content ontologies. 
Thee competence model is able to construct Multi-Agent Plans, negotiate with Operators, execute 
Multi-Agentt Plans, and negotiate with the Reconfigurator. The management of the agent's life 
cycless (cf. Section 3.4.2) is handled by the self model. The planner model is responsible for plan
ningg the actions required to follow the life cycles in the agent's agenda. Finally, the environment 
modell is capable of searching for Operators and storing them in a repository of known Operators. 
Informationn related to relationss with reconfigurator and user agents is also stored in the environ
mentt model. Furthermore, we showed how the 5C model can be implemented on top of existing 
agentt technology, such as the JADE toolkit. 
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Inn order to show the overhead (due to pre-negotiation discussion) when applying the theoret
icall Message Content Ontology Framework, we analyzed the required functionality and knowl
edge,, which resulted in an agent design that uses all five models (see Section 6.3). When putting 
ontology-basedd communication in operation, taking into account the current state of the art and 
thee level of complexity of current multi-agent systems, we showed that only the communication 
andd competence model are needed (see Section 6.4). Based on the "Bean Generator" tool, we 
showedd that parts of the communication model can be generated automatically. This approach 
supportss the idea that next to standardization of communication content, also standardization of 
communicationn handling is needed. 

Whenn analyzing the functionality of an intelligent agent, all five models can be used to identify 
functionality.. Given the current state of the art, most technical agent designs only need a "commu
nicationn model" for interaction with other agents and a "competence model" to offer their services. 
Wee argued this in Section 6.5, where the "Law Service Broker" is relatively simple and the "self 
model",, "environment model" and "planner model" are seen as internal functional overhead. The 
costt to define and implement separate models for knowing the agent's goal, maintaining models 
off other agents and execution strategies can be larger than putting these functionalities into the 
communicationn and competence model. When there is no explicit reasoning on the agent's goal, 
thee competence model maintains models of other agents, and the communication model handles 
executionn strategies. In spite of these pragmatic simplifications the 5C model provides a powerful 
conceptuall framework for reasoning about agent architectures. 

7.44 Discussion and Future Research 

Too answer the research questions of this thesis, we (1) conducted a conceptual analysis of organi
zationall concepts, organizational models and coordination mechanisms, (2) provided a framework 
forr agent interoperation and (3) provided a conceptual framework for analyzing and designing the 
capabilitiess and functionality of an intelligent agent. Still several problems associated with the 
workk presented remain. 

Futuree research related to the agent organization framework may include elaborate research on 
specificc organizational design theories and methods. In our work only a selection of organizational 
principless have been explored. A future agent organizational framework should assist designers 
inn addressing more precisely an organization's overall task and environment. Furthermore, the 
frameworkk could assist in the formalization of die overall behavior of a distributed intelligent sys
temm in terms of (human) organizational structure and behavior. More predictable and controllable 
behaviorr of agents could lead to reduction of the variability of systems. However, one of the 
prominentt properties of agent intelligence is autonomy, i.e. independence. One of the challenges 
off individual agent design suited to operate within agent organizations is to find a balance between 
independence,, predictability and controllability. 

Inn order to inspect parts of die dynamics of a multi-agent system, such as the IBROW ar
chitecture,, we used the "agent console". With die agent console, we can gain insights into the 
communicationn and internal behavior of agents. However, the expressive power of these graphical 
inspectionn tools is limited. Furthermore, when testing or debugging a multi-agent system, it is 
stilll difficult to start, restart, stop or suspend agents. Therefore, tiiere is a need for more elaborate 
inspectionn and control tools in the form of intelligent debugging, where system inspection is on 
diee knowledge level (e.g. "why did the state of the system change?") instead of inspecting at the 
symboll level (e.g. "what was the content of a message"). 
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Inn our work on agent interoperation we concentrated on the semantic and coordination in
teroperabilityy layers with the assumption that the technical and syntactical interoperability layer 
aree standardized. In practice this assumption does not hold, because there is still many debate 
aboutt "low level" standardization, such as transport protocols and communication languages. We 
firstfirst need to solve basic communication problems before we can focus on interesting aspects of 
communication,, such as negotiation and bargaining, which can facilitate complex organizational 
models.. One small step towards enabling complex organizational models is the application of 
messagee content ontologies that define the vocabulary of content of communication. Next step is 
havingg agents exchanging knowledge structures. For this, agents themselves should be able to add 
meaningg to knowledge. A following step could be to support learning amongst agents, e.g. by 
feedback. . 

Mostt current research on agent models is technology-driven (i.e. on the symbol level) instead 
off capability-driven, because the models are based on a specific technology, infrastructure or a 
multi-agentt environment. However, the fact that agents can be designed independently of each 
otherr and that agents posses a form of intelligence are promises of agent technology. At this 
moment,, the available technology seems to restrict research on agent competences. For example, 
littlee is known about learning agent organizations. Both the research on agent models and multi-
agentt models should move from technology to capability (i.e. knowledge level). 

Fromm an agent organization point of view, the organizational structure "Adhocracy" using 
"Mutuall Adjustment" as a coordination strategy is the most appealing. Given the current state 
off the art, the application of "Adhocracy" and "Mutual Adjustment" comes with many problems. 
Forr example, our model of "Mutual Adjustment" is based on a simple broadcast model, which 
doess not guarantee success. In more complex situations, a more elaborate model for "Mutual 
Adjustment"" needs to be designed. An extension to our model can be based on negotiation, where 
agentss bargain or argue on coordination matters. 

Adhocracyy can typically be used in self-organizing applications, i.e. applications that can 
evolvee in either time or space in response to dynamically changing requirements. In this type 
off application, there are typically several interacting software components (agents) that can act 
independentlyy and in collaboration with each other, and with no central entity. If we would follow 
thiss definition as a metaphor, we would only have to specify a problem and a rough sketch of a 
problem-solvingg approach and the agents themselves would be able to elaborate on the problem-
solvingg approach, allocate tasks, coordinate flows and solve the problem. However, before we can 
movee from classical hierarchical decomposition and typical static control components to such an 
agentt system, we need to give engineers and end-users a sense of control and means to guarantee 
thatt the system will achieve its goals. 

Whenn moving to real dynamic systems, agent engineers and end-users need to be convinced 
byy the agent community that systems composed of self-organizing agents will lead to more robust, , 
flexible,, cheaper and more reliable systems. If we would follow this definition literally then there 
willl be systems that can solve problems that are detected by the system itself, without any human 
intervention.. In summary, the field of multi agent systems show promising roots to application 
thatt perform complex tasks but many technical and syntactical problems remain. 
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Thee general question addressed in this thesis How can human organizational principles be used for 
multi-agentmulti-agent architectures? is answered by an exploration of the possibilities to design multi-agent 
systemss as artificial organizations. Three research lines are presented: organizational modeling 
andand coordination, interoperability and agent models. Organizational modeling and coordination 
iss concerned with how resources (i.e. people or agents) can be identified and related to each other. 
Thee (human) organizational principles we explored are: "division of labor" and "coordination". 
Divisionn of labor consists of decomposing the work (or goal) into various distinct tasks. Coordina
tionn refers to managing relations between these tasks to achieve the work. The patterns of division 
off labor, responsibilities (i.e. people who do me work), clustering of responsibilities into units 
andd coordination between units can be defined by "organizational structures". Organizations are 
complexx entities formed to overcome various limitations of individual agencies, such as cognitive, 
physical,, temporal and institutional limitations. The design of an organization should cover how 
onee or more people are engaged in one or more tasks, where knowledge, capabilities and resources 
aree distributed. Such a design can be seen as a set of networks and procedures that link agents, 
tasks,, resources and skills. 

Manyy human organizations can be viewed as information processing systems because many 
off their activities are concerned with transforming information from one form to another. In ad
dition,, organizational activity (like receiving orders, reporting and administrating) is frequently 
information-driven.. Links between human organizations and computational systems are suggested 
byy Fox, where distributed system are described by responsibilities of processes (i.e. agents), com
municationn paths and a control regime that coordinates the whole. Furthermore, Malone and 
Crowstonn discusses the influence of coordination theory in resource allocation, management of 
unreliablee actors, task assignment and information flow management. 

Coordinationn is an essential activity in multi-agent systems, in that it permits agents to cooper
atee in order to achieve common goals. Based on division of labor, agents will perform a number of 
(specialized)) tasks. When agents organized in a multi-agent system collaborate, they are capable 
off performing more complex actions than individual agents can. However, in order to achieve 
commonn and individual goals, agents need to interact in a coordinated manner. This means that an 
agentt should be aware not only of the actions it can perform and the state it is in at any moment of 
thee execution, but also of the actions other agents can perform and their states. 

Chapterr 2 presents a framework for multi-agent system design, which is based on human orga
nizationall notions and principles for distributed intelligent systems design. Organizational notions 
suchh as "task", "control", "job", "operation", "management", "coordination" and "organization" 
aree framed into an organizational design framework. A collection of organizational design activ
itiess is presented that assists in a task-oriented decomposition of the overall task of a system into 
jobss and the reintegration of jobs using job allocation, coordination mechanisms and organiza
tionall structuring. 

Inn order to allocate jobs to positions (i.e. agents), our approach makes use of an explicit separa
tionn of the performance of work and the control over it. "Operators" are responsible for performing 
thee technical part of work, such as transforming input into output. "Managers" are responsible for 
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thee control over Operators. In order to coordinate Operators, we investigated a selection of coordi
nationn mechanisms described by Mintzberg: "Direct Supervision" where one individual takes all 
decisionss for the work of others, "Mutual Adjustment" that achieves coordination by a process of 
informall communication between agents, and "Standardization of Work, Output and Skills". 

Threee organizational structures originating from Mintzberg are adjusted in order to coordi
natee agents and their work: "Machine Bureaucracy", "Professional Bureaucracy" and "Adhoc-
racy".racy". The Machine Bureaucracy is task-driven, seeing the organization as a single-purpose struc
ture,, which only uses one strategy to execute the overall task. The Professional Bureaucracy is 
competence-driven,, where a part of the organization will first examine a case, match it to prede
terminedd situations and then allocate specialized agents to it. In an Adhocracy, the organization 
iss capable of reorganizing its own structure including dynamically changing the work flow, shift
ingg responsibilities and adapting to changing environments. A case study on distributed supply 
chainn management shows the process from task decomposition via organizational design to three 
multi-agentt architectures based on the three organizational structures. 

"Interoperability"" is concerned with how to let agents communicate with each other, how to 
coordinatee agent communication and how to add semantics to agent communication. Chapter 
44 discusses "coordination mechanisms" in the form of "Problem Solving Methods", which can 
assistt "Managers" and agent engineers in reasoning about coordination. Agents that need coor
dinationn can agree to commit to one or more coordination strategies. Underlying the Problem 
Solvingg Methods is a "coordination ontology" that models the concepts and relationships describ
ingg the coordination domain. The coordination strategies are based on the strategies described by 
Mintzberg. . 

Fromm experiments with the three coordination strategies, we made the following observations: 
inn Direct Supervision the coordination knowledge (i.e. strategic and supervision) is concentrated 
inn the Manager, who takes care of managing the relations between activities and Operators. In 
Standardizationn of Work, we can see a pattern of a decentralized model (knowledge about coordi
nationn is distributed among the Operators), where the Manager only plays the role of a strategic 
planner.. In Mutual Adjustment, there is no division of roles into Operators and Managers. As a 
result,, the collaboration pattern shows a broadcast communication model where every agent tries 
too communicate with all available agents. 

Thee "IBROW project" (IBROW stands for Intelligent BRokering On the Web) discussed in 
Chapterr 5, has as goal to develop technologies for (semi-) automatic selection and configuration 
off new applications by reuse of existing services. Work on a multi-agent architecture capable 
off (semi)automatic reuse of Problem Solving Methods (PSMs) is discussed. Using the notion of 
separationn of concerns, specialized agents are defined that operate within functional spaces. The 
agentss within the architecture collaborate using specialized ontologies and collaboration patterns 
onn top of an interoperability structure. 

Inn a "conference submissions" scenario, we addressed the problem of having to classify over 
6000 submissions for the ECAI 2002 conference by hand in order to distribute them to reviewers. 
Inn our approach, we showed how to automate this process using a collection of configured PSMs. 
Thiss process is represented by an application configuration constructed by a broker, which is 
translatedd by the Manager into a "Multi-Agent Plan" (MAP). The execution of this MAP showed 
howw PSMs from three libraries (i.e. data-transport, document analysis and classification) can 
interactt with each other. Using graphical inspection tools via the agent console, we inspected parts 
off the dynamics (communication and internal behavior of agents) of the IBROW architecture. 

Chapterr 6 focuses on the problem of how to add semantics to agent communication. Our 
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approachh is to look at "ontology-based communication", in which the meaning and intention of 
messagee contents is specified in "message content ontologies". In order to share semantics, agents 
committ to shared message content ontologies. We present a "Reference Model" for ontology-
basedd communication based on "speech act" theory. A pragmatic approach is presented, taking 
intoo account the current state of the art in agent technology, which enables creation and use of mes
sagee content ontologies to support ontology-based communication between agents. We describe a 
tooll that assists agent engineers in designing message content ontologies and export them to Java 
sourcee code. A case study on Legal Services illustrates conversations between agents based on a 
laww message content ontology. 

Ann "Agent Model" is concerned with guiding agent engineers in making conceptual, functional 
andd technical design decisions when designing agents, taking into account typical agent intelli
gencee competences, such as "autonomy", "interaction", "pro-activeness" and "reactiveness". In 
Chapterr 4, we present the "Five Capabilities (5C) model" which is a conceptual framework based 
onn a generalization of typical agent intelligence competences. The model defines five dimen
sionss of agent intelligence: "communication model", "competence model", "self model", "plan
nerr model" and "environment model". Each of the five models plays an important role for the 
developmentt of an intelligent software agent. How each of the models will be filled in may vary 
dependingg on the particular kind of agent or the particular application. It iss possible that an agent 
designn is based on the five models, but the technical model on a simplification. 

Thee 5C model has been the design guide (for capabilities and functionality) for the develop
mentt of a series of intelligent agent application prototypes (see Chapter 5 and 6) and commercial 
applications.. The development of the applications showed that functional as well as technical 
constraintss can be reflected in an intuitive manner along the five dimensions, using the notion 
off separation of concerns. Also several "non-agent" issues can be taken into account, such as 
functionall constraints and technical/political constraints. Depending on the requirements of the 
applicationn one can focus on each capability that needs attention, without losing oneself in the 
complexityy of the entire design. 

Chapterr 7 concludes the thesis by answering the research questions and suggesting future work. 
Thee research questions are answered by (1) conducting a conceptual analysis of organizational 
concepts,, organizational models and coordination mechanisms (2) providing a framework for 
agentt interoperation and (3) providing a conceptual framework for analyzing and designing the 
capabilitiess and functionality of an intelligent agent. Future research includes extensions to the 
currentt agent organization framework, which should be of assistance in the organizational design 
decisionn process to bring coherence between the patterns of division of labor and patterns of co
ordination.. Future research on the framework for agent interoperation may include study on agent 
negotiationn in "Mutual Adjustment". Finally, the 5C model could be extended with a library of 
reusablee model components. 
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Dee centrale vraag van dit proefschrift is: Hoe kunnen organisatie-principes gebruikt worden voor 
multi-agentmulti-agent architecturen? Deze vraag wordt beantwoord door een exploratie van mogelijkheden 
omm multi-agent systemen te ontwerpen als artificiële organisaties. Drie onderzoekslijnen worden 
gepresenteerd:: organisatorisch modelleren en coördinatie, interoperabiliteit en agentmodellen. 
Organisatorischh modelleren houdt zich bezig met hoe bronnen zoals mensen of agenten geïden
tificeerdd en tot elkaar gerelateerd kunnen worden op basis van het "arbeidsverdeling" principe. 
Arbeidsverdelingg is het decomponeren van werk in verschillende duidelijke taken. Coördinatie 
refereertt naar het managen van relaties tussen taken om het werk te volbrengen. De arbeids-
verdelingsmodellen,, verantwoordelijkheden, oftewel de mensen die het werk doen, het clusteren 
vann verantwoordelijkheden in afdelingen en coördinatie tussen afdelingen kan gedefinieerd wor
denn als "organisatie-structuren". Organisaties zijn complexe entiteiten die gevormd zijn om ver
schillendee beperkingen van individuele agenturen te overwinnen. Dit kunnen cognitieve, fysieke, 
temporelee en institutionele beperkingen zijn. Een organisatie-structuur moet worden gezien als 
eenn verzameling van netwerken en procedures die mensen, taken en bekwaamheden aan elkaar 
verbindt. . 

Veell organisaties kunnen gezien worden als informatieverwerkende systemen, omdat veel van 
hunn activiteiten betrekking hebben op het transformeren en transporteren van informatie. Boven
dienn zijn organisatorische activiteiten zoals het ontvangen van orders, rapporteren en admini
strerenn informatie-gedreven. Schakels tussen menselijke organisaties en computationele systemen 
zijnn gesuggereerd door Fox, die gedistribueerde systemen beschrijft als verantwoordelijkheden, 
communicatiepadenn en controleregimea die het geheel coördineren. Verder hebben Malone en 
Crowstonn de invloed van de coördinatietheorie in het alloceren van bronnen, managen van onbe
trouwbaree actoren, taaktoekenning en informatie-management beschreven. 

Coördinatiee is een essentiële activiteit in multi-agent systemen, omdat coördinatie agenten in 
staatt stelt samen te werken en gezamenlijke doelen te verwezenlijken. Op basis van arbeidsver
delingenn kunnen agenten een aantal gespecialiseerde taken uitvoeren. Als agenten georganiseerd 
inn een multi-agent systeem samenwerken, dan zijn ze in staat om complexere acties uit te voeren 
dann een individuele agent. Om gedeelde en individuele doelen te verwezenlijken moeten agenten 
echterr op een gecoördineerde wijzen met elkaar interacteren. 

Hoofdstukk 2 presenteert een raamwerk voor het ontwerp van gedistribueerde intelligente syste
men,, dat gebaseerd is op noties en principes uit de organisatieleer. Noties zoals "taak", "controle", 
"klus",, "operatie", "management", "coördinatie" en "organisatie" zijn in dit raamwerk uitgedrukt. 
Eenn collectie van organisatie-ontwerpactiviteiten wordt gepresenteerd. Deze activiteiten onder
steunenn een taak-georiënteerde decompositie van het algehele doel van een systeem in klussen. 
Daarnaastt wordt de reïntegratie van klussen op basis van klustoekenning, coördinatiemechanis
menn en organisatie-structurering ondersteund. 

Omm klussen aan posities (oftewel agenten) toe te kennen, maken we in onze aanpak gebruik 
vann een expliciete scheiding tussen de uitvoering van het werk en de controle hierover. "Opera
tors"" zijn verantwoordelijk voor het technische gedeelte van het werk, zoals het transformeren van 
invoerr naar uitvoer. "Managers" zijn verantwoordelijk voor controle over Operators. Om Ope
ratorss te coördineren, hebben we een selectie van coördinatiemechanismen onderzocht: "Directe 
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Supervisie"" waarbij één individu alle beslissingen over het werk van anderen neemt, "Onderlinge 
Afstemming"" waarbij coördinatie wordt verwezenlijkt door een proces van informele communi
catiee tussen agenten en "Standaardisatie van Werk, Uitvoering en Vaardigheid". 

Driee bestaande organisatie-structuren zijn aangepast om agenten en taken te coördineren: "Ma
chinee Bureaucratie", "Professionele Bureaucratie" en "Adhocracie of ad-hocbeleid)". De Machine 
Bureaucratiee is taakgedreven, waarbij de organisatie gezien wordt als een structuur met één doel en 
éénn strategie om het algehele doel te verwezenlijken. De Professionele Bureaucratie is bekwaam
heidsgedreven,, waarbij de organisatie zelf klussen dynamisch alloceert aan gespecialiseerde agen
ten.. Een "Adhocracie" is in staat om zijn eigen structuur te reorganiseren, werkstromen te herzien, 
verantwoordelijkhedenn te verschuiven en aan te passen aan veranderende omgevingen. Een on
derzoekk op het gebied van gedistribueerde supply chain management toont het proces aan van 
taakdecompositiee via organisatie ontwerp naar drie multi-agent architecturen gebaseerd op de drie 
organisatie-structuren. . 

"Interoperabiliteit"" houdt zich bezig met op welke wijze agenten met elkaar kunnen commu
niceren,, hoe agentcommunicatie gecoördineerd kan worden en hoe semantiek aan agentcommu
nicatiee toegekend kan worden. Hoofdstuk 4 behandelt "coördinatiemechanismen" in de vorm van 
"Probleemoplosmethoden"" die "Managers" en agent-engineers kunnen assisteren in het redeneren 
overr coördinatie. Agenten die coördinatie nodig hebben kunnen overeenkomen om zich aan één of 
meerderee coördinatiestrategieën te houden. Onder de Probleemoplosmethoden bevindt zich een 
coördinatie-ontologiee die concepten en relaties modelleert voor het beschrijven van het coördi
natiemodel.. De coördinatiestrategieën zijn gebaseerd op strategieën beschreven door Mintzberg. 

Aann de hand van experimenten met de drie coordinatiestrategieën, hebben we de volgende 
observatiess gemaakt: met Directe Supervisie is de coördinatiekennis, over onder andere strate
giee en supervisie, geconcentreerd in de Manager, die zorg draagt voor het managen van relaties 
tussenn activiteiten en Operators. Met Standaardisatie van Werk, kunnen we een patroon van een 
decentraall model zien, waarbij kennis over coördinatie over de Operators gedistribueerd is. De 
Managerr speelt alleen de rol van een strategische planner. Met Onderlinge Afstemming, is er geen 
verdelingg van rollen over Operators en Manager. Als gevolg hiervan laten de samenwerkingspa-
tronenn een "broadcast" model zien, waarbij elke agent probeert te communiceren met alle andere 
beschikbaree agenten. 

Hoofdstukk 5 behandelt het "IBROW project". IBROW staat voor Intelligent BRokering (make
laardij)) Op het Web en heeft als doel om technologie voor semi-automatische selectie en con
figuratiee voor nieuwe applicatie te ontwikkelen op basis van bestaande webdiensten. Op basis 
vann de notie van belangenscheiding, zijn gespecialiseerde agenten gedefinieerd die werkzaam 
zijnn in functionele ruimtes binnen een multi-agent architectuur. De agenten in deze architectuur 
werkenn samen door gebruik te maken van gespecialiseerde ontologieën en samenwerkingspatro-
nenn bovenop een interoperabiliteitsstructuur. 

Inn een "conferentie inzendingen" scenario hebben we het probleem van het handmatig classifi
cerenn van meer dan 600 conferentie inzendingen voor ECAI2002 voor het toekennen aan review
erss aangepakt. Onze aanpak ondersteunt het automatiseren van dit proces door gebruik te maken 
vann een verzameling van geconfigureerde Probleemoplosmethoden. Dit proces is gerepresenteerd 
doorr een applicatieconfiguratie die is samengesteld door een broker (makelaar), die vertaald is 
doorr een Manager naar een "Multi-Agent Plan". De uitvoering van dit plan laat zien hoe Pro
bleemoplosmethodenn uit drie verschillende bibliotheken (dat zijn datatransport, document analyse 
enn classificatie) kunnen interacteren. Gebruikmakend van grafische inspectie tools via het "agent
console",, hebben we delen van de dynamiek, waaronder communicatie en intern agentgedrag, van 
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dee IBROW architectuur geïnspecteerd. 
Hoofdstukk 6 behandelt het probleem hoe semantiek aan agentcommunicatie toegekend kan 

worden.. Onze aanpak baseert zich op "ontologie-gebaseerde communicatie" waarin de betekenis 
enn intentie van de inhoud van berichten gespecificeerd is in "Berichtsinhoudontologieën". Om se
mantiekk te delen houden agenten zich aan een gedeelde Berichtsinhoudontologje. We presenteren 
eenn "Referentiemodel" voor ontologie-gebaseeide communicatie dat gebaseerd is op de "speech 
act"" (taalhandeling) theorie. Er is een pragmatische aanpak gepresenteerd waarbij rekening is 
gehoudenn met de huidige stand van zaken omtrent agenttechnologie, die het creëren en gebruik 
vann Berichtsinhoudontologieën voor ontologie-gebaseerde communicatie tussen agenten mogelijk 
maakt.. We beschrijven een tool die agent-engineers ondersteunt bij het ontwerpen van Berichtsin
houdontologieënn en het exporteren hiervan naar Java broncode. Een onderzoek op het gebied van 
juridischee diensten laat conversaties tussen agenten, gebaseerd op een juridisch Berichtsinhoudon
tologieën,, zien. 

Eenn "Agentmodel" is bedoeld om agent-engineers te ondersteunen bij het maken van con
ceptuele,, functionele en technische ontwerpbeslissingen over agentontwerpen, waarbij rekening 
wordtt gehouden met typische agent intelligentiecompetenties zoals "autonomie", "interactie", 
"pro-activiteit"" en "reactiviteit". In Hoofdstuk 4, presenteren we het "Vijf Capaciteiten (5C) 
model";; een conceptueel raamwerk gebaseerd op een generalisatie van typische agent intelli
gentiecompetenties.. Het model definieert vijf modellen voor agent intelligentie: "communicatie 
model",, "competentie model", "zelf model", "planner model" en "omgeving model". Elk van deze 
modellenn speelt een belangrijke rol in de ontwikkeling van een software agent. Hoe de modellen 
ingevuldd worden hangt af van het type agent of type applicatie. Het is mogelijk dat een agent 
ontwerpp gebaseerd is op vijf modellen, maar het technische model op een simplificatie daarvan. 
Hett 5C model is een ontwerpleidraad voor de ontwikkeling van een serie van agent prototypes (zie 
Hoofdstukk 5 en 6) en commerciële applicaties. De ontwikkeling van deze applicaties toonde aan 
datt op basis van het belangenscheidingsprincipe zowel de functionele als technische beperkingen 
opp een intuïtieve wijze in één van de vijf dimensies gepositioneerd kan worden. Bovendien kunnen 
verscheidenee "niet-agent" kwesties zoals functionele, technische en politieke restricties geadres
seerdd worden. Afhankelijk van de applicatie-eisen kan men zich op afzonderlijke capaciteiten 
richten,richten, zonder verdwaald te raken in de complexiteit van het gehele ontwerp. 

Hoofdstukk 7 sluit dit werk af door het beantwoorden van de onderzoeksvragen en het geven van 
suggestiess voor toekomstig onderzoek. De onderzoeksvragen zijn beantwoord door (1) het uit
voerenn van een conceptuele analyse van organisatieconcepten en -modellen en coördinatiemecha
nismenn (2) het leveren van een raamwerk voor agent-interoperatie en (3) het leveren van een 
conceptueell raamwerk voor analyse en ontwerp van de capaciteiten en functionaliteit van een 
softwaree agent. Toekomstig onderzoek aan het huidige organisatie raamwerk zou zich kunnen 
richtenrichten op het aanbrengen van meer coherentie tussen arbeidsverdelingspatronen en coördinatiepa
tronen.. Een mogelijke vervolgstap voor het raamwerk voor agent-interoperatie is een studie naar 
agentonderhandelingg in Onderlinge Afstemming. Tenslotte, zou het 5C model uitgebreid kunnen 
wordenn met een bibliotheek van herbruikbare modelcomponenten. 
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